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Spinal Cord Injury 

 

 

 In this first chapter the spinal cord anatomy is described and spinal 

cord injury pathology introduced. The main physiological processes are 

described and an overview of the current therapies is given. The openings 

provided by the usage of electrical stimuli towards functional recovery of 

spinal cord activity are described. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) is a severe insult of the spinal cord (SC). It 

can be caused by traumatic or non-traumatic events. Sport injuries, 

automobile or motorcycle accidents and falls are common causes of 

traumatic SCI. Very often fragments of bone or vertebrae tear into the SC 

and disrupt the network of nerves that carriers signals through the body. 

However, some diseases (e.g. cancer, arthritis, osteoporosis) can cause 

non-traumatic SCI. SCI results in a loss or impaired function causing 

reduced mobility or feeling. It is a devastating and debilitating condition 

affecting 2.5 million people worldwide, with more than 130,000 new cases 

reported each year1. The average age of injury is 33. SCI has a significant 

impact on quality of life, life expectancy and economic burden, with 

considerable costs associated with primary care and loss of income.  

Considerable financial support to the research for SCI has been 

given in the past years. Several experimental regenerative therapies have 

been recently developed. However, none of these approaches provides 

full recovery in experimental injury models as well as in humans. In order 

to discuss classical and unconventional therapies and to set the 

basements on which the current PhD thesis was developed, a description 

of the anatomy of the SC and the relevant aspects about SCI are given. 

 

1.2  Spinal Cord Anatomy 

SC composes, with the brain, the central nervous system (CNS). It 

is the responsible of the bidirectional communication between the brain 

and the peripheral nervous system (PNS). It conducts sensory information 

from the PNS to the brain and motor information from the brain towards 

the PNS, which drives muscle and organs. SC also coordinates some 

reflexes. It is a tubular bundle of nervous tissue and support cells. It starts 

from the caudal end of the hindbrain to the lower part of the vertebral 
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column and its total length, in humans, ranges between 40 and 50 cm. 

The spinal cord runs within the vertebral bones and it is much shorter if 

compared to the total length of the vertebral column. Vertebrae are thirty-

three in humans: first twenty-four are articulated and separated by 

intervertebral discs and the lower nine are fused, five in the sacrum and 

four in the coccyx. An easy way to identify the positioning is the 

numbering according to their region of the spine: seven are cervical, 

twelve are thoracic and five are lumbar. A second enumeration considers 

the thirty-one segments of the spinal cord with eight cervical (C1-C8), 

twelve thoracic (T1-T12), five lumbar (L1-L5) and one coccygeal (Co1) 

vertebra. Experimentation is often performed on rodents (i.e. mice and 

rats) that represent a reliable animal model. However, the anatomy of the 

SC differs in terms of number of vertebrae (from twenty-five to thirty) and 

caudal vertebrae (that are twenty-six). SC is composed of thirty-four 

segments: eight cervical (C1-C8), thirteen thoracic (T1-T13), six lumbar 

(L1-L6), four sacral (S1-S4) and 3 coccygeal (Co1-Co3). Three layers of 

tissue or membranes, generally referred as meninges, protect the SC. The 

dura mater is the outermost layer and it acts as a robust protective 

coating. The space between the vertebra and the dura mater is called 

epidural space. It is filled with adipose tissue and it contains a network of 

blood vessels. A middle protective layer is called arachnoid mater and it is 

separated by the subarachnoid space from the underlying pia mater. 

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is contained in the subarachnoid space. The pia 

mater is the innermost of the meninges, it is a vascular membrane and it 

is tightly associated with the surface of the SC. The cross-section (Figure 

1) view of the SC allows the identification of the peripheral region of the 

cord containing neuronal white matter tracts. It is where sensory and 

motor neurons are located. The grey matter has a butterfly shape and 

contains neurons cell bodies. It is inside the white matter and surrounds 

the central canal that contains CSF. The SC has an elliptical shape, 

compressed along the dorso-ventral axis. The cord has grooves in the 

dorsal and ventral sides that serve as points where the ventral and dorsal 
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rootlets emerge from the cord and give rise to spinal nerves. Grey matter 

is divided into dorsal horns, ventral horns and lateral horns. Dorsal horns 

receive the afferent information, thus intending the information from the 

dorsal root, while the ventral horns contains motoneurons (MNs) that 

innervate the skeletal muscles through the ventral roots. Lateral horns are 

found in the thoracic and upper lumbar segments and contain autonomic 

cell bodies for the sympathetic nervous system innervation (unconscious 

actions). The dorsal roots contain afferent sensory fibres both myelinated 

and unmyelinated. Myelin is a fatty coating that surrounds the axon of 

some (myelinated) nerve cells forming an electrically insulating shield 

essential for the exploitation of their functionality. Neuron cell body is in 

the dorsal root ganglion (that is a nerve cell cluster) while each single 

axon split projecting one branch to the periphery and the other to the 

dorsal SC. 

	

Figure 1 a) Reports a schematic showing a sagittal view through the human 

CNS. b) Schematic representation of a vertebral bone where SC in encased. c) 

Transverse section through human spinal cord. The main ascending pathways 

(which transmit sensory information to the brain) are indicated in red and the 

main descending pathways (which transmit motor information to the body) are 

 d)  a) 

 c) Grey matter 

White matter 
Central canal 

Cortico- 
spinal tract 

 b) 
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indicated in blue. a, b and c are adapted with permission from Ref. 2. d) Scheme 

showing projections to motor neurons in spinal cord grey matter, which in turn 

send axons through the PNS to target organs, including muscles. Primary 

sensory neurons send axons through the PNS to second order sensory neurons 

in the CNS grey matter, which, in turn, send axons through white matter in the 

dorsal columns to supraspinal regions. Reprinted by permission from Ref. 3. 

 

Primary afferent fibres are divided into four main subgroups: i) Aα 

(type I) are large and myelinated fibres carrying proprioception (related to 

the sense of position in space) information through muscles receptors; ii) 

Aβ (type II) are medium size myelinated fibres collecting information from 

stationery muscles; iii) Aδ (type III) are small myelinated fibres carrying 

nociceptive (e.g. thermal, mechanical) information; iv) C fibres (type IV) 

small non-myelinated fibres acting like Aδ.  

Ventral roots contain mainly myelinated efferent somatic motor fibres from 

the ventral grey horns. Branches projected from the ventral and dorsal 

roots towards the lateral sides of the SC collectively form spinal nerves. 

White matter is divided into three regions, depending on their position, 

called dorsal, lateral and ventral funiculus. Myelinated fibres reside in the 

white matter funiculi and drive the information rostro-caudally thus 

regulating the ascending and descending path and bringing the 

commands from the cerebral cortex to voluntary movements, locomotors 

and posture control. Furthermore, SC contains neural circuits, called long 

and short descending propriospinal neurons that are interneurons 

dedicated to the interconnection of different SC segments for the 

coordination of complex movements. 

 

1.3  Spinal Cord Injury 

As already mentioned in the opening, SCI determines a partial or 

complete loss of sensory-motor functions caused by interruption of 
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ascending and descending fibers within the SC. The severity of the 

damage depends on lesion entity and spinal segments involved. SCI 

occurring between vertebral level C1 and T1 often implies tetraplegia that 

is the loss of sensorimotor below the head. If the injury occurs between T2 

and S5 the disability involves the lower body and legs thus resulting in 

paraplegia.  

Only in the last decades SCI become less lethal and, thanks to the 

emergency care and rehabilitation protocols, the survival rate is above 

93%. However, life expectancy of SCI patients, depending of the severity 

and level of the injury, is lower and they are 2 to 5 times more likely to die 

prematurely than healthy people and they undergo severe complications. 

SCI pathophysiology studies the functional changes resulting from the 

injury4. The events after the insult can be divided into two phases. The 

primary injury phase involves the mechanical disruption of the spinal 

column that results in an impact with the SC. This event can lead to 

axonal damage, cell death and laceration of the blood-spinal cord barrier 

(BSB). After few hours, secondary injury starts and various mechanisms 

are triggered that lead to aggravation. The understanding of all the single 

mechanisms is not complete but the study onto animal models5 

contributed to elucidate several aspects4,6.  

Within 0-2 hours after the injury, immediate death of neurons, glia 

(astrocytes, microglia and oligodendrocytes), vasospasm of the superficial 

vessels, intraparenchymal hemorrhage and swelling occur. Then, in the 

acute phase (2 hours – 2 weeks), ionic concentration fluctuations appear 

and accumulation of lipids and proteins, neurotransmitters, reactive 

oxygen species and ATP take place. Due to damages to the BSB and to 

the up-regulation of specific adhesion biomolecules, infiltration of immune 

cells (i.e. macrophages, lymphocytes and neutrophils) takes place. 

Immune cells release cytokines and interleukins and contribute to recruit 

monocytes that mature into pro-inflammatory activated macrophages, 

which release more pro-inflammatory cytokines that activate immune-like 

resident cells (i.e. microglia and astrocytes)7. Neutrophils and 
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microglia/macrophages are the main responsible for the inflammatory 

process. Their accumulation in specific necrosis areas where they 

contribute to re-establish homeostasis via phagocytosis of myelin and 

other cellular debris7. The cysts formation is the consequence of the 

necrotic tissue removal and prevents neuronal regeneration. Astrocyte 

reactivity can be promoted that lead (together with other factors) to the 

formation of a glial scar that serves to insulate the injury site and confine 

the inflammation. The subacute phase (2 weeks – 6 months) is 

characterized by a glial scar stabilization process that is induced by the 

infiltration of fibroblasts. Neurons not affected by direct injury can 

degenerate due to excitotoxicity (excessive stimulation by 

neurotransmitters) and other causes. Mechanisms leading to the 

demyelination and oligodendrocyte death are activated and the 

consequence is a strong inhibition of axons regeneration. BSB is repaired 

within 6 months. In this time scale, moderate spontaneous reorganization 

is observed and partial re-myelination is promoted. Modest rewiring (that 

generates unusual pathways) of the SC is based on the growth of axons 

from damaged ascending and descending neurons and from the 

propriospinal neurons. It occurs even though glial scar acts as a barrier to 

the regeneration process. Microglia/macrophages in this phase down-

regulate the pro-inflammatory cytokines assuming an anti-inflammatory 

phenotype and contributing, by means of secretion of growth factor, to 

neurons protection and regeneration. However, all these efforts are very 

far to end with a complete functions restoration.  

The complete stabilization of the damaged tissue represents the chronic 

phase and generally starts after the sixth month. A certain chronic 

inflammation level persists while neurological deficits stabilize with 

appearance of chronic pain. 

Figure 2 reports the effects of the primary and secondary injury on the 

SC. 
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Figure 2 Schematic showing a sagittal view through a region of cervical spinal 

cord injury (SCI) depicting a combination of features from different types of 

injury. Many cells die immediately, as well as progressively, after SCI. Cysts 

usually form after contusion injury. After penetrating injury, cells from the PNS 

often invade the injury site to form a connective tissue scar that incorporates 

astrocytes, progenitor cells and microglia. Many ascending and descending 

axons are interrupted and fail to regenerate over long distances. Some axons 

form new circuits with motor neurons via interneurons. At the site of cyst 

formation, axons can sprout. Disconnected myelinated axon segments are 

phagocytosed by macrophages. Some spontaneous remyelination occurs. 

Reprinted by permission from Ref. 3. 
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1.4  SCI conventional and experimental treatments 

Due to its pathophysiology complexity and to the singularity of each 

impact generating the injury8, SCI is considered very difficult to be treated. 

Treatment options are limited but rehabilitation and experimental 

technologies have been found to help to maintain or improve remaining 

nerve functionality in some patients. Immediately after the insult occurred, 

immobilization of the spine is necessary in order to confine the lesion prior 

to surgical stabilization. A personalized rehabilitation program plays an 

important role in patients with incomplete injuries.  

For an efficacious treatment is also necessary tailoring the needs of each 

phase. This means, for instance, usage of anti-inflammatory to reduce the 

pro-inflammatory microglia/macrophages spontaneous up-regulation in 

acute phase is recommended. In the subacute several experimental 

therapeutic approaches that are based on the assumption that CNS can, 

in principle, regenerate itself9 are still under investigation. Among them it 

is worth mentioning i) the transplantation of stem cells to fill the gap 

created by the cysts and replace the neural cells loss due to the injury10,11; 

ii) local application of biomaterials scaffolds to drive regeneration12,13; iii) 

administration of growth factors specifically targeted to promote the axonal 

regeneration and inhibit adverse cues2. Even if promising, these therapies 

are still far from clinical trials. 

 

1.4.1 Spinal cord plasticity 

Research is recently focusing on the promotion of injury-induced 

adaptive changes of CNS. This phenomenon is called plasticity and the 

possibility of supporting it with dedicated therapies in order to push it 

further is very appealing. Spontaneous regeneration after SCI leads to a 

partial recovery14. It is supposed to be related to intraspinal and cortical 

tissue plasticity and sprouting mechanisms. Sprouting is widely observed 
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along the SC and also involves tracts necessary to exploit locomotors 

functions. Axonal tracts can run along unconventional circuits and are 

able to restore the access to segments previously insulated by the injury. 

The physiological process involves the replacement of the connection 

between the transected fibres and intraspinal neuronal tract close to the 

lesion. Then, a synaptic contact is formed between the intraspinal neuron 

and targeted cells of the transected fibre in order to establish a functional 

pathway15. Particularly prone to sprouting are propriospinal interneurons 

that can induce positive secondary effects onto locomotors and sensory 

functions. Among the high amount of examples in literature that report 

increasing of plasticity, the work of Courtine and co-workers (in the R. 

Edgerton lab) on mice worth to be mentioned. They reported mediation of 

spontaneous functional recovery by means of a diverted propriospinal 

connection. Furthermore, they observed this important plasticity effect 

onto totally transected descending pathways16. Intrinsic mechanisms 

driving plasticity are not fully elucidated yet. There are evidences about 

the important role played by sensory feedback17 (and neuropathic pain18) 

for the spontaneous recovery and unconventional re-wiring. However, in 

order to achieve a functional synaptic contact, plasticity regeneration 

process has to be guided.  

In order to maximise the efficacy of functional recovery after SCI, 

increasing the sprouting and plasticity of intact bridges is highly desirable 

as well as inducing reorganization of interactions between descending 

inputs and propriospinal circuits16,19. This could be enough to enable 

supraspinal control of lumbosacral circuits after severe SCI without the 

need of maintaining or regenerating the direct projections from the brain. 

 

1.5  Electrical stimulation and SCI 

Among the novel approaches investigated to improve the recovery after 

SCI, electrical stimulation (ES) is one of the most promising. In principle, 
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ES could be used to i) improve muscle functionality to maintain tonicity 

and promote locomotion (FES); ii) stimulate PNS to regulate specific 

functionalities and iii) apply direct stimulation to the SC (SCS) in order to 

activate locomotors functionalities. FES stimulates muscles with 

cutaneous patches, subcutaneous or implanted electrodes20. However, 

the most appealing approach to use ES is the SCS, which is born as an 

adjuvant in intervention for chronic back or leg pain21. In order to enable 

safe SCS, proper neuroprostheses (NPs) are necessary. NPs are 

specifically designed prostheses for the stimulation of central or peripheral 

nervous system. The field is attracting a great deal of attention and the 

possibilities of restoring health and of treating diseases by precise delivery 

of electrical pulses, electroceuticals, is becoming real22. Reclaim™ Deep 

Brain Stimulation for Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) therapy is 

one of the few basic examples of NPs devices recently approved by Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA). The usage of electric stimuli represents a 

great step towards the treatment of several diseases since it means 

speaking the language that body speaks. As it will be discuss along this 

thesis work, the fabrication and implantation of NPs set several 

requirements. Nowadays, more and more specifically performing devices 

are under investigation for the chronic implantation. However, the effects 

ES induces, as well as the hypothesis about the mechanisms, are studied 

in acute with non-implantable silicon based neural probes. Several 

laboratories reported about the efficacy of SCS in changing the 

physiological state of the SC circuits while inducing standing and 

stepping-like movements in animal models of SCI. SCS seems more 

promising than FES since it is able, with a proper designed implantable 

electrode array, to recruit and activate all the muscles involved in a 

specific movement. Secondary, SCS activates muscular fibres from spinal 

circuit, like a SC of healthy mammals does23,24. Figure 3 shows some 

commercial and experimental NPs specifically dedicated to CNS and 

PNS. 
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Figure 3 In this figure are reported few pictures about neuroprostheses found in 

literature. The different colours refer to different application, orange for spinal 

cord, blue for brain and green for PNS. a) Commercial device by Medtronic for 

the SCS. b) Polyimide based device for the stimulation and sensing from the 

PNS25. c) PDMS multi electrode array for SC surface stimulation26. d) e-dura is a 

stretchable multifunctional PDMS based device27. e) Silk fibroin/polyimide multi 

electrode array wet and wrapped onto a glass sphere for brain interface28. f) 

Rolled multi electrode arrays inserted in silicone tubes for interfacing sciatic 

nerve29. g) Layout of an electrocorticography array fabricated onto polyimide30. 

h) Teflon-coated stainless micro wires for brain interfacing31. i) and l) picture and 

magnification of silicon based gold/polypirrole nanotubes to be inserted in the 

motor cortex32. The figures are reprinted by permission from the relative 

references editors.  

 However, most important challenge of NPs for SCS is based 

on their activity in terms of stimulating plasticity to spontaneously 

reorganize residual descending connections towards the replacement of 

the ability of the SC to respond to electrical and chemical cues. These 33–

36 are recent and very relevant findings which require a deeper discussion. 
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 Edgerton’s laboratory pioneered the studies about the 

relevance of the daily training and demonstrated it can improve functional 

capacities of cats SCI models37,38. Moreover, their findings revealed that 

specific training conditions the circuitry of a cat SCI model and induces full 

weight-bearing standing and stepping on a treadmill39. These results, 

obtained also with other animal SCI model 40, contributed to sustain the 

hypothesis that plasticity is somehow activity-dependant. Furthermore, it is 

now clear how repetitive activation of both synapses and sensory/motor 

pathways through specifically dedicated training can reshape the circuits 

and facilitate the performance of achieving a specific movement41. 

Interpretation and correlation of the general findings about SC of 

mammalian led to the assumption that supraspinal centres are 

fundamental only to provide inputs to initiate and terminate a specific 

movement. Indeed, signals originated from the brain activate the SC 

cervical and lumbar circuits called central pattern generators (CPGs) that 

control reflexes and are responsible for the generation of pattern and 

timing of coordinated and rhythmic muscular activities. Then, afferent 

sensory fibres adapt and modulate the guidelines of CPG to the 

environment to optimize the movement. Even though rehabilitation was 

demonstrated very successful in acute and chronic incomplete SCI 

patients, rehabilitation promoted functional recovery is not demonstrated 

successful in cases of severely affected SCI patients42. A good 

explanation about the differences observed between human and other 

mammals resides on the fact that human locomotors is more supraspinal 

dependent then other mammal locomotors system and its CPG results 

strongly depressed after complete SCI43.  

 In order to increase SC excitability and to trigger increasing of 

activity-dependent plasticity44, several strategies are currently under 

investigation that specifically target regeneration of CPGs: from 

pharmacological treatments to ES, both epidural (EES) and intraspinal 

(ISS). ES resulted very promising since it can induce action potentials 
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(APs) in the peripheral nerves activating circuits that are involved (in 

healthy SC) in bridging the information from the brain to the muscles and 

vice versa. ES effects are position dependent and, if specific fibres are 

activated, complex coordinated movements, like bilateral stepping, can be 

generated45. Actually, from Edgerton laboratories, the important 

observation that task-specific training with EES might reactivate previously 

silent spared neural circuits and promote plasticity in humans with severe 

SCI arrived34. It means activating some CPGs can restore supraspinal 

control. If the ES is associated to drugs therapy, i.e. injection of 

serotonergic agonists, and robotic arm interface (used to control the 

amount of hind limb body weight support) after complete SC transection in 

adult rats, the functionality of spinal network increased dramatically as 

early as one week after injury44 (Figure 4). These results were obtained 

by using the ES as input for the generation of close-to-normal hind limb 

locomotors patterns in the absence of any supraspinal input.  

	

Figure 4 a)-i) Kinematic hind limb characteristics underlying locomotion recorded 

pre-injury (a) and 7-8 days post injury (b) without any intervention, as well as 

under various combinations of serotonergic agonists and/or EES (c–i). The full 

combination (i) included quipazine, 8-OHDPAT and EES at L2 and S1. 

Recordings were performed sequentially in the same rat. Horizontal arrows 

indicate the chronology of the different recordings. A representative stick 

diagram decomposition of hind limb motion during swing is shown for each 

condition with successive color-coded trajectories of limb endpoint. Vectors 

 l)  m) 
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represent the direction and intensity of the limb endpoint velocity at swing onset. 

l) The animal is positioned in an upper body jacket that is attached to a robotic 

arm that measures and controls the amount of weight support.  Intramuscular 

and epidural electrodes are routed sub-cutaneously to a percutaneous amphenol 

head connector, enabling the recording of electromiographic activity and the 

delivery of electrical stimulation chronically. m) Wires are routed below the 

spinous processes and sutured over the dura on the dorsal aspec t of L2 and S1 

spinal segments. Reprinted by permission Ref. 44. 

 

The mechanisms that govern ES induced neuronal plasticity are 

still under investigation. For sake of brevity and simplicity in the current 

thesis, the different formulated hypotheses are not reviewed. However, it 

worth to be mentioned that: i) in vitro experiments performed onto dorsal 

root ganglion demonstrated Ca2+ plays an important role in the regulation 

of neurite outgrowth46; ii) membrane depolarization induce a rapid 

transcription of BDNF (Brain-derived neurotrophic factor)47, which is a 

protein that somehow encourages growth and differentiation of neurons 

and synapses; iii) both Ca2+ influx through voltage gated calcium channels 

(VGCCs) and Ca2+ mobilization from intracellular stores have to occur in 

order to obtain BDNF upregulation48. 

In conclusion, in this chapter SC, SCI and the standard medical 

therapies currently adopted were introduced. More importantly, was 

pointed out the great opportunity ES provides in order to promote 

functional recovery. However, most of the results described within this 

chapter were obtained with stranded stainless steel epidural electrodes or 

silicon chips. Organic Bioelectronics, by introducing low-invasiveness 

materials as well as novel architecture, can revolutionize the field. Details 

of the specific requirements and constraints set by ES and recording and 

interfacing biological tissues and electronics, that are the core of the 

current thesis, will be given in the Chapter 2. 
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chapter 2 
 

Methods, devices and materials 

 

 

 This chapter focuses on methods to interface biological signals and 

to perform bidirectional communication with cells and living tissues. 

Requisites to achieve an efficient electrical stimulation and recording are 

reported. Then, an overview of the multi electrodes arrays and transistors 

for in vitro and in vivo application and their working principle is given. The 

requirements set by neuroprostheses implantation, like materials 

characteristics, are discussed. Finally, the scope of this thesis is 

presented.  
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2.1 Introduction 

The first historical connection between electrodynamics field and 

biology dated back to 18th century. Luigi Galvani, Professor at University 

of Bologna, studied the effect of an electric stimuli applied to leg nerves of 

the frog1, opening the field of the so-called “animal electricity” and laying 

down the foundation of electrophysiology. In the 20th century, 150 years 

later, the main step ahead was done, which led to modern 

electrophysiology: Alan Lloyd Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley modelled the 

action potential (AP) initiation and propagation in the squid’s giant axon2. 

The interest dramatically raised and novel glass microelectrodes were 

introduced which led to the development of the patch-clamp technique. 

Investigation of the current flow through single ion channels3 was enabled 

and modern neuroscience was born. Patch-clamp is a powerful method 

that is particularly useful in the study of excitable cells such as neurons, 

cardiomyocytes and muscle fibres. It allowed the understanding of the 

involvement of ion channels in fundamental cell processes. The technique 

has become common in modern laboratories and still allows great 

breakthrough in neurosciences. Unfortunately, it has few strong 

limitations, which cannot be circumvented. First of all, investigation of 

more than few cells at the same time is not possible and dynamics of 

population are difficult to be resolved and understood. Furthermore, 

adaptation of standard patch clamp intracellular recording to non-invasive 

implantable devices is nowadays difficult to be envisioned. Extracellular 

recordings, on the contrary, circumvent the main obstacle and will enable, 

for instance, long-term monitoring of correlations between plasticity and 

learning4. The electrodes do not penetrate the cell membrane and 

characteristics detrimental to biocompatibility, such as sharpness and 

stiffness, are not required.   

This chapter is dedicated to the principles of extracellular stimulation and 

recording of relevant bioelectric signals and to commercial and 

technologically advanced devices used for that purpose, in particular 
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MicroElectrode Arrays (MEAs) and Field Effect Transistors (FETs). Then, 

an overview about the relevance of materials properties is given. 

  

2.2 Basics Concepts of Extracellular Recording and 
Stimulation 

Three functional classes of neurons constitute peripheral neural 

circuits: afferent neurons (which carry information from the periphery 

toward the brain or spinal cord), efferent neurons (which carry information 

away from the brain or spinal cord) and inter-neurons (which possess 

short axons and only participate in local aspects). Afferent neurons can be 

considered sensory neurons, since they carry information from the sense 

organs to the brain while efferent neurons are often referred as motor 

neurons, since they control voluntary muscle activity. Neurons employ 

several different types of electrical signals to encode and transfer 

information. First of all, they have a means of generating a constant 

voltage across their membranes when at rest. This voltage, called the 

resting membrane potential, depends on the type of neuron being 

examined and ranges between -40 to -90 mV with respect to the potential 

of the extracellular space that is used as a reference. The electrical 

signals produced by neurons are caused by responses to stimuli, which 

then change the resting membrane potential. Although neurons and axons 

(neurons’ slender projections) are both capable of passively conducting 

electricity, the electrical properties of neurons compare poorly to an 

ordinary electric wire. To compensate for this deficiency, neurons produce 

APs that allow them, despite their intrinsically poor electrical 

characteristics, to conduct electrical signals over great distances. The 

different concentration of ions on the two sides of the cellular membrane 

sets the neuron in a resting polarized state. When a passive current flows 

across the membrane, it induces a depolarization (Figure 1). If the 

depolarized membrane potential passes the threshold (about -48 mV), the 
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membrane potential is called highly depolarized and an AP is triggered. 

The AP results in a positive peak in the potential and its amplitude is not 

dependant on the initial depolarization. Thus, the intensity of the 

transmitted neural signal depends on the APs number, also referred as 

firing rate. Next, a strong repolarization follows this phenomenon to set the 

neuronal internal potential back at a negative level. In the 

hyperpolarization regime, which lasts for a few milliseconds, the potential 

is constant at more negative value. The time following the repolarization 

phase of the action potential is called absolute refractory period, where no 

APs can be generated. It is followed by a short relative refractory period 

during which AP can be generated but only with larger-than-normal 

depolarization. During the triggering of an AP, transmembrane voltage 

gated ion channels (VGICs) are involved. Ion channels are proteins that 

gate the ion flow through the cell membrane. These tunnels express 

selective permeability that allow only ions of a certain size and charge to 

pass across. However, some channels may be permeable to the passage 

of more than one type of ion, typically sharing a common charge. The 

gate opens or closes in response to specific electrical, chemical, thermal 

or mechanical stimuli.  

	

Figure 1 a) The graph represents the transmembrane potential during the steps 

of an AP. b) A scheme of a neuron is reported with the cell body and the axonal 

protrusion. c) Sketch of the transmembrane ion channels.  
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Depolarization decreases with distance. As a consequence, stimulation 

does not travel far but propagates down the axon to depolarize new 

pieces of the membrane. At the axon ending synapses establish 

connection with dendrites of the neighbour neuron on which AP is 

induced. Along dendrites, axons and synapses the neuronal signal 

propagates.  

Extracellular field potential recordings, also referred to as local field 

potentials (LFPs), reflect the spike activity of neurons or the superposition 

of fast APs, synaptic potentials and slow glial potentials both in time and 

space4. During each AP, current flows and potential gradients are 

generated around the cell membrane. The usage of non-invasive 

electrodes for in vitro recordings and polytrodes for in vivo recordings 

attenuates and filter the detectability of the generated electrical signals. 

As a consequence of the high attenuation factor (1/100 to 1/1000), 

typically the amplitudes of LFPs range between 10 µV to 1 mV and sub-

threshold potentials generated by individual neuron cannot be recorded4. 

Extracellular electrical stimulation of APs is also attenuated with respect 

the usage of intracellular electrodes.  

Due to this strong attenuation, the knowledge of the interface between the 

electrode and the cell/tissue and the optimization of the devices become 

crucial to successfully achieve non-invasive extracellular stimulation and 

recording.  

 

2.2.1 Electrode/Electrolyte/cell interfaces 

This is probably the most important interface both for stimulation and for 

sensing in many different architectures and a proper modelling is 

necessary. Theoretically, there are two kinds of electrodes in terms of 

behaviour when biased at the interface with an electrolyte: i) perfectly 

polarizable electrodes do not allow transfer of charges across the 
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electrode-electrolyte interface and ii) perfectly non-polarizable electrodes 

that allow free exchange of charges across the interface. The properties of 

real electrodes lie between these theoretical limits and, for the modelling, 

electrochemists use an equivalent circuit made of a capacitor (purely 

polarizable) and a resistor (purely non-polarizable) in parallel (Figure 2a).  

The purely polarizable electrode interface is very complex and of 

particular interest. Graham5, rationalizing the former studies of von 

Helmholtz, Gouy, Chapman and Stern, firstly modelled it in the early ’40.  

If the net charge on the electrode is forced to vary (as occurs during 

stimulation), charge in the electrolyte redistributes. In particular, when two 

electrodes are immersed in an electrolytic salt solution and a voltage 

source is applied across the two, one is driven to relatively negative and 

the other to relatively positive potentials. At the first electrode, positive 

charges (cations) in solution are attracted towards the interface that repels 

negative charges (anions) (Figure 2b shows a simplified scheme). In the 

interfacial region, there will be net electroneutrality, because the negative 

charge excess on the electrode surface will compensate the positive 

charge in solution near the interface. The bulk solution will also have net 

electroneutrality. At the second electrode, the opposite process occurs. 

Three different layers form starting from each of the two electrodes: i) the 

inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) is composed of bare ions and water 

molecules; ii) the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) contains mainly water and 

hydrated ions and iii) the Gouy-Chapman layer (namely the bulk) where 

the remnant amount of charge is located. To simplify, at each electrode an 

electrical double layer (EDL) forms. The distance between the IHP and the 

electrode surface is always very small, on the order of few Å. Thus, the 

capacitance of the EDL is extremely high, in the range of 5 to 40 µF/cm2. 

The current that flows in the circuit due to movement of ions towards the 

interface is called displacement current.  
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Figure 2 a) A simple equivalent RC circuit, which describes the 

electrode/electrolyte interface, is depicted. b) Simplified scheme of the electrical 

double layer formation and potential drop at the interfaces. 

 

Since, mercury excluded, all electrodes are to a certain extent non-

polarizable, the contribution of faradaic current, which is due to redox 

reactions at the electrode interface, has to be taken into account. 

Electrons are transferred between the electrode and chemical species into 

the electrolyte. Unlike the capacitive mechanism, faradaic charge injection 

forms products in solution that cannot be recovered upon reversing the 

direction of current if the products diffuse away from the electrode. Details 

of electrical stimulation from an electrochemical point of view are well 

reviewed in reference6. 

Both in vitro and in vivo an intimate contact is established between the 

surface electrode and the cells plated on top. Cleft is the term used to 

indicate the space, filled with ionic solution, which separates the electrode 

and the lower cell membrane, also called junctional membrane. Different 

compartments of the cell body adhere to the electrode by electrostatic or 

chemical interaction thanks to adhesion proteins that protrude from the 

lipid membrane. Typical cleft thickness range from 40 to 100 nm.  
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The maximal voltage recorded by the device in response to the maximal 

voltage generated by an excitable cell defines the cell/device electrical 

coupling. In order to maximize this parameter, one needs to maximize i) 

the cleft specific resistance, ii) the junction area and iii) the capacitive 

coupling while have to be minimized: i) the cleft thickness and ii) the 

electrode impedance. For an efficient electrical stimulation, charge-

injection limit, that represents the maximum charge that can be injected 

into tissue without initiating irreversible faradaic reactions, has to be 

maximized as well as the specific capacitance4,6–9. 

 

2.3 Multi (or Micro) Electrodes Arrays (MEAs) 

Multi (or Micro) Electrodes Arrays (MEAs) most appealing 

characteristic is decoding of communication across complex neural 

networks. Since the first extracellular approach to bidirectional 

communication, the usage of simple electrodes resulted attractive10. Then, 

progressively from the 50s to the 70s, the adaptation of new materials and 

fabrication strategies led to a growing interest in MEAs. Nowadays MEAs 

represent the state of the art in terms of extracellular stimulation and 

recording. The working principle is consolidated and applied to in vitro and 

in vivo electrophysiology and prosthetics devices. Standard active 

materials for MEAs are metals, such as gold or platinum, but also other 

conductive components including IrOx or Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)4. 

Generally, to confine and reduce the electrode area, a passivation layer is 

used such as the epoxy based SU-8, polyimide or Si4N4. Various 

substrates are used depending on the final application. SiOx is generally 

adopted as substrate while, when monitoring of cell activity or electrical 

stimulation is coupled to other techniques, which require transparency, 

glass or quartz are used. Towards the application in vivo, in the recent 

past, other materials were introduced which led to flexible and transparent 

MEAs made on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or polyimide.  
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Like the scaffolds, the active layers can be replaced in order to increase 

the long-term biocompatibility. Conducting or semiconducting polymers 

have already been used as electrodes or electrode coatings. Furthermore, 

these polymers, like (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), PEDOT, are 

capable of injecting much higher charge then standard metal electrodes 

and, due to the low impedance and to high ion-to-electron conversion 

capability, result in a high signal-to-noise recording both in vitro and in 

vivo9,11. Figure 3 reports pictures of different MEAs. 

 

	

Figure 3 a) Scanning probe microscopy image of a typical protruding MEA (the 

Utah array). The platinum tip is exposed while the remnant part is insulated. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref 12. b) A conformable parylene film with gold 

recording electrodes patterned on top. Reprinted with permission from Ref 13. c) 

Picture of the 64 channel NeuroGrid (scale bar = 200 µm) conforming to a 100 

µm diameter cylinder with an inset of the recording sites of a 256 channel 

NeuroGrid (scale bar = 10 µm) and d) the device conformed to the surface of the 

rat somatosensory cortex (scale bar, 1 mm). c and d are reprinted from Ref. 14. 

 b) 

 d) c) 

 a) 
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The most relevant work reported towards the increasing of MEA 

biocompatibility was done by D. Khodagholy et al.14. They have fabricated 

a (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) 

based MEA onto a 4 µm thick parylene C film (Figure 3 c and d). 

Interconnect were made of gold and platinum. The metal leads do not 

directly interface tissues since they are embedded into the scaffold or 

covered by the semiconducting polymer. The device, called NeuroGrid, 

results in ultra conformable structure that can closely adhere to complex 

curvilinear surfaces. Recently, the possibility of increasing the sensitivity 

by increasing the junction area and the improvements in the fabrication 

strategies, led to the development of metal protruding electrodes4. 

 

2.4 Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFETs) 

The field effect transistor (FET) was first theorized and then 

patented already in the twenties by J. E. Lilienfeld15. However it took until 

1959 to realize similar device, the silicon-based Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor FET (MOSFET) by D. Kahng and M. J. Atalla16. MOSFET 

nowadays represents the most prominent constituent of microelectronic 

devices. The first organic semiconductors based electronic element was 

the metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitor demonstrated by F. Ebisawa, T. 

Kurokawa, and S. Nara at NTT 198217. Only fours years later, the Organic 

Field Effect Transistor (OFET) with recognizable current gain based on in 

situ polymerized polythiophene was presented by A. Tsumura, H. 

Koezuka and T. Ando18. Technological and scientific reasons are the 

driving forces behind the rising interest about OFETs. Even if the potential 

improvement of organic based devices is strongly pursued19, OFETs are 

still not commercially widespread due to long-term stability issue and not 

competitive performances. 
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2.4.1 What an OFET is 

An OFET is a three terminal device where the current between the 

source (S) and drain (D) electrodes can be modulated through a voltage 

applied to the gate (G) electrode. The source and the drain electrodes are 

connected through a semiconducting material, which defines the transistor 

channel. The bias at gate electrode, separated from the channel by an 

electrically insulating material, governs the charge carriers in the 

semiconductor. The OFET can be viewed as a capacitor where one plate 

is represented by gate electrode and the other by the semiconducting 

channel. The last is geometrically defined by 3 main parameters: the width 

(W) of the faced source and drain electrodes, the distance that separates 

them, length (L) and the film thickness. The semiconducting layer in 

OFETs is usually sublimed or processed by solution (e.g: spin coating and 

drop casting) depending on the material characteristics. The gate is a 

metal (e.g.: gold and aluminium) or a conductive polymer but, very often, 

highly doped silicon serves as a gate electrode and substrate at once. 

The dielectric in standard configuration transistors is either polymeric or 

an oxide (thermally grown silicon or aluminium oxides). 

The main architectures adopted in this thesis deviate from the 

standard OFET configuration. Nevertheless, a description of the working 

principles, characterization methods and parameters extraction in OFET is 

given since they undergo the same basic principles. 

Depending on the position of the three electrodes with respect the 

semiconducting material, one can define three main different geometries. 

The Figure 4 shows a scheme of these configurations defined as: bottom 

gate/bottom contacts (BGBC), tog gate/bottom contacts (TGBC) and 

bottom gate/top contacts (BGTC). To each one of them are related 

advantages and disadvantages, which are not described in this thesis.  
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Figure 4 a) Schematic diagram of a BGBC OFET and its wiring diagram. L and 

W are the channel length and width. VG and IG are the bias and the current 

between the source and the gate while VD and ID are the bias and the current 

between the source and the drain. b) and c) report schemes of the TGBC and 

BGTC configurations respectively 

 

2.4.2 How an OFET works 

In the basic operation, the potentials are applied at the gate and at the 

drain while the source is kept grounded. The potential differences are 

generally referred as VGS and VDS or simply VG and VD. The source is the 

charge-injecting electrode since it is always more negative than the gate 

when a positive bias is applied (VG > 0 V, electrons injection) and more 

positive then the gate (VD < 0 V, holes injection).   

Current-voltage characteristics display the basic operating regimes 

(Figure 5). First, we consider a simple metal-insulator-semiconductor 

(MIS) diode (VD = 0 V, VG ≠ 0 V). If a positive gate voltage is applied, 

a) 

b) c) 
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negative charges (electrons) accumulate at insulator/semiconductor 

interface. On the contrary, when a negative potential is applied at the 

gate, positive charges (holes) are accumulated. The higher the potential 

applied, and the capacitance CI of the insulator, the higher the number of 

charges accumulated. However, of all the accumulated charges, a portion 

only is mobile and will thus contribute to the ID current of the OFET, since 

some of them are trapped. This results in the presence of a threshold 

voltage (VTH) that has to be taken into account for the evaluation of the 

effective gate voltage, defined as VG – VTH. On the other hand, donor (for 

n-channel) or acceptor (p-channel) states and interface dipoles can 

generate an internal potential at the interface and thus cause 

accumulation of charges in the channel even if VG = 0 V. In the last case, 

an opposite voltage has to be applied to turn the channel off. 

When VD = 0 V, in the transistor channel, the charge carrier concentration 

is uniform. As soon as a small VD is applied, a linear gradient of charge 

density forms from the carrier-injecting source to the extracting drain 

electrode. This is called linear regime and the current flowing through the 

channel is directly proportional to VSD. The potential V(x) within the 

channel increases linearly from the source (V(x=0) = 0 V) to the drain 

where it corresponds to V(L) = VD (Figure 5a). 

The channel is pinched off when VSD is further increased until the value 

corresponding to VG – VTH is attained (Figure 5b). In these conditions, a 

depletion region is formed next to the drain because the difference 

between the local potential V(x) and VG is below the VTH. A space charge 

limited saturation current, ID, flows across a narrow depletion region since 

the carriers move from the pinch off point to the drain electrode. When the 

VD is further increased, the depletion region expands and the channel 

results shortened. ID in these conditions does not sensitively increase. 

This is called saturation regime (Figure 5c). 
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Figure 5 Illustrations of operating regimes of an OFET: a) linear regime, b) at the 

pinch off and c) saturation regime 

2.4.3 Current Voltage characteristics 

In order to analytically describe the current voltage characteristics 

in different operational regimes of an OFET, the gradual channel 

approximation is adopted. The basic assumption is that the field 

perpendicular to the current flow is much larger than the electric field 

parallel to the current flow created by the drain voltage. 

When VG > VTH the induced charge in an elemental strip, dx, of the 

channel is given by 
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dq = - Ci VG - VTH –V(x)  W dx 

Considering V(x) = 0 at the source and V(x) = VD at the drain, Ci is the 

capacitance per unit area of the dielectric, W the width therefore W dx 

represents the area of the elemental strip. ID can be expressed as the 

amount of charge dq passing from the source to the drain at time dt: 

ID = 
dq
dt  = 

dq
dx

 dx
dt  

by introducing the concept of mobility of charge carriers, µ, which can be 

defined as the ratio between the mean velocity (dx/dt) of the charge 

carriers and the electric field E = -dV/dt, the equation becomes: 

IDdx = W Ci µ [VG - VTH – V(x)] dV 

ID is obtained by integrating the equation from source to (x = 0, V(x) = 0) 

to drain (x = L, V(x)= VD) 

ID, lin = W 
L Ci µ VG - VTH - VD/2  VD 

the last holds in linear regime, where VD < VG - VTH 

In saturation regime, where VD = VG - VTH, the integration of the equation 

results in: 

ID, sat =
W
2LCi µ (VG – VTH)2 

2.4.4 Electrical Characterization and Transport Parameters 
Extraction 

In order to evaluate OFET performances, the device is 

characterized in standard conditions. Two main curves are recorded: 

transfer curve and output curve. 
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i) Transfer characteristics 

The OFET is characterized by measuring IDS when a voltage is applied to 

the gate VGS. The source is generally grounded while potential is applied 

to the drain. IDS is plotted vs VGS, that is why the transfer is sometimes 

called I-V curve. From a transfer curve several relevant parameters can 

be extracted, among them: mobility µ, threshold voltage VTH and on/off 

current ION/OFF. Mobility is extracted by taking the slope of the linear part of 

IDS vs VGS when measured in linear regime. In the case of saturation 

regime, it is taken from the slope of the linear part of sqrt(IDS) vs VGS 

(Figure 6). VTH is extracted by taking the intersection of the extrapolated 

linear part of the transfer curve. From a transfer curve, the 

transconductance, g, can also be extracted. It is defined as dIDS/dVGS and 

it is expressed in Siemens (S). 
 

	

Figure 6 Typical transfer characteristics obtained for pentacene based OFETs. 

a) Measurements performed in the linear regime and b) measurements done in 

the saturation regime. 

i) Output characteristics 

To record an output characteristics of OFETs the IDS is measured vs the 

VDS for different VGS (Figure 7). The linear and saturation regimes are 

distinguishable. Visual information about possible contact resistance of 

the device is given.   

 a)  b) 
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Figure 7 Typical output characteristics of a p-type OFET. 

 

2.4.5 OFETs as Interfacial Sensors Devices 

OFETs are basic device architectures used to probe organic 

materials. Stable operation is generally demonstrated in inert 

atmospheres in a glove box or in high vacuum conditions. Indeed, the 

sensitivity of these devices to electrochemically active species20 (e.g.: 

water, oxygen) is demonstrated and OFET-based gas and humidity 

sensors21 are widely studied. Weak points of these devices were 

optimization of specificity and robustness. These problems were 

addressed by investigating in detail the mechanisms of such degrading 

interaction and by optimizing the semiconductor structures to get OFETs 

durably operating in ambient conditions22. In an OFET sensing experiment 

the current response of the transistor changes when the device is 

exposed to analyte vapours or solutions due to chemical species, which 

adsorb to one of the device interfaces or diffuse into the semiconductor23. 

The investigation of the details of the interaction mechanisms is complex 

and often represents an open issue. Several OFET interfaces can be 

involved in sensing: (i) the electrode/semiconductor, (ii) 

dielectric/semiconductor, (iii) organic/organic interfaces (i.e. grain 
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boundaries) and (iv) semiconductor/ambient interface. In addition to 

electrostatic interactions, morphological or chemical changes in the 

semiconductor might occur and evoke the device response upon 

exposure to the analyte. Simplifying, two classes of interactions can alter 

the organic semiconductor's electronic properties:  

• Analyte molecules can create trap states or provide additional 

charges to the semiconductor. As a consequence the density of 

mobile carriers changes and the threshold voltage shifts. This 

behaviour is often attributed to polar or redox active molecules and 

effectively corresponds to the chemical doping of the 

semiconductor. 

• Analyte/semiconductor interaction can involve a change in the 

electronic coupling along the charge carrier transfer path in the 

semiconductor. This is often attributed to irreversible morphological 

changes or interactions at grain boundaries. As a consequence, the 

charge carrier mobility is altered and experimentally a change in 

transconductance is the response to the sensing event. 

 

In OFET sensing experiments a multi-parametric response of the 

transistor is observed upon a binding event at one of the OFETs active 

interfaces and includes changes in mobility, threshold voltage, off current 

or other transistor parameters. When high sensitivity is required, 

monitoring of ID at constant VD and VG during OFET exposure to different 

analyte concentrations is performed. This mode of operation is equivalent 

to chemo-resistive sensors (chemristors). Significant relative changes in 

current (ΔID/ID) have been observed for analyte concentrations as low as 

the ppb range for detection in gases24 and liquids25. On the contrary, 

multi-parametric analysis, based on the simultaneous measurement of the 

transconductance and drain current, offers advantages when the targets 

are complex analyte mixtures and specific detection. 
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2.5 OFETs in water 

For the transduction of biomolecules or of biological events, the 

sensor is supposed to be operated in an aqueous environment. As 

discussed, standard organic electronics devices show, due to various 

factors, high instability in water. The main issue regarding operating 

electronic devices in water is that it is an electrolyte and it is 

electrochemically active. Ultrapure water dissociates and contains a 

minimum amount of solvated protons and hydroxyl ions of 10-7 M. The 

resulting ionic conductivity, due to proton transfer, is about 10-5 S/m. At a 

standard potential of 0.571 V vs SHE (which is the standard hydrogen 

electrode) water oxidises: 

2 H2O ⇌ 4 H+ + O2 + 2 e- 

While at a standard potential of -0.658 V vs SHE water get reduced 

2 H2O + 2 e- ⇌ H2 + 2 OH- 

Electrochemical reactions set a limit to potentials that can be applied to 

the electrodes of an OFET in contact with water. In particular, when the 

potential difference between S and D is above 1 V, a faradic current, that 

is the result of electrolysis, flows. If a thick dielectric not permeable 

encapsulation provides necessary stability in liquid environment, it also 

strongly reduces efficacy of interaction between device and the interfaced 

environment resulting in low sensitivity or low stimulation capability. 

Recently, new materials and architectures were introduced which 

circumvent the problems. 

2.5.1 Electrolyte Gated OFETs  

If the usage of water represents a strong limitation in standard 

electronic devices, which are commonly operated at VD higher then 20 V, 
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becomes a great advantage in the case of Electrolyte Gated Organic Field 

Effect Transistors (EGOFETs). These devices (Figure 8) are operated 

without a dielectric while they are gated through the electrolyte by 

exploiting the capacitance illustrated in Section 2.2.1. Indeed, the electric 

field which leads to accumulation is no longer created by the metallic 

bottom gate but by the ionic charges which constitute the double layer at 

the semiconductor–water interface. As the two oppositely charged layers 

are almost in direct contact with only the solid–liquid-interface separating 

them (few Å), a large capacitive coupling arises. Extracted 

capacitances26–28 for typical interfaces (e.g. sexitiophene, P3HT, 

pentacene) set in the range of few µF/cm2 27,28 while a 200 nm thick 

thermally grown SiO2 capacitance is about 19 nF/cm2, two orders of 

magnitude lower. As a result, small potential differences between the 

liquid and the semiconducting channel induce substantial charge density 

inside the channel, thus allowing low voltage operation. The above 

discussed electrochemical reactions between hole charges and water are 

likely to occur to some extent also at this interface. Nevertheless, they do 

not affect transfer characteristics as the protons are not trapped in a 

dielectric but instead are neutralized by autoprotolysis of water and result 

only in a small ionic leakage current (typically a few nA) at the gate 

electrode. Although the devices show robust performance, they do not 

exhibit the mobility reported for optimized solid-state OFET. This can be 

partly explained by the increased roughness of the solid–liquid interface 

where charge transport takes place and in addition by water polarization 

effects which set an upper limit. Both small molecules (e.g. pentacene) 

and polymers (e.g. P3HT, Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)) are used as 

semiconducting materials in EGOFET.  

At a planar semiconductor/liquid interface a quasi two-dimensional 

channel forms. The standard equations of OFETs presented in Section 

2.4.3 also describe the EGOFET and its current-voltage characteristics. 
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Figure 8 Scheme and wiring diagram of an EGOFET. 

 

Organic Electrochemical Transistors (OECTs) formally belong to 

the class of EGOFETs since they are gated by an electrolyte, which is not 

separated by a dielectric layer from the semiconductor. Wrighton et al. 

developed the concept of the OECT in 198429.  They realized a three 

terminal device based on an electropolymerized polypyrrole film gated 

through an aqueous electrolyte. The working principle was ascribed to 

changes in polypyrrole conductivity due to the voltage-induced switching 

from oxidized to reduced state and vice versa. Many different materials 

were investigated such as polyaniline30 and polycarbazole31. Recently, the 

organic electronics (OE) community focused on a very interesting 

material, the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene 

sulfonate), PEDOT:PSS. It is a heavily doped p-type polymeric 

semiconductor that, when used as the active channel, gives rise to a 

“normally on” transistor-like behaviour. Most of the scientific community 

agrees on the working principle initially proposed: doping/de-doping of the 

organic semiconductor layer is driven by the application of an appropriate 

gate voltage29,32,33. In its pristine state PEDOT:PSS is oxidized and shows 
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high conductivity and, when a positive bias is applied at the gate 

electrode, cations (from the electrolyte) enter the PEDOT:PSS film 

compensating the pendant sulfonate anions thus reducing the doping 

state of the polymer and its conductivity.  

Other authors propose a different mechanism that takes into 

account the in-homogeneous nature of these polymers, formed by a 

highly conductive crystal core of PEDOT:PSS surrounded by a shell of 

excess insulating PSS34, and how this is affected by the positive voltage 

applied35–38. They have demonstrated that 2% of the holes on the polymer 

backbone compensated by ionic charges inserted from the insulating layer 

was sufficient to alter the PEDOT conductance up to three orders of 

magnitude. This small fraction of charge compensation demonstrates that 

the suppression of the PEDOT:PSS conductance does not result from a 

pure electrochemical effect. Further studies demonstrated that inserted 

ions interrupt the low dimensional carrier-hopping network on the polymer 

backbone causing a conductor/non-conductor transition. So, the ion 

diffusion coupled with the free carrier motion on the PEDOT backbone 

results in a different “new type” of field effect mechanism. The thin-film 

transistor equations are no longer applicable, in their place it is necessary 

to introduce expressions that account for the semiconductor thickness39.  

What is universally accepted is the importance of ionic transport, which 

makes OECTs ideal converter of ionic current into electronic currents.  

 

2.5.2 EGOFETs as Biosensors 

High sensitivity toward a specific analyte is achieved by 

incorporating specific recognition sites into the device. Different 

approaches are adopted: i) usage of membranes, which only allow 

percolation of a specific analyte towards the sensitive interface; ii) 

attachment of a probe molecule onto one of the active interfaces such as 

electrodes or semiconductors; iii) incorporation of the probe into the 
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semiconductor. The last two approaches are generally preferred and 

recently deeply investigated. Chemical binding, or specific electrostatic 

interaction, between the target and the probe generates changes in the 

interfacial electrostatics. The coupled transistor channel transduces the 

interaction as a change in the charge transport or charge density. As a 

result, a different current-voltage characteristic is recorded. 

Several examples of EGOFETs or OECTs transducers are 

reported, which sense bioactive molecules (e.g. glucose40 and dopamine 

neurotransmitter41), enzymes (e.g. glucose oxidase42,43) or proteins (e.g. 

interleukin-444). These devices were also demonstrated as sensors of 

bioelectric signals both in vitro and in vivo. Here we report the first 

approaches and two relevant recent examples.  

P. Bergveld set the foundation for the usage of integrated circuits 

from the silicon technology to achieve extracellular detection. In the 1972 

he presented the ISFET (ion sensitive FET) as a powerful tool for 

electrophysiology45 and his vision was confirmed by the several hundreds 

of paper following his original publication46. The interest about using these 

devices raised and several configurations were investigated. P. Fromherz 

and his group investigated the silicon/cell interface by performing 

combined recordings and stimulations by the established patch clamp 

technique and FET based recordings47. They introduced an important 

model that elucidates the nature and characteristics of the interface and 

which analyses the electrical contribution of each element towards an 

increasing of the efficacy for both stimulation and recording48,49. With the 

opening provided by OFETs to new opportunities and architectures, 

various approaches to stimulation and sensing were tested and promising 

results obtained.  

 

T. Cramer et al. presented an EGOFET fabricated on a Si-SiO2 for 

the bidirectional communication with neural stem cell50 (Figure 9). As a 
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semiconductor they proposed an ultra-thin film of pentacene on which 

murine stem cells were plated, cultured and differentiated. A dense 

interconnected network was formed and pentacene layer biocompatibility 

demonstrated up to two weeks. Fast voltage stimuli were applied by 

pulsing the VGS through the gate electrode represented by a platinum wire 

immersed in the cell culture medium. The collective electrophysiological 

response of the neural network influenced the drain current during the 

transistor operation and transients, proportional to the intensity of the 

stimuli, were recorded. The authors were aiming at recording collective 

responses rather than LFPs, as demonstrated by the usage of mm2 

transistor area, which precludes the sensing of the single cell. Relevance 

of these devices could be demonstrated in vivo, for the sensing of signals 

from the central or peripheral nervous system. Unfortunately, as it will be 

discussed, the silicon scaffold represents a strong limitation, which can be 

circumvented by using different materials.  

 

Figure 9 a) Scheme showing the wiring diagram of electrolyte gated pentacene 

transistor for neural interfacing; b) Scanning electron microscopy micrograph 

with a detail of neurons on active devices at day 9 after performing the electrical 

c)  d) 

   a)  b) 
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analysis; c) shape of the stimulation pulse applied to the potential between the 

source and the gate; d) absolute current traces measured after stimulations of 

increasing intensity. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 50 

 

Among tens of examples about OECTs sensing capabilities51, the 

first electrophysiological recording in vivo was reported by Khodaghouly et 

al52. The authors presented an OECTs array fabricated onto a 2 µm thick 

parylene film (Figure 10). It is transparent, flexible and biocompatible and 

it adheres perfectly to the cortex tissue. It was demonstrated more 

efficient than both standard commercial Ir penetrating electrodes and 

PEDOT:PSS electrodes in the recording of epileptic activity. The recording 

is based on the high ion to electron conversion capability of the 

PEDOT:PSS used as channel and on the amplification principle of the 

transistor configuration. These devices represent the most promising 

configuration due to their stability and versatility even if few issues like the 

usage of a common reference electrode have to be addressed. 

 

Figure 10 a) and b) are respectively the optical micrograph top view and 

schematic side view of the channel of a transistor and a surface electrode in 

 b) 

 d) 

   a) 

c) 

b) 
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which the Au films that act as source (S), drain (D) and electrode pad (E) are 

identified. Scale bar in a) is 10µm. c) Optical micrograph of the probe placed 

over the somatosensory cortex, with the craniotomy surrounded by dashed lines. 

Scale bar, 1mm. d) Recordings from an OECT (pink), a PEDOT:PSS surface 

electrode (blue) and an Ir-penetrating electrode (black). Reprinted with 

permission from Ref. 52 

 

2.6 Implantable devices 

Even though several different platforms and architectures have 

been developed in the last decades, the number of functional devices to 

interface various tissues for the treatment of targeted pathologies is 

limited. Indeed, device functionality is not the unique requirement for an 

implantable device. The greatest challenge to obtain durable and 

operationally stable devices is the biological response that interfaced 

tissue produces against the implant. Indeed, the implant can generate a 

non-specific immune response called foreign body reaction (FBR) that can 

lead to its failure53. FBR is better described in the following. 

 

2.6.1 Foreign body reaction 

Two major aspects represent the critical factors for long lasting 

implants i.e. materials biocompatibility and mechanical properties. IUPAC 

gives two different definitions of biocompatibility depending on the context. 

The most generic is the “ability of a material to be in contact with a living 

system without producing an adverse effect”. The second definition is 

more specifically related to biomedical therapy: it is the “ability of a 

material to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific 

application”54. The last seems more appropriate since no material can 

perform with an appropriate response in all the possible applications. The 
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evaluation of selected materials and devices intended for application in 

humans require a structured program of assessment to establish safety 

and biocompatibility. The program requires that manufacturers conduct 

adequate safety testing of their materials or devices through preclinical 

and clinical phases. Principal organizations to set the current regulations 

are the U.S Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the international 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the Japanese Ministry of 

Health and Welfare (JMHW). The preliminary tests to screen the 

biocompatibility of materials for implantable devices are in vitro. The 

regulation includes positive and negative control materials, choice of cell 

line and cell culture medium etc. For a standard implant, high mechanical, 

chemical and electrical stability are required. Stability ensures the material 

does not release detrimental agents. However, in the past decades 

transient prosthetics became very appealing. Sensors, drug releasing 

implants or electrical stimulators, which have to be used for a limited time 

window, can be explanted or fabricated with bioresorbable materials. The 

substrates and functional active components of the implant may be 

resorbed and metabolized within the body. The functionality of such 

device has to be maintained for the whole therapeutic window. The 

required lifetime ranges from few hours to months depending on the 

application. The potential of transient prosthetics is high and the interest 

of the scientists led to development of new biodegradable materials. 

Focusing on the second requirement for the materials, i.e. 

mechanical properties, one has to consider this is the main factor inducing 

acute FBR. If a high mismatch between the mechanical properties of the 

implanted electrodes and the mechanical properties of the tissue is set, 

the acute FBR is triggered. Elastic modulus of the spinal cord (1 – 100 

kPa) and the brain (3 – 100 kPa) are very low with respect elastic modulus 

of standard material for electronics i.e. silicon (150 – 170 GPa). 

Tolerability issues are found in the interfacing silicon chips and brain55,56. 

Plastic electronics provides softer standard biocompatible materials like 
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polydimethilsiloxane PDMS (about 100 MPa), polystyrene PS (5 MPa) or 

polyimide PI (2 MPa). However, the gap is only partially filled and the 

mismatch is still evident. Many investments of the scientific community are 

performed in order to further reduce the difference while keeping high the 

implant handing. The role of mechanical properties is not fully elucidated 

and further studies are needed in order to investigate the interplay of the 

chemical and mechanical factors that contribute to glial scarring 

surrounding implants when chronic FBR takes place. However, over time 

the electrode and scaffold surfaces are anchored to the tissue through 

extracellular matrix and neural inflammatory cells resulting in cellular 

attachments to the electrode and subsequent modification of the force 

exerted on the tissues. Due to macroscopic movements of the host 

animal, the implant locally rearranges thus generating strong forces on the 

tissues during scar maturation. Movements cause injuries that maintain 

the inflammatory process.  

If the two requirements, i.e. biocompatibility and mechanical 

properties, are not properly satisfied FBR starts53. It is generally divided 

into phases, from the acute to the chronic, that are depicted in Figure 11. 

Blood vessels and tissue disruption occurs during implantation process 

and later due to implant micro-movements. Cells leak plasma fluid and 

blood immune cells (i.e. monocytes/macrophages, mast cells and 

neutrophils) are recruited. Inflammatory cells release numerous neurotoxic 

factors and after the first days microglia have degraded most cellular 

debris and damaged matrix by phagocytosis. The surface of the implanted 

device aspecifically adsorbs protein that favors the adhesion of 

inflammatory cells. Macrophages, locally differentiated from monocytes, 

migrate toward the implant surface intending to lead to its degradation. To 

do so, they release lytic enzymes and reactive oxygen agents and attempt 

to phagocyte the foreign object. Macrophages also secrete pro-

inflammatory cytokines (e.g. tumor necrosis, interleukins, chemokines) 

and growth factors. Starting from the second week after implantation, a 
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dense sheath forms, supported by astrocyte proliferation, around the 

device that is called glial scar. It isolates neural electrodes from the 

surrounding tissue with a sort of fibrotic encapsulation. 

 

Figure 11 Scheme of the FBR steps. Damaged tissue release host proteins and 

blood that are absorbed on the implant surface. Neutrophils (i.e. leukocytes) and 

macrophages are recruited on the guest surface. Macrophages secrete enzyme 

to degrade the guest and factors that recruit and activate fibroblasts. A fibrous 

capsule develops around the material that insulates it thus preventing 

functionality. Modified from ref 57. 

	

2.6.2 Materials  

In order to reduce the FBR induced by an implant, an appropriate 

materials choice is fundamental58,59. Several are the materials that trigger 

FBR including polyethylene, poly(ethylene glycol), silicone rubber and 

titanium. Indeed, softness and biocompatibility are not unique 

requirements but surface morphology, wettability and surface tension also 

play a role. To obtain optimal conditions one can tune the properties of the 

material with specific coatings made for instance of poly(lactic-co-glycolic) 

acute chronic 
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acid (PLGA), hydrogels or phospholipids membranes or perform specific 

physical or chemical functionalization. The material can also be loaded 

with anti-inflammatory drugs and specific mechanisms for the release can 

be designed. In this sense, organic materials offers the great advantage of 

the easy chemical synthesis and functionalization that can provide 

hundreds of small molecules or polymers with similar but different well-

defined properties60,61. They can be specifically designed and synthetized 

tailoring the surgical and operational needs. It is highly desirable to have 

an implant characterized by high stiffness at the very first hours that 

softens with time. This enables an easy implantation surgery and allow 

with time higher conformability that implies higher sensitivity, higher 

efficiency during electrical stimulation and lower induced FBR62. 

An implant designed to perform electrical stimulation and recording is 

composed of the scaffold and the active materials. The scaffold is 

preferably made of a standard biocompatible material. Active components 

of the implant have to perform specific tasks. They can be conductors or 

semiconductors (depending on the final role in the device) characterized 

by i) stable and excellent electrical properties, ii) stability in physiological 

environment, iii) robustness and, obviously, iv) bio- and mechanical 

compatibility. Metals like gold and titanium are still used as thin conductive 

leads or electrodes but recently the usage of conductive and 

semiconducting polymers is rising exponentially. Two semiconducting 

polymers polypyrrole (PPy) and the already mentioned PEDOT show an 

incredible potential for their both recording and stimulation properties as 

neural interfaces. These capabilities are expressed in terms of reduced 

impedance, enhanced charge capacity and short time response9,63–66. 

Their compatibility is demonstrated in vitro with different cell lines and 

several are the studies in vivo, which are giving promising results9. 

PEDOT is generally preferred both because of high porosity, which 

increases the interfacial area while decreasing the electrode impedance, 

and because of its high stability in physiological environment. 

Furthermore, it is characterized by an easy processability. It can be i) 
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electropolymerized (to get polymer covered electrodes); ii) deposited by 

spin coating or by spray coating and then it can be patterned with various 

wet or dry etching techniques.  

 

2.7 The i-ONE FP7 project and the scope of the thesis 

The current thesis work is closely related to the FP7 i-ONE 

project67 (Grant Agreement No. 280772). The consortium consisted of 10 

different partners Institutions from 7 countries. i-ONE stands for 

Implantable Organic Nano Electronics and refers to the device envisioned 

for the treatment of the spinal cord injury (SCI). SCI pathophysiology, as 

described in Chapter 1, involve severance of axons, loss of neurons and 

glia and demyelination associated with a secondary inflammatory 

degenerative process. The extension of the lesion depends on different 

factors and leads to different functional deficits. Very often, SC undergoes 

an incomplete injury and spare neural tissue triggers a partial 

spontaneous recovery. The acute inflammatory response also plays an 

important role onto the final recovery. If it is monitored and down 

regulated some late damages to spare neural tissue can be prevented. 

The higher the amount of post-injury neural tissue, the more likely neural 

plasticity promotes recovery. It is demonstrated that electrical stimulation, 

administration of specific therapies and training encourage neural 

plasticity.  

In order to target the different aspects of the SCI and to tailor the 

needs of a complex regenerative process, the implant envisioned by i-

ONE consortium is highly multifunctional. The vision is to fabricate a 

device, designed for epidural or subdural implantation, to interface the SC 

soon after the injury. At the very beginning, the device, which integrates 

sensors for inflammatory response, monitors the state and performs local 
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delivery of drugs upon need by means of a microfluidic system. The 

device has to integrate active electrodes for the delivery of precise and 

tunable electrical stimulation in order to promote plasticity from the sub-

acute phase. In this phase, delivery of anti-inflammatory is associated with 

the delivery of growth factors. In the vision, device functionalities are not 

exhausted; it integrates highly sensitive organic transducers (preferably 

highly sensitive organic transistors) to sense neural electrical activity and 

to evaluate the regeneration process. i-ONE innovative approach also 

involves the materials that compose the device, which is supposed to 

behave like a transient implant. In order to maximize the biocompatibility 

and safety and to reduce the risk of a host versus graft immune response, 

the usage of mostly organic and highly biodegradable materials is 

recommended. The device is supposed to work stably for the therapeutic 

window (from weeks to months) and then degrades. The patient is not 

subject to a second surgery for the removal of the implant and the 

detrimental effects of the long-term FBR are prevented. The project is 

divided into different work packages. The validation in vitro precedes the 

in vivo implantation into rodents.  

During the PhD I was involved in the fabrication and 

characterization of the so-called Active Multifunctional Implantable Device, 

AMID, and the implementation of the stimulation and sensing protocols. 

The multidisciplinary project necessarily evolves step-by-step. The PhD 

timeline can be divided into few main blocks: i) development of a highly 

biodegradable and fully biocompatible device for the stimulation and 

sensing of bioelectric signals and its demonstration in a medically relevant 

application (Chapters 3 and 4); ii) demonstration of efficacy of electrical 

stimulation in vitro onto significant cell lines (Chapter 5, in collaboration 

with University of Cambridge); iii) development of a fabrication strategy to 

obtain an implantable multifunctional device with the desired 

characteristics (Chapter 6); iv) validation of efficient electrical stimulation 
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onto healthy and injured SC rodents and investigation of the AMID-

induced FBR (Chapter 7, in collaboration with University of Cambridge).  

A first screening of the most suitable materials to be used as 

scaffold, leads to poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid, PLGA, which is well known 

for its biocompatibility and biodegradability. At the same time, the 

development of a fabrication strategy to obtain organic transistors on 

PLGA operating in physiological environment is needed. After the platform 

for the stimulation and for the recording of bioelectric signals is validated, 

the devices are tested in vitro. In order to evaluate the real efficacy of 

electrical stimulation onto relevant cell lines, a complete setup that allows 

one to perform a real-time optimization of both the architecture and the 

stimulating parameters have to be prepared. The setup has to be 

characterized by easy-to-use apparatus and interfaces in order to be used 

by non-expert operators. After having verified and optimized the efficacy 

of the stimulation onto neural-like cells and having investigated the effect, 

same parameters will be adopted onto other inflammatory SCI relevant 

cell lines. Once a stimulation safety protocol is set in vitro, the technology 

is transferred towards the development of the implantable device, AMID. 

As previously mentioned, the requirements for having safe 

neuroprostheses are stringent and device multifunctionality requires a 

completely new strategy to be developed. AMID performances have to be 

evaluated and the implant has to be validated in vivo with mice and rats 

SCI models. The three years long project is not enough for addressing 

long-term efficacy. We focus on the in vivo subacute FBR and on the 

effective capability of AMID to stimulate bioelectric activity onto rodent in 

acute SCI. 

To summarize, the goal of the thesis is the development of a 

platform to take a step forward in available neuroprostheses for spinal 

cord stimulation. A transient AMID, characterized by high biodegradability, 
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capability of performing bidirectional communication and drug delivery, 

has to be fabricated and its activity demonstrated.  
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chapter 3 
 

Electrolyte Gated Field Effect Transistors on 

Biodegradable Substrate: a Facile  

Maskless Fabrication  
 

 

 

 The fabrication of test pattern with interdigitated gold electrodes on 

a biodegradable substrate is achieved by laser ablation of an Au film 

using a high-precision multifunction IR-laser scan marker. Two 

approaches are presented, a direct ablation process and a pattern-and-

peel method. The approaches enable for fast prototyping of a variety of 

materials and devices. We demonstrate the fabrication of EGOFETs on 

the biodegradable poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) scaffold and their 

operations in water and physiological environment. 
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3.1 Introduction  

The fabrication of biomaterials is mostly by water-based or dry, and 

relies on processes that can alter the functionality of the materials 

commonly used in organic electronics. Conversely, printing techniques or 

photolithography are routinely used in organic electronics, however they 

are often non-compatible with biomaterials else the respective solubility is 

not orthogonal. Finding common processing windows for organic 

electronics materials and biomaterials is important for the possibility to 

interface organic devices to living systems, thus opening unprecedented 

opportunities in biomedicine1–4. Towards this aim, we developed a 

patterning technique for fabricating metal electrodes on the PLGA 

biodegradable scaffolds.  

PLGA is an FDA approved biocompatible and biodegradable material. A 

considerable amount of research has been conducted on PLGA family 

that shown in the last decades its immense potential. Polypyrrole/PLGA 

fibres to combine electrical stimulation and topographical guidance in 

neural tissue engineering were tested and enhancement in neurite 

formation and length was demonstrated5. Copolymers of PLGA and 

caprolactone were investigated as biodegradable nerve tubular guides for 

the reconstruction of sciatic nerve6. PLGA is also known for being used for 

controlled drug delivery7. Various biodegradable PLGA devices fabricated 

from different techniques provide various classes of drug encapsulation 

and set different time periods and diverse routes of the delivery to tailor 

the specific implantation needs8. Among all the biomaterials PLGA is 

chosen for the favourable biocompatibility and well known degradation 

properties9. 

However, PLGA, as many others biopolymers, is soluble in 

chloroform, dichloromethane, acetone, fluorinated solvents and many 

other solvents which are used in micro and nanofabrication techniques. 

Therefore, photolithography and printing have to be excluded for the 
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patterning of gold electrodes or semiconductors. Shadow masking allows 

one to obtain features down to a few micrometres, however suffers for 

several limitations: i) contact with the substrate can result detrimental due 

to overheating, ii) patterning of large areas with small features is 

unreasonable and iii) prototyping is extremely slow and expensive due to 

the fabrication of new masks.  

Our strategy exploits laser-assisted local ablation of a thin gold 

layer sublimated on the substrate. The resulting electrodes lead to the 

fabrication of transparent and fully biocompatible EGOFETs working in 

water. The viability our approach is first demonstrated on a standard rigid 

substrate, viz. quartz (Section 3.2), then on PLGA (Section 3.3). 

A second strategy is proposed (Section 3.4) where the laser 

ablation is not directly performed on the final PLGA instead a sacrificial 

layer is used. The latter is the support on which the patterning is 

performed and from which metal electrodes are released to PLGA. This 

technique lead to the fabrication of EGOFETs operated in physiological 

environment. 

 

3.2 Laser Ablation Protocol: EGOFET on Quartz 

Quartz glass slide with 50 nm of gold and a titanium adhesive layer 

were used as purchased by Phasis, Geneva – Switzerland. Laser ablation 

of the Au film was performed with a short-pulsed Nd:YAG IR-laser (centre 

wavelength λ= 1064 nm) with a laser scan marker (ScribaR, Scriba 

Nanotecnologie S.r.l, Bologna, Italy) (Figure 1). Optimal parameters 

depend on dimensions of the desired features. Typical operation is 

performed at a laser power of 160 mW with pulse width of 10 ns and 

14000 Hz repetition rate. The substrate is positioned under the laser 

beam on a stage equipped with inertial motors featuring an encoder for 

each axis. Motors control both the focal distance z and the x-y 
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displacement. The laser spot was moved over the surface at a speed of 

2000 µm/s. The movement is finely controlled with an accuracy of less 

than 1 µm in x-y-z axes for 100 mm travel distance by means of a 

controller guided via a General User Interface (GUI). A CAD (Computer-

Aided Design) file, created with the freeware DraftSight® software and 

containing the drawing (Figure 2a) defines the laser path. A software 

interface allows the operator to control the position and the ablation 

parameters in real time.  

 

 

Figure 1 ScribaR Laser Marker. The sample holder stage (white) can be moved 

under the fixed laser source. The laser pointer and camera both positioned 

above the stage (orthogonally), allow the alignment of the incident beam on the 

pre-patterned sample. The focus is controlled through the z-positioner moving 

the moving the vertical optical table. 

An advantage of this machine is the possibility to finely control the 

position of the incident laser beam and to re-align the ablation path on 

structures previously patterned on the surface with an epitaxial video 

microscope. The screen connected to the microscope CCD camera 

enables real time monitoring of the outcome of the ablation process. Fast 
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prototyping can be implemented by changing the drawing without 

additional steps of fabrication. The accurate control of the parameters 

allows the technique to be adapted to almost all the substrates provided 

they exhibit a negligible absorption of infrared radiation. The material, 

laser spot and optics limit the minimum channel length. 16 pairs of highly 

interdigitated electrodes (with L=15 µm and W = 26 mm, ratio W/L=1733) 

were patterned on the 1 x 1 cm2 quartz (Figure 2b). 

	

	

Figure 2 a) Technical drawing of two pairs of interdigitated source and drain 

electrodes with a common source. b) Photo of a quartz test pattern that contains 

16 pairs of highly interdigitated electrodes patterned by scanning laser ablation 

technique. Ruler is 5 mm. c) Optical microscopy image of the electrodes with 15 

µm channel length. Ruler is 200 µm. 

	

After the ablation process, a six monolayer10 (9 nm) nominal 

thickness) pentacene thin film was grown in a high vacuum chamber 

(base pressure < 10-7 mbar) by sublimation from a Knudsen cell at a rate 

of 7 Å/s, the nominal thickness being estimated with an AFM-calibrated 

quartz microbalance. The functional transistor, obtained by evaporation of 

the semiconductor, shows stable mechanical properties. Dewetting or 

delamination of the active layers was not observed upon immersion in 

pure water, saline water and cell culture medium.  
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3.2.1 EGOFET on Quartz: Electrical Performances 

Electrical characterization was performed with a Pt wire as a gate 

electrode immersed in the solution confined on the active area with a 

PDMS pool adhered to the test pattern. Transfer curve in linear and 

saturation regime and output curves are reported in Figure 3. They exhibit 

typical FET response, stable low-voltage operation and low hysteresis. 

The transfer scan shows modulation of the drain current by two orders of 

magnitude. The leakage current IGS (black curve) remains at least one 

order of magnitude lower. 

	

	

Figure 3 a) Transfer curve of the EGOFET in pure water obtained in linear (blue 

curve) and saturation (red curve) regimes. Leakage current is black curve. b) 

Output characteristics at different gate voltages. Both show low hysteresis and 

high current modulation. 

	

The extracted charge carrier mobility, µ = (6.9± 5.7) 10-4 cm2/(Vs), 

and the threshold voltage, VTH = 0.15 ± 0.5 V, are about one order of 

magnitude lower with respect to their counterparts in EGOFETs fabricated 

on commercial silicon oxide test pattern11. 

 

a) b) 
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3.3 Laser Ablation onto Soft Scaffold: EGOFET on 

PLGA  

Copolymer PLGA, composed by 75:25 ratio of D,L-lactide and 

glycolide units (MW = 66-107 KDa, Sigma Aldrich), was used for 

manufacturing 20 µm thick films by solvent casting in chloroform. The 

thickness is controlled by confining the solution in a PDMS ring adhered to 

a glass slide cleaned with acetone and isopropanol. The ring forms a pool 

of 1 cm2 area. The resulting films are transparent. Dr. Giulia Foschi, at 

UNIMORE now at Scriba Nanotecnologie Srl., developed this highly 

reproducible strategy for PLGA film production.  

Ti (3 nm) as adhesive layer and Au (40 nm) were deposited (at a rate of 1 

Å/s) in a high vacuum chamber (base pressure < 10-6 mbar) by thermal 

evaporation on PLGA films. Both Ti and Au are used for biomedical 

implants because of their resilient bio-fouling properties12. The deposition 

chamber was modified to keep the PLGA films 50 cm far from the 

evaporation boats. This reduces the heating of the substrates and 

preserves their integrity. Metal layer thickness was determined by means 

of a calibrated quartz microbalance. The laser ablation procedure 

described in detail in Section 3.2 was repeated onto PLGA. Different 

ablation parameters were used in order to find the best compromise 

between removal of the metal and thermal roughening of the underlying 

biodegradable scaffold. Optimal parameters depend on metal film 

thickness and dimensions of the desired features. For the specified 

thickness, a laser power of 150 mW with pulse width of 10 ns and 11000 

Hz repetition rate was found to be effective. The overall fabrication of a 

test pattern with 10 pairs of source and drain electrodes (Figure 4a), 

takes about 20 minutes from the placement of the substrate on the 

sample holder. For high signal to noise ratio of the EGOFET, we patterned 

interdigitated electrodes minimizing the channel length (L = 12 µm) while 

maximizing the channel width (W = 26000 µm) (Figure 4a and b). Optical 

microscopy of the ablated Au electrodes reveals the removal of gold 
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(Figure 4b). Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to study the 

ablated electrodes in detail. Figure 4c shows an AFM image acquired at 

the boundary between electrode and channel. A well-defined interface 

with some line roughness separates the electrode from the channel where 

PLGA is exposed. An increasing height is observed at the rim of the 

electrodes as caused by the accumulation of gold caused by the 

dewetting process induced by the laser. Presence of ablated material can 

also be observed inside the channel. These clusters, which have small 

size and irregular shape, are isolated and do not cause shortcuts between 

the electrodes, as demonstrated with electrical measurements. They may 

affect the threshold voltage. The surface of the resulting channel is also 

characterized by line roughness caused by semicircular features (whose 

diameter is equivalent to the channel length) that are induced by the 

circular shape of the laser spot engraving on the sample. The surface of 

PLGA bio-scaffolds exhibits characteristic circular cavities of two-

micrometer diameter that form during the solvent casting procedure in air. 

The cavities can be observed in both regions of the AFM picture and are 

not affected either by the metal deposition or by the laser ablation. The 

Ti/Au electrodes show excellent adhesion to the PLGA substrate and no 

delamination is induced by solvents, mechanical stress or long time 

degradation. 

Ten monolayers (15 nm) pentacene thin film was grown as 

described in the previous section. Patterned metal and semiconductor 

layers were demonstrated stable in pure water, saline water and cell 

culture medium. No delamination was observed in operational conditions. 

The EGOFET obtained is largely biodegradable as most of the mass 

consists of the scaffold. Patterned non-biodegradable films on the surface 

(metals and pentacene) contribute a negligible fraction of the total mass. 

Indeed, the biodegradable substrate composes the 98.9 % in weight of 

the freestanding film. 
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Figure 4 Photo of PLGA obtained as a free standing film on which 10 pairs of 

interdigitated electrodes are patterned by scanning laser ablation technique; (b) optical 

microscopy image of the electrodes; AFM image (c) of the boundary between transistor 

channel area (on the right) and the electrode (on the left) and (d) a representative profile 

across the blue line in (c). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 13 

 

3.3.1 EGOFET on PLGA: Electrical Performances 

The gate used for the electrical characterization is a Pt wire 

immersed in pure water confined by means of a PDMS pool pressed on 

the device surface. A scheme of the EGOFET is depicted in Figure 5.  

	

Figure 5 Pentacene based EGOFET fabricated on PLGA, a wiring diagram 

Pentacene 
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Typical transfer and output curves were reported in Figure 6. The 

measurements demonstrate typical FET response and stable low-voltage 

operation, with saturation of drain current and almost absence of 

hysteresis. The transfer scan shows modulation of the drain current by 

more than one order of magnitude with a leakage current IG which 

remains one order of magnitude lower. The charge carrier mobility µ = 

(8.7± 1.5) 10-5cm2/(Vs) and threshold voltage Vth = 0.14 ± 0.11 V are 

extracted. The transconductance in saturation regime of these devices is 

0.8 ± 0.1 µS, that is one order of magnitude lower with respect the one 

obtained for similar devices on silicon wafers and with gold electrodes 

patterned by photolithography and lift-off11,14 
 

 

 

As already mentioned in chapter Chapter 2, extracellular detection of 

bioelectric signals requires potentiometric sensitivity in the µV range. In 

order to demonstrate it, the EGOFET was operated at constant VGS and 

VDS (both -0.5 V) and the drain current was monitored in time. Small 

potential pulses were applied for 1 s at the gate electrode. The resulting 

changes in drain current are depicted in Figure 7 after polynomial 

correction for drain current drift. Potential changes down to 100 µV still 

lead to a detectable change in drain current above the background noise 

(Irms = 30 pA). The current spikes at the beginning and end of the potential 

a) b) 

Figure 6 Transfer (a) and output (b) characteristics of the EGOFET 

fabricated on PLGA. Electrolyte is pure water. 
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pulse result from capacitive currents due to the altered charge density in 

the EDL. Stable performance in water for a few hours was achieved. 

 

	

	

 

 

 

 

Devices fabricated with the direct ablation process were also tested 

in saline water but electrical performance decreases dramatically. In 

particular, as soon as water is replaced with saline solution (e.g.: sodium 

chloride, phosphate buffer solution or cell culture medium) the drain 

current drops while leakage current rises. This unexpected phenomenon 

was not deeply investigated. Our hypothesis resides on the formation of 

electrochemically active species induced by direct ablation onto PLGA.  

	

3.4 Conclusions on EGOFET on PLGA by Direct 

Fabrication  

The first EGOFET fabricated onto a biodegradable scaffold exhibits 

good performance in pure water. Although this technique is serial and 

hence throughput limited, it is suitable for prototyping implantable medical 

Figure 7 Potentiometric sensing experiment showing high sensitivity of the 

drain current to small potential pulses, ΔVGS, applied to the liquid gate 

electrode. Reprinted with permission e from Ref. 13 
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applications. As will be shown in the following chapters: the process is 

simple, it can be applied to a variety of polymeric substrates and avoids 

contact with masks and exposure to solvents. This makes possible to 

manufacture personalized devices. The EGOFET is suitable for 

potentiometric sensing in pure water with a detection limit of 100 µV 

range. These characteristics, in combination with the verified in vitro 

biocompatibility of pentacene semiconductor films15,16, would make the 

EGOFET a promising device for non-invasive recordings of neuronal 

electric activity. The main issue to be solved is the lack of stability in 

electrophysiological environment.  

 

3.5 EGOFET on PLGA by Inverse Fabrication 

The second proposed technique is based on an inverse fabrication 

(IF) bypassing the usage of photolithographic solvents and direct ablation 

of the metal onto the scaffold. The process relies on the capability of 

transferring a pattern from a sacrificial layer, which has fewer constraints, 

onto the desired substrate, which is then cast atop. Sacrificial layers have 

been exploited as protective layers or as temporary adhesive layers 

between the final substrate film and a stiff carrier to enable handling17–19. 

The novelty here is related to the usage of the sacrificial layer for the 

fabrication and transfer of gold patterns onto biomaterials. 

The requirement set by the technique is that the sacrificial layer 

and the biopolymer must have orthogonal solubility. Since PLGA is 

soluble in organic solvents, we chose a well known water-soluble polymer, 

poly(acrylicacid), PAA, as a sacrificial layer18. It is transparent and it can 

be processed by spin coating or drop casting onto solid carriers, such as 

glass slides or silicon wafers (Figure 7a). The active metal layer is 

deposited on PAA (Figure 7a) and patterned by means of laser 

ablation(Figure 7b-c). Doing so, one can easily generate a metal pattern 

and design electrodes. The next step includes the transfer of the metal 
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pattern onto the PLGA film. The metallic layer is sandwiched between the 

sacrificial layer and the PLGA that is solvent cast on top (Figure 7d). 

When the solvent is evaporated, the whole sandwich structure is 

immersed in water (Figure 7e). PAA is solubilized and the pattern 

adheres to PLGA (Figure 7f), which is released as freestanding scaffold 

(Figure 7g). The great advantage of this technique is that the processing 

has a very low impact on the final biopolymer scaffold since the metal 

pattern is already formed prior to the formation of the PLGA. In this way, 

one can avoid the detrimental impact of solvents on the biodegradable 

polymer. The detailed protocol used for the fabrication of an EGOFET is 

described below.  

	

Figure 8 From a) to g) is depicted the fabrication sequence of the gold pattern 

on PAA sacrificial layer and the transfer onto the PLGA film. h) Schematic cross 

section of the EGOFET and its wiring diagram. 
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Microscopy glass slides are cleaned by sonication in acetone and 

isopropanol (both ultra-pure grade) for 10 minutes each. Further rinsing 

with isopropanol is followed by drying under N2 stream. The glass slides 

are then functionalized with (3-aminopropyl)-trietoxysilane (APTES) 

(Sigma Aldrich, 99%) 1 mM in ethanol for 45 minutes. Rinsing with ethanol 

and purge under N2 stream are the final steps prior to the spin coating of a 

PAA (Sigma Aldrich, 35% wt. in H2O, MW = 100 kDa) films. PAA solution 

is diluted in water to get a 5% solution, which is spun at 500 rpm for 3 s 

and 2000 rpm for 20 s. The glass is then baked 20 min at 140 °C and 

cooled at RT prior to the spin coating of a second layer of a neutralized 

(by means of NaOH aliquots) 3% PAA at 500 rpm for 3 s and 1800 rpm for 

20 s. A second baking for 20 min at 120 °C is performed. The thickness of 

the sacrificial layers obtained with this method on microscopy glass slides 

was measured with a Veeco Dektak 3ST Surface Profiler. The thickness 

measured is 500 nm. Au films are thermally evaporated in a high vacuum 

chamber. The thickness of gold can vary from 25 nm to 100 nm 

depending on the final application. The sample is kept far (55 cm) from the 

incandescent hot tungsten boat in order to avoid surface overheating to 

occur. To obtain a gold pattern several different strategies can be 

adopted. PAA is a water-soluble polymer, which means it is not 

compatible with most photolithographic processes followed by local 

chemical etching. The ScribaR is used to perform the local removal of 

gold13. This process, even if highly controlled by fine optimization of 

ablation parameters (frequency, power, mark speed, pulse width) induces 

strong local heating and roughening of the surface, especially when 

directly applied on biopolymers, which have low melting points. To 

circumvent these issues, the laser ablation is performed onto the 

sacrificial layer. For a 50 nm thick gold film on PAA the parameters 

adopted for the ablation were: 150 mW with pulse width of 10 ns and 

22000 Hz repetition rate. The biocompatible and biodegradable PLGA film 

is then fabricated on top of the gold patterned on PAA casted on the 

microscopy glass slide. 100 µL of a 5% PLGA solution in dichloromethane 
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is cast inside a 1 x 1 cm2 PDMS frame to confine the liquid. After the 

drying process at 50 °C for 3 hours, the resulting film is 20 µm thick. The 

whole microscopy glass slide is then immersed in ultrapure water to 

induce PAA dissolution. This step requires different timing mainly 

depending on the area of the PLGA casted films. For a 1 x 1 cm2 area, 

generally one can obtain a freestanding film within 25 minutes. While the 

PAA dissolves in water, gold adheres to the PLGA scaffold. The adhesion 

of the metal film to the biodegradable polymer is comparable to the 

adhesion of the metal film directly thermally evaporated with the addition 

of titanium adhesive layer. We suppose this is due to gold embedding into 

the PLGA film, which is then formed around the metal structures. The 

resulting thin pattern is protected and strongly adhered to the final 

substrate, as desired.  

Before any further step, the substrate has to be abundantly rinsed 

with pure water in order to remove all PAA traces and obtain a PLGA/Au 

clean surface. The film can be dried in vacuum or in the oven for 4 hours 

at 40 °C.  

The same fabrication strategy can be adopted also on silicon 

wafers. We have chosen to use microscopy glass slides as they are 

cheaper and can be used as disposable carriers. Furthermore, 

transparency of glass substrates represents an advantage during the 

fabrication since it allows the alignment and positioning to occur easily. 

When silicon wafers are used as carriers, silanization by means of APTES 

is not required since its surface energy allows the PAA film to be 

homogeneously spun. 

Once we have obtained the freestanding biodegradable scaffold, 

the next step is to fabricate the EGOFET devices. The geometry of the 

transistor can be systematically designed by the parameters used during 

the ablation process. For our devices, the gold patterning generates 

interdigitated electrodes with a 16800 µm a channel width and 15 µm 
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channel length to define a W/L of 1120. By refining the ablation 

parameters one can further reduce the channel length down to 10 µm. For 

obtaining different patterning in terms of shapes and dimensions one can 

easily change the CAD (computer assisted drawing) file, which defines the 

movement of the stage under the laser beam. The CAD file contains 

straight or circular lines, which correspond to regions in where material 

has to be removed. The interdigitated electrodes, transferred on the 

formed PLGA film (Figure 9a, b and c), will play the role of source and 

drain of the final transistor architecture. The resulting PLGA surface, 

template on the PAA film, results to an extremely flat surface with a 

roughness lower than 2 nm. 10 monolayers of pentacene (sublimated in a 

high vacuum chamber with a deposition rate of 7 Å/min) define the 

transistor channel. Figure 9 d reports an AFM image of the boundary 

between transistor channel and gold electrode. 

	

Figure 9 a) Photo of a free standing 20 µm-thick 1x1 cm2 test pattern with four 

pairs of interdigitated gold electrodes. b) and c) are optical microscopy images of 

the interdigitated electrodes; rulers are 1.2 mm and 15 µm, respectively. d) AFM 

of the boundary between transistor channel (left) and gold electrode (right) 

coated with sublimed pentacene, the scale bar is 2 µm. 

 

3.5.1 EGOFET on PLGA by IF: Electrical Characterization 

To complete the EGOFET architecture, a platinum wire is 

immersed in water or phosphate buffer solution (PBS) confined on the 

device active area with a PDMS pool sealed to the biodegradable scaffold 
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(Figure 8h). The platinum wire serves as the gate electrode of the 

transistor. Figure 10a shows a typical transfer curve obtained in 

saturation regime (VDS=-0.5 V). The characteristics show field effect 

transistor behaviour with very low hysteresis in PBS. The charge carrier 

mobility µ=(2.4±0.7)10-4 cm2/(Vs) and a threshold voltage Vth=0.13 ± 0.09 

V are extracted. In saturation regime, transconductance of these devices 

is 3.2 ± 0.7 µS that is three times higher then devices made with direct 

ablation on PLGA. 

	

Figure 10 Electrical characteristics of the EGOFET/PLGA acquired in PBS. a) 

Transfer curve obtained in saturation regime. b) Output curves at different gate 

voltages.  

The typical output curve in PBS is reported in Figure 10b. It shows good 

drain current modulation at different gate voltages. A low contact 

resistance can be noted. The device performance is stable for hours in the 

working environment. 

 

3.6 Conclusions on EGOFET on PLGA by IF 

In conclusion, this second technique for the fabrication of gold 

electrodes on biocompatible and biodegradable material offers several 

advantages. The surface roughness is lower and the damage induced by 

heating the PLGA film is highly reduced. This process is versatile and can 

be applied to various polymers produced by casting. The crucial step in 
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the processing is the ability to pattern metal electrodes on a sacrificial 

layer and transfer them onto the biopolymer. The performances of the 

EGOFET, with respect to direct ablation technique, are improved and the 

device is also demonstrated is physiological environment. 
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chapter 4 
 
 

Organic Electrochemical Transistor 
Fabricated on Biodegradable Scaffold: 

Electrocardiographic Recording 
 

 

 

 The fabrication of an Organic Electrochemical Transistor (OECT) 

on a biodegradable scaffold is described. The fabrication process requires 

deposition of a gold film through a shadow mask and the deposition of 

semiconductor followed by a dry-etching patterning. Electrical 

characteristics are comparable to state of the art OECTs fabricated on 

rigid substrates. We used the small area flexible OECT device for the 

recording of electrocardiogram (ECG). In terms of signal-to-noise ratio, the 

biodegradable imperceptible sensor is comparable to silver faradaic 

electrodes.  
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4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3 we demonstrated the possibility to fabricate Electrolyte 

Gated Organic Field Effect Transistors (EGOFETs) based on pentacene 

on a poly(lactic-co-glycolic), (PLGA) substrate. Albeit the configuration is 

in principle suited for implants, the nature of pentacene and its long-term 

stability in a physiological environment appear to be critical features. In an 

effort to overcome these, we investigated other semiconducting materials, 

which could replace pentacene in a fully stable and mechanically robust 

device. The list of biocompatible semiconductors which can be sublimed 

or processed in water and which are biocompatible and guarantee long 

term performances is not extensive. The most interesting results were 

obtained with (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate) 

PEDOT:PSS as semiconductor channel in a transistor operated in 

depletion (as opposed to accumulation) mode. Fabrication process, which 

allows us to pattern the devices on a bioresorbable PLGA scaffold, is 

simple.  The prototype device combines optimized materials properties for 

implantation such as flexibility, and bioresorption with transparency (useful 

for in vitro assessment) and with excellent potentiometric response. Like 

for the fabrication of the EGOFET, two criticalities must be overcome to 

get an OECT onto PLGA: i) micro-structuring of PEDOT:PSS has to be 

achieved without solvent-based lithographic procedures as PLGA is highly 

soluble and ii) surface chemistry has to be optimized to avoid 

delamination of the swelling PEDOT:PSS. The results of this work are 

published in reference 1. 

 

4.2 Easy Fabrication of an OECT onto PLGA 

The 20 µm thick homogeneous and transparent PLGA substrate 

was prepared by solvent casting (5% weight solution in chloroform) as 

described in Section 3.3. By tightly controlling environmental conditions, 

films could be prepared with an averaged mean roughness of 2 nm, as 

determined by AFM measurements. In our experimental setting, no visual 
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degradation of the film could be observed on the day time scale at which 

measurements were undertaken. On top of the PLGA layer, metal source 

and drain contacts were deposited by evaporation of gold (30 nm) through 

a shadow mask (L = 30 µm, W = 1000 µm) at a pressure of 10-6 mbar. 

Next, PEDOT:PSS was spin cast on the substrate and thermally annealed 

(50 °C, 24 h) to form ca. 200 nm thick layers. The incorporation of an 

epoxy cross-linker and, more importantly, pH neutrality of the aqueous 

PEDOT:PSS suspension to avoid pH-catalyzed hydrolysis of the PLGA 

scaffold and subsequent delamination were found to be crucial for 

adhesion on the PLGA scaffold. Figure 1a shows optical properties and 

conformability of the transistor fabricated on the transparent scaffold onto 

curved human tissues. 

Patterning of PEDOT:PSS was achieved by a plasma assisted dry etching 

process (20 s, 150 W, 600 mTorr, O2:CF4 = 1:1). The transistor regions 

were protected through pressing a PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane, 

elastomeric stamp on their surface. In the Figure 1b a micrograph (after 

etching) of the active transistor area with a channel length of 30 µm is 

reported. On the source and drain electrodes, a darker color region 

evidences the presence PEDOT:PSS.  

 

	
 

Figure 1 a) Picture of the device showing its transparency and conformability to 

human fingertip. b) Optical microscopy image of an individual transistor. The 

darker color of the electrodes indicated the area on which PEDOT:PSS is 

present. Scale bar 200 µm. Reprinted with permission from 1 
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4.3 OECTs Fabricated on PLGA: Electrical 

Performances 

To characterize the OECT, the channel region was contacted by 

aqueous phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M PBS, pH 7) in which a platinum 

or silver wire was immersed and used as the gate electrode (Figure 2). 

 

	
 

Figure 2 OECT structure and materials. PEDOT:PSS is patterned as the active 

layer on the bioresorbable PLGA thin film and contacted by gold source and 

drain electrodes. The structure is gated by the electronic potential applied to the 

aqueous electrolyte via a metal wire.  

 

Stable low voltage operation is achieved as in state-of-the-art 

OECTs. As in normal thin film transistors the output curves in Figure 2b 

exhibit linear behavior at low drain potentials while current saturation is 

observed when the drain potential is increased. As the transistor works in 

depletion mode, reduction of the transistor current occurs when setting the 

electrolyte to positive potential with respect to the PEDOT:PSS channel. 

In this way, mobile positive carriers in the p-type semiconducting polymer 

PEDOT are reduced and cations from solutions migrate into the film to 

counterbalance the negative charges of the polyanionic dopant PSS. As 

charge modulation affects the whole volume of the film, the transistor 

shows a huge interfacial capacitance of ~500 µF cm-2 (Figure 2a) in the 
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low frequency limit and a large transconductance of 3.2 ± 0.5 mS at VDS = 

-1 V as extracted from the transfer curve. The Faradaic leakage currents 

during transistor characterization remain more than three orders of 

magnitude below IDS.  

 

	
 

Figure 2 a) Determination of the PEDOT:PSS layer capacitance. The capacitive 

structure contains the PEDOT:PSS area (4 x 10-3
 cm2) contacted by gold leads, 

the PBS aqueous electrolyte and a Pt wire. The scan rate of the potential V was 

100 mV/s. A linear fit (red line) results in specific capacitance c ~ 500 µF/cm2. b) 

Output characteristics recorded in PBS with a Pt wire as a gate electrode. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 1. 

 

Next, we tested the influence of conforming the device to non-

planar surfaces on the electrical performance (Figure 3). Figure 3c 

illustrates a transfer measurement (dashed line) obtained after stressing 

the device by bending it down to curvature radii of 80 µm Figure 3a and b  

and reporting it to planarity. The observed variations were well within the 

range of the standard deviation of measurements on unstressed devices 

(grey areas). Also, mechanically stressing the device by attaching it to 

curved biological surfaces like human skin did not result in device failure. 

Even in cases of extreme stressing like crumpling of the device with 

repeated pressing on folding edges, no dewetting or disruption of the 

polymeric layer could be observed, although devices did start to show 

failure due to cracks in the gold electrodes. 

 a)  b) 
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Figure 3 (a) and (b) report representative pictures showing the mechanical 

stressing of the device by bending. The transistor region was deformed with 

curvature radii down to 80 µm. (c) Transfer characteristics of unperturbed 

devices (black being the mean curve and the grey area indicating the 

experimental variation) and after bending at a curvature radius of 80 µm. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 1. 

 

 

In order to assess the devices as a potentiometric sensor, we 

operated the transistor at constant gate and drain potential (VGS= 0.3 V; 

VDS= -0.3 V) in electrolyte solution and sampled the drain current. 

Application of small potential pulses to the gate resulted in characteristic 

changes in drain current, depicted in Figure 4a. High sensitivity combined 

with operational stability is demonstrated by the clear detection of 

potential changes as low as ΔVGS= 50 µV on seconds time scale. In order 

to define the response time of the device we applied a larger potential 

pulse (ΔVGS= 0.1 V) and sampled the current at a rate of 10 kHz. The 

resulting response is shown in Figure 4b and follows the exponential 

behavior of an RC circuit with a time constant of τ = 1.5 ms. In terms of 

 (c) 
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performances these devices are comparable to state of the art OECTs 

fabricated onto glass or other non bioresorbable scaffolds 2–4. 

 

	
Figure 4 a) Potentiometric sensitivity tested by monitoring the drain current 

variation as a consequence of potential changes as small as 50 µV applied to the 

gate. b) Fast response of the drain current (VDS = -0.5 V) to a gate voltage 

variation of 0.1 V. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 1. 

 

4.4 ECG Recording by means of an OECT on PLGA 

In order to demonstrate the potentiometric recording capabilities of 

the bioresorbable OECT in a medically relevant setting, we recorded a 

human ECG. The ECG signal originates in the muscular tissue of the 

heart whose contraction is initiated by an influx of cations in the cardiac 

cells causing cell depolarization. The ordered progression of contraction 

throughout the heart muscle gives rise to a macroscopic ionic current 

wave that spreads throughout the body during each heart beat cycle 

leading to tiny potential changes on the skin due to the finite resistance of 

the body’s tissue. By attaching electrodes, the signal can be recorded by 

a sensitive potentiometer. From the recorded shape one can extract 

information about the pulse rate, pulse regularity as well as heart 

dimensions and the presence of damage. Standard Ag/AgCl based 

electrodes (Euro ECG Electrodes, Fiab, Florence) establish a Faradaic 

contact to the skin. In the case of an OECT based ECG sensor, the 

recording occurs by attaching the transistor’s exposed PEDOT:PSS 
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channel directly to the skin. We used electroconductive gel, as usual in 

ECG recordings, to promote adhesion and to reduce the skin’s 

impedance. In that way, the skin replaces the role of the gate. The skin 

potential changes with respect to a ground contact and leads to transient 

fluctuations of the drain current.  

 

	

	

Figure 5 ECG recording with a bioresorbable OECT operated in direct contact 

with the skin. a) Wiring diagram of the experiment. b) Measured drain current 

trace (red) as obtained during ECG recording (VSG = 0.5 V, VSD = -0.3 V) and 

comparison to a normal potentiometric recording with standard disposable leads 

(black). c) Enlarged transistor ECG trace of a single cardiac cycle and 

comparison to a schematic textbook example. Reprinted with permission from 

Ref. 1 
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We realized a cross-thoracic recording by placing the ground 

contact (acting as gate) on the chest and the OECT on the forearm as 

shown in Figure 5a. In order to measure in a transistor regime where 

transconductance is high and leakage current sufficiently low, we set the 

transistor channel to a potential of VGS = 0.5 V with respect to the 

grounded body while monitoring the drain current at VSD = -0.3 V. ID was 

sampled at a rate of 1 kHz. Noise was removed according to standard 

digital procedures (Matlab®, The MathWorks Inc) by applying a high pass 

filter (cutoff at 3 Hz) and notch filters (50 Hz and higher harmonics). The 

resulting current trace (red line, Figure 5b) contains the typical spikes of 

the heartbeat with an amplitude of ~100 nA in comparison to spikes of 500 

µV as measured with the traditional potentiometric recording (black line, 

Figure 5b). Although the measurements were done with ordinary lab 

equipment, the signal-to-noise ratio of the bioresorbable transistor is 

already comparable to the recording based on the traditional Faradaic 

electrodes. A closer look to an isolated OECT signal Figure 5c and 

comparison to an idealized ECG signal as found in cardiology textbooks 

shows that its quality is sufficient to extract some fine structure that allows 

one to characterize the timing between the different sub-waves. 

 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

We demonstrated conformable and transparent transistor devices 

fabricated on a fully resorbable bioscaffold. The device fabrication relies 

on a simple process which allows patterning of active areas of the 

conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS contacted by gold electrodes on the 

bioscaffold. The resulting structure combines biocompatibility and 

biodegradability with excellent electronic properties for fast and sensible 

potentiometric sensing in aqueous conditions. The fast ion-to-electron 

exchange which is crucial for bioelectric interfaces results from the 

intrinsic materials properties of the PEDOT:PSS layer. By optimizing the 
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layer thickness and the channel geometry we achieve the sensing of 

signals down to a few tens of microvolts at timescales of a few 

milliseconds. As a medically relevant bioelectric recording device, we 

applied the transistor in electrocardiography and show a signal-to-noise 

ratio that is comparable to the one of standard Faradaic electrodes. These 

results highlight the feasibility of realizing simple organic bioelectric 

interfaces on implantable bioscaffolds which would allow the recording of 

signals from muscular or nervous tissue to monitor health status, or which 

could provide electrical stimulation to influence the tissue’s activity. 

Resorption of the bioscaffold leads to a finite lifetime of the implant in the 

body. This opens the possibility to avoid the removal of the devices from 

the regenerated tissue in future applications. 
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chapter 5 
 

In vitro Extracellular Electrical Stimulation with 

Biodegradable OECTs 

 

 

 In vitro electrical stimulation (ES) of primary neurons and macrophages is 

presented. In this chapter a complete description of the fabrication of fully 

biocompatible and highly biodegradable Organic Electrochemical Transistors 

(OECTs) to be interfaced to cell lines is provided. The complete experimental 

setup for the application and monitoring of the effective electrical stimulation is 

established. An efficient and safe protocol for extracellular stimulation is 

developed and adopted on primary neurons and it is repeated onto 

macrophages. Relevant biological results are extracted that demonstrate the 

importance of ES not only onto excitable cells but also on cells of the immune 

system. Furthermore, the versatility of the OECT based stimulation technique 

allows the investigation of the biochemical mechanisms that lead to ES-induced 

cells modifications. Stimulation paradigm toward in vivo application is optimized. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Towards the fabrication of the active multifunctional device and its 

implantation in vivo, in vitro experiments on selected cell lines are necessary. In 

vitro experiments represent a key step in the understanding of complex 

mechanisms, which will take place in living organisms. Indeed, they provide 

strong indications about the effect of induced specific stimuli (chemical, electrical, 

mechanical) delivered to specific cell lines. The stimuli/therapies are not 

exclusively delivered to the target cells (e.g. neurons). Indeed, the whole 

biological environment in vicinity to the stimulation will be affected. 

 

As reported in Chapter 1, after SCI neurons are strongly damaged and 

their functionality is strongly compromised. ES tested in various different 

configurations appears to positively affect their plasticity and networking. The 

approach we propose is based on extracellular stimulation performed by means 

of OECTs fabricated onto a biodegradable scaffold. Since it is a novel 

architecture for stimulation and recording, its validation is necessary. In order to 

demonstrate both materials compatibility and efficacy of ES, in vitro experiments 

on primary neurons, along with cell viability assays, were performed.  

The main issue to be solved is to find OECT operation allowing effective 

extracellular stimulation of primary neurons. Optical imaging of intra-cellular 

variations of Ca2+ concentrations is the technique adopted to independently 

assess the efficacy of OECT stimulation in the modulation of neural activities. ES 

modulates ions flow through the cell membrane and induced action potentials 

(APs) onto excitable cells. The opening and closing of voltage gated ions 

channels (VGICs), which are specific for K+, Na+ and Ca2+, are responsible for 

the variations in concentration of each species during resting, depolarization and 

repolarization steps. When resting, intracellular Ca2+ ion concentration is low (10-

100 nM) while when excited calcium intake is high and its cytoplasmic 

concentration reaches 500-1000 nM. Changes in the intracellular Ca2+ 

concentration are detected as changes in fluorescence caused by binding of the 

fluorescent indicator Fluo-4 acetoxymethyl (AM) to free calcium ions1. After the 

AP is over, calcium is again transported from the intracellular to extracellular 

environment. The association constant of this indicator is 345 nM, which allows 
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reliable detection of Ca2+ in the range of 35-3500 nM thus making optical APs 

monitoring feasible. The monitoring is performed with a fluorescence microscope 

and all the cells within the field of view are monitored at the same time. Calcium 

transients that result from the ES are recorded and can be analyzed afterwards.  

These experiments were carried out in collaboration with the group of S. 

Pluchino, MD at the University of Cambridge, specifically with the 

biotechnologists E. Giusto, PhD and M. Donegà whose expertise is in the field of 

stem cells and spinal cord injury. Their responsibility was the biological part of the 

experiments (e.g.: cell lines isolation, plating, culturing, immunological tests, 

biological data analysis and Ca2+ imaging), while our team was responsible for 

the experimental setup, development and fabrication of the devices, identification 

of the best stimulation protocol, development of an easy-to-use 

device/instrumentation interface (which implies both device holder and electrical 

connections and software stimulation setup) and remote control of the 

stimulations.  

 

The whole setup underlies several critical constraints. Neurons (or other 

neuronal cell lines) have to be plated on the surface of the device. In biology, 

inverted microscopes are generally used and the full optical transparency of the 

substrate on which the cells are plated is required. Therefore, the whole OECT 

has to be transparent and has to reliably inject high currents. Experiments in 

biology require many replicates and each device can be used once. Just to give 

an idea, at the end of my PhD, we counted more than 1000 tested devices 

fabricated on 1x1 cm2 substrate. As a consequence, an easy and rapid 

fabrication process is highly desirable. Cells are stimulated for time intervals 

ranging from few minutes up to hours and during this time they need to be 

immersed in cell culture medium. A pool to contain the medium and a stable 

connection with a perfusion system for the controlled delivery of chemicals are 

required. Electrical probes have to be engineered to provide easy connections 

between the pads on the device and the electronic equipment. The system has to 

be able to perform all the different possible combinations of electrical stimulations 

in terms of current, voltages, speed, frequency and so on. The system has to be 

easy programmable, it has to integrate a user-friendly graphic interface and it has 
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to be, when needed, remotely driven. Obviously, whatever gets in contact with 

cell culture medium or cells, has to be biocompatible and should be sterilized.  

 

5.2 Experimental Section: 
In the following, descriptions of apparatus and results of ES by means of 

highly biodegradable OECT are given. 

 
5.2.1 Fabrication of the Stimulating OECTs 

In order to perform reliable in vitro experiments, OECTs are fabricated with 

the same materials that are then used in vivo. 5 µm thick PLGA films remain fully 

transparent up to 12 days when immersed in cell culture medium (then 

opacification starts) and for unlimited time in air. The films are prepared using 

solvent casting technique. 1% PLGA solution in dichloromethane is casted onto a 

microscopy glass slide where a silicon frame (Sigma, S1815, SecureSlip™ glass 

coverslip, 1.2 x 1.2 cm2) is well adhered. The films are then placed in the oven at 

37 °C for 4 hours. 25 nm of gold are evaporated in a high vacuum chamber at a 

pressure of 10-6 mbar through shadow masks. The masks are designed with fixed 

contact pads and different channel length and width in order to investigate the 

effect of different geometries. Stainless steel masks were purchased from 

Lasertech s.r.l.. In this thesis, for sake of simplicity, the results of 4 OECTs with 

single geometry (L=200 µm and W=200 µm) are reported. 8 gold electrodes are 

patterned on each 1x1 cm2 test pattern (TP) to define 4 couples of source/drain. 

On the surface PEDOT:PSS Clevios™ P Jet N V2 (Heraeus, Deutschland GmbH 

& Co) is spun. It is a particular formulation dedicated to ink-jet printing, which 

resulted particularly suitable due to its pH, closer to neutrality then standard 

PEDOT:PSS (e.g. the most used Clevios™ PH 1000). Only with the P Jet N V2 

only we obtained a perfect adhesion while semiconductor film delamination is 

observed with more acidic PEDOT:PSS formulations. Our hypothesis is that 

acidic pH induces fast degradation of the exposed PLGA inducing rapid 

detachment when immersed in liquid. The commercial formulation is not used as 

purchased but 0.2% Silquest (3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane) and 5% DMSO 

(dimethyl sulfoxide) are added. The solution is sonicated for 30 minutes at 70 °C. 

The solution is spun at room temperature onto the PLGA/gold 5 µm thick film at 
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500 rpm for 3 seconds and 2200 rpm for 20 sec. The annealing is performed at 

45 °C for 12 h. In order to fix the TP on the chuck of the spin coater and to 

increase the handing, 1x1 cm2 glass slides (cut by means of a laser) are used as 

carriers. 1 µL of pure water is deposited on the glass surface in order to promote 

the adhesion of the plastic thin film onto the glass slide. Geometry of this 

transistor is not optimized for the sensing experiment. On the contrary, the 

exposed PEDOT:PSS area is maximized in order to widely apply ES to the whole 

network. No bare gold is directly exposed to the electrolyte.  

 

 

	
 

Figure 1 a) shows a scheme of a PLGA film where 25 nm of gold are evaporated 

through a shadow mask and a 100 nm thick PEDOT:PSS film is deposited by spin 

coating. b) picture of real TP device showing its flexibility and transparency. 

 

5.2.2 Device holder 

The device holder (DH) performs four main tasks: i) it provides an easy-to-

set and stable electrical connection between the TP and the source measure unit 

(SMU); ii) it provides a transparent support to allow real time imaging with the 

inverted microscope; iii) it contains a pool to maintain the cells, cultured on the 

TP, immersed in the medium and iv) it contains an easy-to-plug microfluidic 

connector to the perfusion system. The DH, designed by Dr. T. Cramer, Dr. M. 

Murgia and me, was fabricated by M. Murgia. The DH is composed of two parts, 

the base and the top (Figure 2). The base contains a frame, positioned onto a 

transparent glass window, in which the TP is placed. On it, the top is fixed by 
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means of screw. The top is the most complex of the two parts. It contains a 

plastic o-ring, which can be removed and properly cleaned, that softly presses on 

the TP and confines the liquid that is contained on the pool above preventing 

both leakages and damages. The internal diameter of the o-ring is 5 mm that 

results in a TP exposed area of about 0.2 cm2. Eight gold plated tips, dampened 

by means of an internal spring, are positioned on the top layer of the DH. When 

the DH is properly closed, the tips gently touch the pads of the TP. On the other 

side of the tips, 1 m long coaxial cables are soldered to provide easy and stable 

BNC connections with the SMU. On the top, an additional coaxial cable is fixed 

on which a metal gate electrode can be easily plugged and immersed into the 

pool. In the following experiment, a platinum wire is used. Two metallic small 

tubes enter the pool of the DH, they provide connections for easy plugging a 

perfusion pump. The device holder is made of Teflon shaped by means of lathe 

and other machinery. 

 

	

Figure 2 a) cross sectional scheme of a device holder with dimensions. b) top view 

picture of a device holder. c) a device holder opened, the spaces for the device and the 

o-ring are specified with a dashed red frame and dashed blue circle respectively.  

 

5.2.3 Setup: Microscope, SMU and Software  

The DH with inserted TP is placed on the stage of the fluorescence 

microscope (Leica DMI 4000B equipped with a DFC3000G camera and Leica 

SPE DMI4000B scanning laser confocal microscope). The camera can record 

 b) 

c) 
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many shots; the number of collected frames per second is termed fps. Electrical 

measurements and stimulations are performed with a dual channel Agilent 

B2912A. In a simple configuration, a two-channels SMU can measure a single 

transistor (a channel dedicated to the drain and a channel dedicated to the gate 

with a common source). Dr. M. Murgia fabricated a multiplexer (MPX or MUX) 

that allows the fast addressing/switching of 4 transistors with a common gate 

(Figure 3). 8 BNC connectors (namely 4 sources and 4 drains) from the TP are 

plugged into the MPX that is connected by means of two BNC connectors to the 

High and Low input of a channel. At the same time, the gate from the DH is 

directly plugged onto the High of the remnant channel while to the Low goes the 

source shortened with the one coming from the MPX (Figure 4a). From this 

configuration, suitable for the sensing experiments and OECTs characterization, 

one can easily shift to the configuration for the stimulation (Figure 4b). Since the 

aim was to stimulate the whole surface, the MPX is equipped to force a short 

circuit between the 8 electrodes on the surface. The stimulation is then applied 

between the whole PEDOT:PSS surface and the platinum electrode immersed in 

the pool that serves as a counter electrode. 

 

	
 

Figure 3 Four channels multiplexer (digital switch) internal scheme. It allows 

characterization in high-speed sequence of 4 transistors with a 2-channel instrument 

without the need of manual changing of wire connections. A common port connects in a 

short all the 8 independent ports (configuration used in stimulation). 
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Figure 4 Simplified wiring diagram for the configurations adopted in stimulation (a) and 

recording (b).  

Dr. T. Cramer developed the software running on a graphical user 

interface (GUI) for stimulation and recording operations of the transistors. This 

software environment can be easily implemented, operated by people with 

minimum training or automatically, and can be expanded for experiments of an 

increasing degree of complexity. 

	

	
	

Figure 5 a) shows the compact setup for the electrical measurements composed of a 

device holder, the Agilent SMU, the multiplexer and a computer to drive the electronics. 

b) reports a snapshots of the software during electrical stimulation. 

The software mounts an updatable library to supply sequences of bio-electrically 

relevant stimuli and to perform sensing. An example of a stimulus sequence is 

 a)  b) 

Device holder 

MUX 

A
gilent B

2912 
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shown in Figure 5. The interface allows one the most versatile choice of periodic 

stimuli where amplitude, duty cycle, duration, etc. can be independently fixed. 

Included with the software, there is also a proprietary library with stimulation 

waves that was developed by us during the tests we performed.  	

 

5.2.4 Stimulation Protocols 

The kinds of different stimuli one can apply are unlimited. Indeed, in terms 

of pulse shapes, timing, amplitude and frequency the number of possible 

combinations is infinite. To restrict the range of parameters, we have exploited 

basic rules inferred from electrochemistry in in vitro electrophysiology that have 

been studied for years2.  

Many different shapes and frequencies were tested while looking for calcium 

waves transients. Nevertheless, for sake of brevity, the most successful stimuli 

and their effects onto cells are reported in this thesis. 

In order to create charge unbalance around the cell membrane, high current 

density has to be delivered. To increase reproducibility, it is more effective to 

drive the stimuli in terms of current density instead of voltage. In order to reduce 

the faradaic component of the electrical stimulation, and let the capacitor 

behavior dominate, the pulse have to be short (ms regime) and charge neutrality 

has to be re-established at the end of the stimuli. In this manner, no sizable 

chemical change occurs either at the electrode or at the tissue. Products of 

irreversible electrochemical reactions (e.g. oxygen or chloride, hydronium, toxic 

species) could be extremely detrimental for the cells. The best way to minimize 

these undesired processes is to apply a short biphasic pulse. Beyond the shape 

and timing, the amplitude of the pulse is also important. The injected current 

density has to go beyond a threshold otherwise cell depolarization is not induced 

at all and calcium intake is not triggered. The stimulation threshold represents the 

minimum amount of current that generates a response and depends on the type 

of cell/tissue and on the system configuration. The PEDOT:PSS surface show a 

very high specific capacitance of about of 500 µF/cm2 that means it easily injects 

high amount of current. The higher the current, the higher is the efficacy of the 

ES. This is valid until a second threshold, called damage threshold that, if 
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exceeded, leads to cell damages. Furthermore, each electrode is characterized 

by a reversible charge injection limit, which represents the total amount of charge 

that may be stored reversibly (including storage in the double layer capacitance 

and any reversible faradaic reaction). In ES of excitable tissues, to have a high 

reversible charge injection is desirable. It means a high amount of charge is 

delivered prior to the onset of irreversible Faradaic reactions that could damage 

the electrode leading to the breakdown. This parameter depends upon the active 

electrode material, the size and the shape of the electrode, the electrolyte 

composition and stimulation waveform. Resulting from these limitations, safe and 

efficient ES occurs only in a narrow current window.  

Specifications about the applied stimuli waveform are reported in Figure 6. 

Current is injected from the PEDOT:PSS surface in about 0.5 ms and the charge 

neutrality is restored in less then 2 ms. The stimuli is defined as a cathodic first 

bipolar pulse driven in current. This means the PEDOT:PSS surface, very close 

to the cell junctional membrane, is negatively charged and then rapidly 

neutralized after a reversed current peak.  

 

	

Figure 6 a) reports the general timing of the experiment with the 15 seconds of basal 

fluorescence recording, five seconds of simultaneous stimulation and fluorescence 

recording and the final 35 seconds of fluorescence recording only. b) Example of five 

seconds stimulation. Each stimulus has an amplitude of 8*10-4 µA/µm2 and the repetition 

frequency is 20 Hz. c) Detail of sharp bipolar electrical stimuli. Current is injected and 

electroneutrality restored in less then 2 ms.  

 a)  b) 

 c) 
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Injected current densities are varied between 4*10-5 to 4*10-3 µA/µm2, 

which is below the safety limit for the Au/PEDOT:PSS electrodes. Repetition 

frequencies are varied between the single pulse and 500 Hz. In the standard 

experiment five seconds burst stimulation follows 15 seconds of basal recording 

and the effect is optically monitored 35 s further. Long-term stimulations are 

intended to stand for one hour. When experimental conditions are different, a 

description is provided within the section.  

	

5.3 ES Activity onto Primary Neurons 
5.3.1 Primary neurons culturing  

E. Giusto and M. Donegà performed cell plating and culturing at University 

of Cambridge. First round of stimulation experiments were performed with neural 

progenitor cells (NPCs) differentiated into neuronal cells. The results reported 

here were obtained with rat E18 primary cortical neurons that were adopted at 

the second round of experiments to increase reliability. Plating is performed 

directly onto the device with a density of 4x104 cell cm-2. Few details about the 

culturing are given in the experimental section. More detailed information are 

reported in M. Donegà’s PhD thesis. Figure 7a reports a picture of a TP while 

Figure 7b shows an optical fluorescence image in the presence of a fluorescent 

dye that binds Ca2+. 

 

	

	

Figure 7 a) picture of a device with L=W=200 µm, scale bar 1 mm. b) reports an optical 

image (brigth field + Fluo-4) of primary neurons plated onto the PLGA surface. The scale 

bar is 200 µm since the device has W=200 µm and L=400 µm. 

Gold electrodes  a)  b) 
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In order to characterize the phenotype of plated and cultured cells, 

immunofluorescence staining is used. This technique is based on the specific 

recognition of antibodies to antigens and is used to target fluorescent dyes that 

bind specifically biomolecules within the cell thus allowing direct visualization of 

the distribution of the target molecule in the sample (Figure 8a and b). Different 

antigens were investigated: i) DAPI (a dye that strongly binds A-T rich regions in 

DNA like nucleus), ii) βIII-Tubulin (microtubule element found almost exclusively 

in neurons), iii) microtubule-associated protein (MAP)-2 (microtubule-associated 

protein family, related to neuron specific cytoskeletal proteins enriched in 

dendrites), iv) GFAP (glial fibrillary acidic protein that is expressed by various cell 

types including astrocytes), v) Nestin (neural stem/progenitor cell marker, 

expressed in neural cells) and vi) ionized calcium binding adaptor molecule (Iba) 

(protein specifically expressed in macrophages/microglia). Figure 8c shows the 

high percentage of βIII-Tubulin and MAP-2 positive neurons. The portion of the 

remaining cells is composed of astrocytes, microglia and nestin positive cells. 

Upon further staining, none of the cells were positive to fibronectin (expressed in 

fibroblasts). 10-15 % were positive for NG2 (oligodendrocytes precursor cells) but 

easily distinguishable, due to the smaller nucleus, from neurons. The complete 

analysis is performed at different time points 7-9 days in vitro (DIV) and 14-16 

DIV and no significant differences were observed. 

 

	
Figure 8 Representative images of the characterization of cortical rat neurons onto 

OECTs by means of immunofluorescence. Images are taken at 7-9 or 14-16 DIV. a) and 

b) show the staining for βIII-Tubulin, DAPI and GFAP, scale bar 50 µm. c) Graph shows 

the proportion of cells (percentage over total DAPI) positive for the different antigens 

tested. Figures also reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà. 
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The maturation state is relevant to the electrical activity of a neuron and to 

the capacity of generating APs. In order to investigate ES of neurons at a proper 

time point, M. Donegà performed in vitro patch-clamp of the neurons cultured 

onto the devices (Figure 9). Many different parameters were extracted, among 

them: resting membrane potential, proportion of cells able to fire single or multiple 

APs, input resistance and membrane capacitance. As the cell maturates, from 7-

9 to 14-16 DIV, differences are generally observed: the resting membrane 

potential shifts to more hyperpolarized potential and APs can be more easily 

generated upon stimulus. Even if detectable and directly ascribed to higher 

maturation, only slight differences were observed between the two time points. 

However, at 14-16 DIV the PLGA substrate is rougher and opaque and a higher 

percentage of cell death was observed. For these two reasons, stimulation of 

cortical neuron is performed at 7-9 rather then 14-16 DIV.   

 

	

 

Figure 9 a) The optical image shows a cortical neuron patched onto the PLGA/OECT 

and in b) are reported representative traces of the variation of membrane potential upon 

injection of positive current steps (from 0 to 120 pA); c) reports the fraction of firing cells 

at two different time points. Figures also reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà. 

 

5.3.2 Results and Discussions 

As previously stated, in the current thesis the most successful stimulation 

protocol only is reported and described. It generates the best response in terms 

of calcium waves stimulation and minimization of detrimental responses. The 

stimulation protocol is the one already reported in Figure 6. The field is always 

randomly chosen in the area where the culture medium is confined. In order to 

investigate the relation between the intensity of the stimuli and the effect evoked, 
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the first approach is to supply a 20 Hz stimulation. Stimulation current densities 

are varied from 4*10-5 to 4*10-3 µA/µm2. Their effect is shown in Figure 10. When 

the injected current is below the threshold, no variations of the spontaneous 

activity are observed. At the threshold, the overall population responds to the ES 

with a fast and sharp increase in the intracellular fluorescence. As soon as the 

stimulus is completed, the basal fluorescence level of each single cell is 

recovered.  

 

	
	

Figure 10 shows the Ca2+ transients induced by ES. The frames report the snapshots of 

fluorescence at different timing (0 s, 20 s and 40 s) both at the sub-threshold and at the 

threshold ES. When below a certain intensity, ES does not induce significant changes in 

the fluorescence while above the threshold a clear response is recorded. The stars (*) 

indicate the gold electrodes position in the field. Scale bar is 50 µm. Figures modified 

from the PhD thesis of M. Donegà.  
 

The simplified scheme of the electrical current flow during the stimulation 

is reported in Figure 11. A falling voltage ramp applied to the substrate evokes a 

capacitive current that creates a voltage profile around the cell. Both the 

junctional membrane and the upper side cell membrane exposed to the 

electrolyte results polarized. The junctional membrane, that is described as the 

center of the membrane exposed to the PEDOT:PSS surface, is strongly 
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depolarized while the upper side is weakly hyperpolarized3,4. The strong 

depolarization during a falling voltage ramp is able to activate ion channels in the 

center of the adhered membrane. The resulting inward flow of calcium ions 

depolarizes the cell. In order to confirm this hypothesis, further experiments are 

performed as described in the following. 

 

	
	

Figure 11 a) Cross section of the PLGA/OECT with cells plated on top in resting 

condition. b) Wiring diagram and schematics of the current flowing around the cells 

during the cathodic first bipolar pulse. c) Detail of the membrane polarization during the 

stimuli with the junctional membrane strongly depolarized and the weakly hyperpolarized 

upper side membrane. 

 

In order to investigate the response to different current densities, the 

intracellular fluorescence variations were quantified as ∆F/F0 over time, where 

∆F is defined as the difference between the Fi (fluorescence at time i) and F0. 

The results at a constant frequency of 20 Hz are shown in Figure 12. The 

threshold above which a collective response is detectable is found to be 8*10-4 

µA/µm2 even if at lower injected current densities (2*10-4 µA/µm2) few cells 

already respond. The time to restore a basal fluorescence after the ES is less 

then 10 seconds. On the contrary, when the current injected is about 4*10-3 

µA/µm2 cells undergo a strong not fully reversible stimulation. This is revealed by 

longer time of the Ca2+ transients and by the fact that few cells, even after 
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minutes, show high intracellular calcium levels. Furthermore, the overall number 

of responding cells is lower. Interestingly, the response to different intensities is 

mainly in terms of number of responding cells rather then in the ∆F parameter. 

Importantly, the time needed for intracellular calcium concentration to be restored 

is comparable to what observed5 with field induced stimulation coupled to rapid 

fluorescence imaging and is consistent with AP-induced Ca2+ modulation in the 

soma. 

 

	
	

Figure 12 Effects of the injected current densities onto the neuronal network. a) and b) 

report fluorescence variations over the 60 seconds of optical recording at a current 

density of 8*10-4 µA/µm2 and 4*10-3 µA/µm2 and a frequency of 20 Hz. The 5 seconds 

during the stimuli are highlighted as a grey area in which the variations occur. c) the 

average fluorescence response of the neuronal population d) Fraction of cells 

responding to specific ES. Different grey levels highlights the different regimes. The 

darker grey area is considered the most efficient ES intensity range. Figures also 

reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà where specifications about the statistical 

analysis are given.  

 

 a) 

 c) 

 b) 

 d) 
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After investigation of the stimuli intensity, the effect of the frequency was 

explored. Keeping constant the injected current density at 1.6*10-3 µA/µm2 

different samples were stimulated at frequency ranging from the single pulse up 

to 500 Hz. Different regimes are observed (Figure 13). The response of the 

neurons to frequencies lower then 2 Hz is not observed while at frequencies up to 

50 Hz fluorescence intensity increases with frequency. At higher frequencies, few 

cells respond to electrical stimulation and the recovery to basal fluorescence is 

slower. 

	
Figure 13 Effects of the ES frequencies onto neuronal network. a) reports fluorescence 

variations over the 60 seconds of optical recording at a current density of 1.6*10-3 

µA/µm2 at 20 Hz repetition frequency. The 5 seconds during the stimuli are highlighted 

as a grey area. b) and c) report ∆F/F0 induced by injection current density of 1.6*10-3 

µA/µm2 at various repetition frequencies in two different regimes, respectively full and 

partial recovery. d) Number of cells responding to specific ES. Different bars colours 

highlights the different regimes. The darker grey area is considered the most efficient ES 

frequency range. Figures also reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà where 

specifications about the statistical analysis are given. 

 

 a) 

 c) 

 b) 

 d) 
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If the applied voltages are very high, electroporation mechanism is 

induced. Electroporation is a dynamic phenomenon that depends on the local 

transmembrane voltage that induces membrane rearrangement. Diffusion of ions 

and even larger bioactive molecules is enabled by the opening of nm-diameter 

holes in the lipid bilayer. This phenomenon is not selective and it is highly 

undesired. To demonstrate the calcium intake is mainly caused by VGCCs 

activation rather than electroporation, further experiments were performed. In 

particular, ES in standard condition (1.6*10-3 µA/µm2, 20 Hz) with OECTs is 

performed in presence of VGCCs blockers, ω-Conotoxin GVIA and Nimodipine. 

Their presence inhibits the activity of VGCCs. When ES is performed in the 

presence of blockers, the transients of calcium ions are strongly reduced, Figure 

14. Then, washing out the blockers, the response is restored. 

	

Figure 14 The comparative effect of ES in the presence and absence of blockers is 

reported in terms of a) fluorescence variation over time and b) maximum overall 

fluorescence variation. Figures also reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà where 

specifications about the statistical analysis are given. 

 

The next question is: how long neural cells stand electrical stimulation? To 

answer this question, with the aim to determine the protocol safety, a new series 

of experiments is performed where the population is subjected to repeated 

stimulations (Figure 15). In particular, 10 successive bursts with the following 

protocol are applied: five seconds of electrical stimulation by injecting 1.6*10-3 

µA/µm2 at 20 Hz every 30 seconds. This experiment also is performed under 
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fluorescence microscope that allows the monitoring of repeated calcium 

transients. 

	

Figure 15 a) representative fluorescence optical microscopy frame of the neurons 

stimulated for 6 minutes at 1.6*10-3 µA/µm2 at 20 Hz. Stars indicate electrodes positions. 

b) the fluorescence traces of single investigated cells marked with a letter in the first 

panel. c) General trend reporting the fraction of active cells in each series of stimuli. 

Figures also reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà. 

	

Prolonged stimulations are then applied for one hour. The usage of 

patterned ES was already demonstrated more efficient than continuous 

stimulation (obtained either chemically or electrically) to promote BDNF, brain-

derived neurotrophic factor (a protein related to nerve growth factor), release 

from neurons in vitro6,7 and in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord8. For these 

reasons, each burst is composed of: five seconds of electrical stimulation by 

injecting 8.0*10-4 µA/µm2, 1.6*10-3 µA/µm2 or 4.0*10-3 µA/µm2 at 20 Hz every 30 

seconds. The effects onto the neuronal network, in terms of cell viability, of ES at 

different injected current densities are compared with non-stimulated cells onto 

devices used as control (Figure 16). Details of the results are not described in 

detail in this thesis, where a resume only is given, while they can be found in M. 

Donegà’s thesis. The fraction of cells expressing neuronal marker is constant in 

all the conditions as well as the total number of cells in all the conditions 

investigated. The number of apoptotic cells (stained with cCASP3) does not 

change in different samples. On the contrary, the number of neuronal cells 

positive to propidium iodide (PI), which is a marker for necrosis, is sensitively 

 a)  b) c) 
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higher at the highest injected current density. This data, correlated with the 

shorter processes (dendrites) resulting from the more extreme stimulating 

conditions, suggesting strong detrimental effects of high injection current density 

stimulation.  

	

Figure 16 a) reports composite immunofluorescence images of neuronal cells stained for 

βIII-Tubulin (red), PI (green) and cCASP3 (grey) on the device at 24 h after 1 h electrical 

stimulation. b) Proportion of neuronal and non-neuronal cells for the different conditions. 

c) Proportion of neuronal cells positive to PI, cCASP and both PI and cCASP. Figures 

modified from the PhD thesis of M. Donegà, where specifications about the statistical 

analysis are given. 

 

At the sampling speed of two fps, we observe a simultaneous response of 

the neural population in the optical field. The time resolution does not allow an 

investigation of the signal propagation onto the neural population that occurs in 

the milliseconds range. A direct investigation of the real role of the semiconductor 

into the electrical stimulation is not possible. Due to the adopted configuration, 

one can not exclude a faster response of the cells onto PEDOT:PSS which are 

closer to the gold electrode. Indeed, one hypothesis involves a contribution of 

signal transmission between neighbour cells that could induce a cascade effect 
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and a calcium wave propagation from the regions closer to metal leads towards 

PEDOT:PSS covered surface. In order to demonstrate the strong relevance of 

PEDOT:PSS, PLGA 5 µm thick devices are prepared where the semiconductor 

was not deposited and gold electrodes are exposed. ES is performed, with the 

same parameters, with gold electrodes (Figure 17). Immunofluorescence 

demonstrates that cell growth of these semiconductor-deprived devices and full 

OECTs is comparable. As expected, no low injection current density stimulation 

is achieved. On the contrary, to provoke a response the amplitude of the 

stimulation has to be increased of about one order of magnitude.  The response, 

collectively delayed, is anomalous and suggests detrimental effects onto the 

neural population.  

 

	
 

Figure 17 a) and b) reports a comparison of the effect, in terms of fluorescence 

variation, of ES performed with and without the PEDOT:PSS layer. Current density is 

calculated considering the effective stimulating area. In b) the effect of on of the most 

efficient ES without PEDOT:PSS, injected current density is higher and the response is 

anomalous. Figures also reported in the PhD thesis of M. Donegà. 

	

5.3.3 Conclusions 

 OECTs dedicated to the electrical stimulation of neuronal network are 

designed and fabricated. The devices are composed of a layer of biodegradable 
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and biocompatible material, which represents the scaffold, that maintains optical 

transparency for the time needed for in vitro investigation. As active material a 

conductive polymer, PEDOT:PSS, connected with gold leads (S and D electrodes 

in OECT configuration), is used. The device is >99% mass biodegradable. The 

devices are operationally stable up to one month of continuous operation (they 

were not tested longer). A dedicated full set of components is designed and 

developed to perform real time monitoring of the calcium uptake (induced with the 

OECT stimulation) by using a standard inverted fluorescence microscope. The 

cell viability onto the device is demonstrated for rat cortical neurons that, at 7-9 

DIV, are demonstrated able to fire APs.  

In vitro electrical stimulation of mature central nervous system neuronal 

networks performed with the OECT devices is highly efficient. The high versatility 

of the system is demonstrated by the fact that a library of stimuli can be applied. 

Many different stimuli parameters were tested prior to find the best conditions. A 

short bipolar pulse is used to stimulate the neuronal population. Frequency, 

amplitude (intensity) and resting timing between bursts effects are tested and 

optimized to increase efficiency while decreasing detrimental effects. The 

principal evaluation parameters are the intracellular fluorescence variation 

induced by the stimuli, recovery time and the immunofluorescence staining. 

Highest stimulation efficiency occurs in specific injected current density (8.0*10-4 - 

2.4*10-3 µA/µm2) and frequency (5-250 Hz) ranges. Within this range, the 

stimulation of APs, which induce the VGCC activation, is highly reliable and 

reproducible. Taking advantage of the high versatility of our setup, experiments 

are performed to exclude the involvement of electroporation as the cause of ES 

calcium ions intake. The usage of VGCCs blockers during ES demonstrates that 

when ion selective channels are disabled the calcium transients are strongly 

reduced. 

The crucial relevance of the organic semiconductor is demonstrated as it 

reduces the injection current density threshold needed to achieve an efficient 

stimulation. The last is highly recommended to reduce the risk of detrimental 

reactions for cells and tissues and to avoid irreversible damages to electrodes.  

Medium term (1 hour) stimulation is performed and it is demonstrated to be 

safe for the neuronal network, if below a certain threshold. These results allow us 
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to identify the best parameters that are used in the following in vivo experiments. 

Interestingly, the identified in vitro safe threshold is coherent with what reported in 

literature for ex vivo retinal preparation9. Even if the tissue nature is different, the 

ranges are comparable. They found a linear correlation between the timing of the 

pulse and the safe threshold. For 0.8 ms pulse duration, the extrapolated 

threshold (also found by PI staining) is 0.225 A/cm2. Optimized stimulation 

proposed with the OECT is 1.6 µA/µm2 that is (0.16 A/cm2), actually below the 

threshold.  

To conclude, the parameters found efficient and safe in these experiments, 

are used in the following in vitro (Section 5.4) and in vivo (Chapter 7) 

experiments.  

 

5.4 ES Activity onto Reactive Macrophages 
Electrical stimulation directly modulates the activity of excitable cells like 

neurons. Non-excitable cells are immersed in the electric field during the 

electrical stimulation and can be directly or indirectly affected. Indeed, glial and 

immune cells communicate with neurons both due to direct contact and trough 

the bioactive molecules in the fluids. For instance, glial cells express several 

specific receptors for ligands released by neurons during APs (e.g. GABA, 

serotonin, glutamate etc.) and calcium transients in glial cells were observed as a 

consequence of neural activity10. This could justify the hypothesis of indirectly 

induced phenotypical changes, mediated by intercellular signaling pathways, in 

glial cells as a consequence of electrical stimulation. Furthermore, a direct effect 

of electrical stimulation onto glial and immune cells cannot be excluded since the 

idea of “non-excitable” cell is recently strongly reconsidered. As an example, 

epithelial cells respond to electrical stimuli as effects in wound reseal are largely 

demonstrated and are considered to be related to the increased fibroblasts and 

epithelial cells proliferation11. The lasts two classes of cells up-regulate growth 

factors and cytokine release as consequence of electrical stimulation or static 

electric fields12,13.  Several examples of changes induced onto non-neuronal cells 

by ES have been reported in the literature. Even if their mechanisms are still not 

fully understood, it is reasonable to hypothesize the presence of voltage sensitive 

channels and receptors on the surface of the cell membranes. Indeed, the 
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presence of VGICs in some classes of non-excitable cells is demonstrated14,15 

and the patch clamp experiments revealed the non-classical role of VGIC in 

various cells like astrocytes and microglia.  

For all these reasons and more, becomes extremely interesting to 

investigate the effects of the electrical stimulation on non-neuronal cells. Since 

macrophages (MPs) infiltrate the SC soon after the injury (Chapter 1), and 

together with microglia, play an important role in the secondary phase of the SCI, 

the effect of ES onto MPs is investigated. Possible effects range from ions influx 

through cell membrane, the release of specific ligands and factors to the 

cytoskeletal mobility and cells migration. However, the most probable hypothesis 

is the direct influence of the ES trough the VGICs and a possible modulation of 

inflammatory activity. 

In order to compare the effects of the ES onto MPs and primary neurons, the 

experimental conditions are the same reported in the previous sections.  The ES 

is performed both on resting and on activated MPs. Pro inflammatory activation is 

chemically achieved by means of addition, to the cell culture medium, of 

Escherichia Coli lipopolysaccharides (LPS). Stimulation is followed by RNA 

extraction and microarray gene expression analysis as well as 

immunofluorescence staining and biochemical assay. MPs viability after 

stimulation is evaluated as well. Finally, blockers were used to investigate the 

stimulation mechanism pathway and to propose a specific interpretation.  

Toward this goal, I fabricated the devices and provided full remote assistance for 

the electrical stimulation protocols and experimental setup, while the biological 

investigation was performed at the University of Cambridge.  

 

5.4.1 Macrophages Culturing  

Bone marrow-derives monocytes are isolated from adult C57BL/6 male mice. 

They are cultured and differentiated onto macrophages and then plated onto 

PLGA/OECTs at a density of 27000 cells/cm2. The presence of VGIC is verified 

(Figure 18).  
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Figure 18 a) and b) report confocal images of resting mouse macrophages onto 

PLGA/OECTs. Cells are stained for Cav 1.2 (to indicate VGCCs) in white in a) and for 

Nav 1.6 (to indicate VGSCs) in green in b). Staining for DAPI is in blue while in red is 

stained fluorescent conjugated Phalloidin to visualize F-actin (important in cell motility of 

division). 

 

5.4.2 Results and Discussions 

48 hours after cells plating, by placing the device inside the device holder 

(connected as in Figure 4a) the ES in performed. The stimulation protocol, one 

hour long, is composed of five seconds of 20 Hz bipolar cathodic first pulses at a 

current density of 1.6*10-3 µA/µm2 every 90 s. It is applied to MPs both in resting 

conditions and pro-inflammatory activated while as controls samples are used 

non-ES equivalent samples. For sake of brevity, the full protocol that leads to the 

RNA extraction for microarray and/or qRT-PCR (reverse transcription-polymerase 

chain reaction, variant of PCR used to detect RNA expression) gene expression 

profiling analysis is not described in this thesis and can be found in M. Donegà’s 

PhD thesis.  

The up-regulation of 125 genes in the LPS-activated MPs with respect the 

resting MPs is shown by the microarray analysis reported in Figure 19b. On the 

contrary, the comparison of resting non-ES with resting ES does not show 

differences (Figure 19c). Volcano plot is not something chemists are familiar 

with. It is a scatter-plot used in statistics that is helpful in the representation of 

changes in large datasets of two compared conditions. The significance (on the 

Y-axis) is reported vs the fold-change (on the X-axis). A quick visualization of 
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those genes that display large changes (plotted in blue) that are statistically 

significant is enabled.  

 

The very relevant result is the significant down-regulation of twelve genes 

found in the ES pro-inflammatory activated MPs respect the non-ES pro-

inflammatory activated MPs (Figure 19d). These genes are within the 125 genes 

upregulated with the LPS activation. Furthermore, a general ES induced down-

regulation is found in the remnant 113 genes upregulated with LPS.   

 

	
	

Figure 19 a) Scheme of in vitro experiments that shows MPs extracted from mouse, 

cultured and then seeded onto the device two days before ES in the presence or 
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absence of LPS activation. One hour after ES is concluded RNA extraction occurs. b), c) 

and d) show the Volcano plots reporting the comparison of mRNA expression in the 

different conditions respectively: LPS vs resting, resting ES vs resting non-ES and LPS 

ES vs LPS non-ES. In Y-axis the p Value (-log10) is reported while in X-axis is 

expressed the Fold change (log2). The negative fold change is representative of a 

downregulation; on the contrary positive values indicate upregulation. Where the mRNA 

changes are significant, the spots are reported in blue. Graphs also reported in the PhD 

thesis of M. Donegà. 

 

These results suggest an ES driven global reduction of pro-inflammatory 

activation induced by LPS treatment. Interestingly, ES does not affect the genes 

that are not activated by LPS. These results are also validated with qRT-PCR 

monitoring the regulation of the 12 genes found changed with microarray. The 

qRT-PCR confirms the general downregulation and finds it particularly significant 

for Il-6.  

Cell viability of electrically stimulated MPs, both resting and LPS activated, 

is determined by quantifying the accumulation of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in 

the medium after 24 h. LDH is a biomarker for cytotoxicity and cytolysis (or 

osmotic lysis) and it is not found to be increased upon ES MPs. 

Immunofluorescence also doesn’t show increasing in the number of cells positive 

to Propidium Iodide and/or cleaved Caspase 3 demonstrating the safety of the 

stimulation protocol.  

In order to discriminate the role of VGICs in ES-induced downregulation of 

MPs reactivity, three different blockers (both for sodium and for calcium ions) are 

used. The effect of the presence of single or the group of blockers onto ES and 

non-ES LPS activated MPs is studied. From the results, a mechanism of VGIC 

mediation in downregulation of pro-inflammatory genes is given and it is not 

discussed in the current thesis while details can be found in M. Donegà’s thesis. 

 

5.4.3 Conclusions 

PLGA/OECTs were used to investigate the effect of the ES onto 

macrophages. The powerful system that was built up for the investigation of ES 

onto primary neurons is demonstrated very efficient in stimulating macrophages 
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through VGICs. Surprisingly, PLGA/OECTs exhibit a clear effect in preventing 

pro-inflammatory activation of MPs. Within one hour of ES (5 seconds at 20 Hz, 

1.6*10-3 µA/µm2 cathodic first bipolar pulses every 90 seconds) the significant 

downregulation of 12 genes related to LPS-induced inflammation is proved. This 

is a very significant result also considered the viability of MPs is fully not affected 

by ES.  

The usage of PLGA/OECTs devices and the whole setup also allowed 

collaborators in Cambridge to investigate the specific role of VGCCs in 

macrophages. In the presence of specific VGCCs blockers the ES was performed 

and the effects of ES in the regulation of the single genes allowed to make 

hypothesis about the mechanism, which is not discussed in the current thesis.  

Furthermore, the proposed setup, composed of PLGA/OECTs and device 

holder coupled with an easy to drive ES paradigm, could be essential in further 

experiments towards the understanding of the possible effects of ES onto other 

classically non-excitable cells and could reveal possible mechanisms behind the 

pro-plasticity effect of ES. 
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chapter 6 
 

 

Fabrication and Characterization of the 
Implantable Device  

 

 

 

 

 An implantable, largely biodegradable and fully biocompatible, 

device is presented in this chapter. The device, termed AMID (active 

multifunctional implantable device), contains a microfluidic channel for the 

local delivery of fluid, as well as four transistors and electrodes for the 

delivery of electrical stimuli. Its dimensions and shape make the device 

specifically targeted for the treatment of spinal cord injury in mouse/rat 

animal models. However, its versatile fabrication strategy allows fast 

prototyping to be easily tailored to different medical needs. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Implantable neuroprostheses are specifically designed objects to 

study and treat the injured nervous system. The field is rising both in 

terms of numbers of potential applications and in terms of the complexity 

of the developed devices. New technologies to design multimodal neural 

implants were recently developed and engineered. However, the upgrade 

of these sophisticated technologies into therapeutic devices has yet to be 

achieved. A recurring challenge towards the biointegration is the 

mechanical matching between soft neural tissues and the implants. The 

device has to minimize the invasiveness and to guarantee the operational 

stability for the time required for the therapy while being subject to strong 

mechanical stresses.  

The device envisioned within the i-ONE project (AMID) is multifunctional 

since it integrates local delivery of fluids (e.g. drugs, growth factors, 

antibiotics and anti-inflammatory) together with electrical stimulation (ES). 

In Chapter 5, the efficacy of ES by means of OECTs onto primary neurons 

and macrophages was demonstrated but for in vivo implantation the 

requirements are different and more stringent. The device complexity is 

increased with respect to in vitro configuration. The active region is 

miniaturized and has to contain different devices as different sectors of the 

spinal cord (SC) needs to be stimulated in order to address motor 

neurons. Shape and dimensions are related to the targeted spinal cord 

segment and to the chosen animal model and must be viable for the 

implantation surgery technique. After implantation, the AMID has to be 

connected to external electronics. The preferred architecture would have 

power supply, front-end electronics and wireless communication system to 

avoid cables to the outside of the body. However, although few pioneering 

works appeared recently in scientific literature1,2, the integrated 

technology in bioelectronics is not mature yet. Since AMID includes a 

microfluidic system, which implies inlet tubes used to inject drugs from the 

outside body, the easier strategy is to provide to the AMID also an 
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electrical connector to be easily plugged to the external control and 

power-supply system when needed. The device has to integrate highly 

sensitive transducers for the monitoring of the regeneration status and this 

is probably the most complicated technological step. As already reviewed, 

development of sensitive transducers of bioelectric signals are at the 

frontier of the research in bioelectronics and the vision of integrating them 

in an implantable multifunctional device is very ambitious. Devices, both 

for stimulation and for recording, have to be arranged onto a specific area 

and miniaturized. Last but not least, the device has to be made of highly 

biocompatible and possibly biodegradable materials. Biocompatibility is 

necessary since the adverse foreign body reaction (FBR) that a non-

biocompatible material could generate will lead to device failure upon 

coating sheath created by cells of the immune system (Section 2.6).   

Biodegradability is highly desirable characteristic because of several 

reasons. It opens to transient electronics that stands and operates for the 

time targeted to the therapy only, thus reducing the possibility of inducing 

long-term FBR. Furthermore, with a biodegradable transient device, the 

surgery for the removal of the implant would not be necessary. 

Considering fragility of the spinal cord, this approach would be 

advantageous.  

The resulting device is technologically an advanced product. 

Several layers and different materials with small patterned features are 

necessary. The device can be subjected to adjustments in order to 

address different spinal cord regions, different animal models, which 

implies different dimensions (the device for humans will be less stringent 

in terms of miniaturization requirements) and increasing or adapting the 

multiple existent functionalities. That is why a highly versatile fabrication 

strategy is among the desirable characteristics. This could allow changes 

that are inevitably necessary in the prototyping phase, without the need to 

change the fabrication strategy. 
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The fabrication strategy that led to the final AMID as used in the in 

vivo experiments is presented in this Chapter. 

 
6.2 Experimental section 

AMID is a complex multilayer device. The fabrication protocol is based on 

the inversed fabrication technique presented in Section 3.5. On a 

microscopy glass slide, a sacrificial water-soluble layer is deposited on 

which the fabrication is performed3. A thin gold layer is evaporated and 

patterned by means of an IR-laser marker and the poly(lactic-co-glycolic) 

acid (PLGA) is then casted atop. The microfluidic, also made of PLGA, is 

fabricated independently with replica molding technique. Then, it is sealed 

by means of a heating procedure to the PLGA scaffold. Up to three AMIDs 

can be fabricated on top of a single microscopy glass slide and the 

procedure can be further up-scaled. The release of the devices is induced 

by immersion of the whole slide inside a beaker containing pure water and 

it occurs within 12 hours. Then, an encapsulation PLGA layer is sealed on 

the surface in order to better confine the stimuli and to protect the gold 

leads. The PEDOT:PSS semiconductor is spun and it is then patterned 

with a soft lithographic technique. In the Figure 1 a schematic of the 

experimental procedure is given. 

The device is then shaped and a system to provide external electrical 

connections is fixed. Two different kinds of devices were supplied to the 

collaborators at University of Cambridge. The first implies the implantation 

of the biodegradable part of the device only with the elongated tail coming 

outside the skin to be bound to a rigid plastic connector. The second is 

more robust and implies the usage of a smaller connector to bind the 

AMID to an extension cable. The last (non-biodegradable) runs under the 

skin of the mouse’ back. The cable comes out from a head helmet 

attached on the mouse skull. In close contact with the fragile spinal cord, 

the AMID biodegradability >99% is maintained. In this second case, a 

surgery to remove the connector is needed but its invasiveness is very low 

and the risks of inducing damages to the SC are prevented. 
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Figure 1 Schematic of AMID simplified fabrication strategy scheme. a) PAA 

sacrificial transparent layer deposited onto the microscopy glass slide. b) Gold is 

evaporated through a shadow mask and it is patterned by means of an IR-laser 

marker to obtain c). The PLGA is then casted atop, d). A microfluidic system, 

made of PLGA and fabricated separately, is sealed on the back of the casted 

PLGA (e)) to get f). The release of the PLGA with the gold pattern attached is 

induced by immersion in water and the freestanding g) is obtained. Then, an 

encapsulation protective PLGA layer is sealed on the surface to cover the gold 

leads h). In i) the microfluidic outlet is opened and the PEDOT:PSS patterned on 

top of the interdigitated electrodes. The shaping only is missing in this sketch. 

Several steps of this fabrication strategy can be swapped and the order 

changed. 

 

The detailed fabrication strategy, step-by-step, is described below 

and the electrical characterization is given. 
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6.2.1 AMID fabrication strategy 

Sacrificial layer fabrication: 

Microscopy glass slides are sonicated in acetone (pure grade) and 

isopropanol (pure grade) for 8 minutes each and then are subsequently 

dried with N2 stream. The glass slides are then functionalized by 

immersion in 1 mM (3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES, Sigma 

Aldrich, 99%) solution in ethanol for 45 minutes. A rinse with ethanol and 

drying with N2 stream are the final steps prior to the controlled deposition 

of a PAA (Sigma Aldrich, 35 wt. % in H2O, MW = 100 kDa) film. In 

particular PAA, 5%(v/v) in water, is spun with the following procedure: i) 

500 rpm for 3 sec and ii) 2000 rpm for 20 sec. After a baking of 20 min at 

140 °C, a second layer of neutralized PAA (by means of sodium 

hydroxide, NaOH, aliquots) 3% (v/v) is spun at 500 rpm for 3 sec and 

1800 rpm for 20 sec. A final baking is performed for 20 min at 120 °C. The 

thickness of the sacrificial layers is around 500 nm.  

 

Au deposition through the shadow mask: 

Mask for Au deposition, termed shadow masks, are fabricated by means 

of laser cut. The MarKo 10P© laser marker (by LaserPoint) is used to cut a 

100 µm thick aluminium foil following a computer assisted drawing (CAD). 

The microscopy glass slide coated with PAA is fixed on the mask and 75 

nm of gold are evaporated in a high vacuum chamber at a pressure of 10-7 

mbar and a rate of 1 Å/s. The mask shadowing during gold evaporation 

reduces the time of the ablation process needed to remove the metal 

excess. 

 

Au patterning by laser-scan ablation: 

A laser ablation procedure (already described in Chapter 3) is used to 

define gold pads, leads and electrodes. Ablation parameters are: power of 

160 mW with pulse width of 10 ns and 22000 Hz frequencies. Thanks to 
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the high prototyping speed and versatility offered by the technique, 

different geometries were tested. Here is reported the optimized one. The 

overall geometry is elongated in order to separate the small active area 

(1x1 mm2) that has to interface the injured region, from the pads to 

provide external electrical connection. 8 leads (about 2.5 cm long) 

connect the 4 interdigitated couples of source and drain electrodes plus a 

circular electrode placed in the centre of the active area with the pads 

(Figure 2). The circular electrode can be used as gate electrode of the 

organic transistor and/or as an independent electrode. The W/L of each 

pair of interdigitated electrodes is 150. On each microscopy glass slide, up 

to three identical patterns can be drawn. Each of them will be part of a 

single AMID. The alignment of the ablation pattern with the gold pattern 

previously achieved by masking is doable because of the camera focused 

onto the stage and connected to the computer. 

 

	

Figure 2 a), b) and c) details of the computer assisted drawing file to drive the 

motors of the ScibaR IR-laser marker. d) optical transmission microscopy image 

of the ablation onto PAA. Au film appears green. Channel length between the 

interdigitated couples of electrodes is 12 µm.  

 

Substrate casting  

A silicon pool (Sigma, coverslip for microscope glass slide, 2.2 cm x 5.0 

cm) is fixed onto the microscopy glass slide coated with PAA and the gold 

pattern. 1 mL of 5% PLGA solution in dichloromethane (prior stirred for 30 
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min) is cast into the pool. The microscopy glass carrier is placed in the 

oven for 5 hours at 55 °C to let the solvent evaporate.  

 

Pattern release   

The whole sandwich is immersed into a petri dish with pure water to 

dissolve the sacrificial layer. A complete transfer and release of Au pattern 

from PAA to PLGA is achieved in about 12 hours of immersion. Residual 

PAA from the PLGA/Au film is removed by rinsing abundantly with pure 

water. The released structure is left in the oven at 35°C for 2 h.  

 

Lamination of a protective layer  

The protective layer is added to better confine electrical stimuli. It is prior 

fabricated by drop casting on a microscopy glass slide by confining 1 mL 

of 1% PLGA solution in dichloromethane into a PDMS pool (Sigma, 

coverslip for microscope glass slide, 2.2 cm x 5.0 cm) and heating for 5 

hours at 55 °C to let the solvent evaporate. Its release is induced by 

immersion in pure water for less then 10 minutes. Then, it is positioned on 

top the gold patterned film under a stereoscope. The thin PLGA film is 

aligned to cover the gold leads from the edge with the interdigitated part to 

the larger back end, 2 mm far from the pads edge. It is sealed by heating 

on a hot plate (covered with paper) at 60 °C and pressing with flat-tip 

tweezers. Pressing 5 seconds in each zone is enough to stick the two 

layers. This is termed PLGA/Au/PLGA layer. This procedure is necessary 

to confine the stimuli delivered in vivo by exposing to liquid only the active 

area of the device. 

 

PEDOT:PSS coating and patterning 

The PLGA/Au/PLGA layer is adhered, with gold interdigitated electrodes 

exposed to air, to a glass slide by wetting the glass with a few droplets of 

water. PEDOT:PSS (Clevios™ P Jet N V2) suspension (5 µL as final 
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volume), with added 0.2% Silquest (3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane) 

and 5% DMSO, is spin coated on the interdigitated electrodes. Coating 

standard parameters are: 500 rpm for 3 sec and 2200 rpm for 20 sec. The 

samples are then dried in an oven at 45 °C for 24 h. Devices can be 

operated, without patterning of the semiconductor, with an external gate 

electrode. For a better and more independent operation, patterning of the 

semiconductor has to be performed as illustrated in Figure 3. The design 

of the procedure is a result of the collaboration between myself, Dr. T. 

Cramer, Dr. M. Murgia and Dr. D Gentili (expert in soft lithography). The 

technique is based on local oxidant-induced disruption of electrical 

conductivity of PEDOT:PSS4. The oxidation is performed with sodium 

hypochlorite (NaClO) and a stamp is used to absorb the chemical and to 

release it locally5. A photolithographic mask is fabricated onto commercial 

silver mirrors by laser-assisted marker using the MarKo 10P© or ScribaR. 

A standard photolithographic process is used to fabricate an SU-8 master 

onto a Si/SiOx native substrate. The master consists of 4 SU-8 squares 

(400µm x 400µm), 10µm thick each. Agarose stamp is prepared as 

follows. A 3%(w/w) dispersion of Agarose (D5 High gel strength, Condalab) 

in deionized water is heated at 120°C for 30 min in a falcon tube and 

shaken every 10 min. The resulting warm, clear and bubble-free solution 

is poured on the master in a closed petri dish. The stamp is left to cool 

and, when at room temperature, it is ready to be used. It can be cut in 

order to reduce the dimensions and facilitate the handing. It is very fragile 

and the usage of flat-tip tweezers is recommended to detach and 

manipulate the stamp that contains 4 dug cuboids with dimensions 400 x 

400 x 10 µm3. The agarose stamp is pasted on a glass slide with 

cyanoacrylate adhesive layer in order to facilitate the usage. The stamp is 

soaked in 1% NaClO aqueous solution for 5 minutes and gently then 

streamed with N2 for 20 second. The stamp, still saturated, is pressed 

onto the PEDOT:PSS film for 10 seconds. Then it is removed and the 

substrate is washed abundantly with pure water. The precise positioning 

of the agarose stamp with respect the Au/PEDOT:PSS pattern is achieved 
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by a x-y-z stage. The sample is placed onto the stage (x-y fine movement 

controlled) while the stamp, face down, is attached on the second stage, 

controlled in z-axis. Thanks to the transparency, the alignment is 

performed manually. The position monitoring is achieved by means of an 

optical microscope fixed on the z-axis above the transparent stage. 

 

	

Figure 3 a) Reports the apparatus used for the patterning of PEDOT:PSS film 

spun onto the AMID. On the stage mounted onto an x-y manipulator, the AMID is 

placed. The agarose stamp (picture and optical microscopy image) reported on 

the top left is fixed, face down, onto the z manipulator. Dug cuboids have 400 µm 

long sides. b) and c) are optical images at different magnification of the 

patterned AMID. The darker yellow regions evidence the zones where 

PEDOT:PSS conductivity is preserved. 
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Microfluidics fabrication 

The microfluidics system has been developed by Dr. Pierpaolo Greco, Dr. 

Giulia Foschi (both at Scriba Nanotecnologie Srl) and me. It is produced 

with a technique termed “replica molding”.  A MarKo 10P© laser marker is 

used to engrave a stainless steel slide. The design is a 2.8 cm long and 

350 µm large channel that ends with a larger entrance and an outer frame 

of 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm. The microfluidic master is then embossed on a 

polypropylene substrate by pressing at 160 psi (pound per square inch, 

around 11 kg/cm2) at 90 °C for 4 minutes. This master is then covered 

with 0.5 mL of 5% PLGA solution in dichloromethane (prior stirred for 30 

min) and then dried in the oven for 5 hours. With a pair of tweezers, the 

film, of a thickness of less then 100 µm, is removed. The microfluidic 

channel is about 100 µm wide and 60 µm high. Then, a second layer of 

thin PLGA is sealed on the upper part of the first and a silicon medical 

grade tube (internal diameter 300 µm) is embedded and trapped in it. The 

thickness of the second layer of PLGA is about 50 µm. It is obtained by 

performing the drop casting technique on a microscopy glass slide by 

confining the 1 mL of 2% PLGA solution in dichloromethane into a PDMS 

pool (Sigma, coverslip for microscope glass slide, 2.2 cm x 5.0 cm) and 

heating for 5 hours at 55 °C to let the solvent evaporate. The sealing 

procedure occurs by heating on a hot plate (or with a dedicated press with 

a thermal controller) at temperatures of 65 °C and by pressing locally 

where the two layers have to be adhered. Around the silicon tube, few 

microliters of PDMS (Sylgard® 184, purchased by Dow Corning, 

base:curing agent, 10:1) are gently spread in order to ensure higher 

adhesion between the external tube and the microfluidic system. Two 

days at room temperature are needed to complete the curing of PDMS. 

Figure 4a shows the positioning of the second transparent layer, which 

ensures independent inlet for the microfluidic in the final AMID. 
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Figure 4 a) and b) report two views of the microfluidic channel made of PLGA. 

The side one, containing a concave channel, faces the back of the PLGA layer 

containing the gold pattern. The channel, on the side of the silicon tube, is 

partially covered and sealed by a thin PLGA film while the other part (the left 

one) at this step is fully opened. A protruding channel characterizes the side two 

in b). For an easier interpretation, the microfluidic is already shaped like the final 

AMID in this scheme. 

 

Microfluidics integration 

Microfluidic integration occurs by sealing the microfluidic system with the 

PLGA/Au/PLGA layer. This is a critical step because of the alignment of 

the microfluidic with the gold pattern and because, in order to maintain 

separate back ends for independent microfluidic inlet and electrical 

connections, the sealing procedure involves one side only. In order to 

avoid the full sealing, a piece of white paper is temporary placed between 

the PLGA/Au layer and the microfluidic layer close to the end. Then, the 

alignment is performed under a stereoscope. The gold leads patterned on 

the first layer, have to be precisely aligned with the microfluidic layer. 

When the two layers are well overlapped, the sealing occurs onto the hot 

plate (covered with paper) at 60 °C by pressing with flat-tip tweezers on 

the edge, very close to the microfluidic channel. The full sealing takes 

around 2 minutes. If the temperature is well set, 5 seconds of pressing on 

each region are enough to stick together the two layers. During this 
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operation, having the gold pattern face down, while microfluidic back is 

faced up, is recommended. This avoids heat-induced channel collapse. 

Then, the outlet microfluidic is created. This procedure is performed 

manually by pressing, under the stereoscope, an insulin syringe needle 

onto the top PLGA layer, around 500 µm far from the interdigitated 

electrodes. The diameter of the formed outlet is about 200 µm. 

Figure 5 reports an exploded scheme of the layer AMID is made of.  

 

	

	

Figure 5 The single layers forming the AMID are exploded in this scheme. The 

red arrows indicate the regions where the layers are in contact or sealed. This 

figure put the evidence on the separation of the microfluidic PLGA layer and the 

gold patterned PLGA layer on the right side. This provides independent back 

ends and simplifies electrical connection. 

 

Shaping the AMID 

The AMID is finally cut into the desired shape. Several different 

dimensions and shapes were tested. The most suitable for the SCI 

treatment in rats is the one reported in the Figure 5, 6 and 7. The PLGA 

layer is trimmed close to the sides of the gold pattern around the pads and 

the leads. The total length is 3.5 cm. The preferred cutting tool for the 

AMID are sharp small scissors. Two small wings are shaped close to the 

back end tail, one for each side that help the manipulation during the 
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surgical operations. The surgeon then cuts the wings during the 

implantation procedure, when they are not needed. 

 

Electrical Connections 

Electrical connection between the device and external SMU is critical. 

Generally, ZIF (zero insertion force) connectors are used to bind the pads 

of the device. On the other side of the ZIF, generally used for standard 

electronics, small pins have to be somehow connected to flat cable to 

provide flexibility where needed, then to coaxial cables and finally, with a 

BNC connector, to the SMU.  

We shaped two AMID architectures, the first considers the implantation of 

thin part of the AMID only with the ZIF connector placed outside the 

mouse/rat back. The advantages of this configuration reside on the very 

high biodegradability of the whole implanted structure and on the absence 

of stringent limitation on the ZIF dimension. The drawback is the very high 

fragility when the mouse/rat moves. This configuration is used in this 

thesis for the electrophysiology in acute. The AMID is inserted and fixed 

into the ZIF, 1 cm wide. The pins of the opposite side of the ZIF are about 

1 mm far one from the other and soldering them with the pins of a second 

ZIF of the same dimensions is possible. The last is then plugged upon 

needs to a flat cable converted into 8 coaxial cables to be plugged to the 

Multiplexer (MPX described in Section 5.2.3) or directly to the SMU. 

The second approach implies the implantation of the ZIF and part of the 

flat cable as well. Obviously, only the biodegradable part with the active 

layers is placed to interface the injury under the dura mater. On the 

contrary, the non-biodegradable region (ZIF and flat cable) runs more 

dorsal, just under the skin level. This approach is extremely 

advantageous. Indeed, the device is less subject to torsional and 

mechanical stresses. Furthermore, the electrical connectors and 

microfluidics inlet can come out from the skull where a head connector is 
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secured. The discomfort for the animal is sensitively reduced. In this case, 

the ZIF has to be smaller, 0.5 cm wide. However, due to miniaturization, 

soldering ZIF pins on the flat cable has to be excluded. In order to 

circumvent this issue, a stratagem is used. The ZIF is used as a clip only 

to achieve connection between each of the pads on the AMID and each 

lead of a thin flat cable. Then, the small flat cable can be plugged upon 

needs with a dedicated connector to end with the 8 coaxial BNC cables. In 

detail the connection procedure consists of the following steps. The ZIF is 

opened and the device inserted with the gold contacts pads faced up. 

Then, the flat cable, with the metal leads faced down, is inserted and each 

of the 8 connections has to be perfectly aligned. Then, when the 

positioning is over, the ZIF is closed.  At this point, the ZIF and the flat 

cable are one on top of the other, in a totally unsuitable position. To solve 

this, the flat cable, as closest as possible to the ZIF is bended resulting in 

a rotation of 180° in order to be along the same axis with the AMID. To fix 

the flat cable is this position cyanoacrylate adhesive is used. Few 

microliter are deposited on the ZIF, the flat cable placed and let it dry for 

20 minutes with a crocodile clip in order to maintain the positioning.  

 

Encapsulation of contacts 

In the second approach, (i.e. small ZIF is intended to be implanted) one 

has to guarantee that metallic parts from the ZIF connector or the flat 

cable are not exposed to the liquid to prevent parasitic currents. When the 

electrical connection is closed, medical grade silicon (140 RTV COATING, 

Dow Corning) is spread with a spatula around the ZIF connector and 

around the first mm of the AMID to form a thin but tight encapsulation 

layer. This silicone is dedicated to this purpose and it allows stimuli 

confinement. In this way, the 1x1 mm2 area, where the active devices are 

patterned, is the only non-insulated region exposed to electrophysiological 

environment. After 24 hours, upon proper sterilization, the AMID is ready 

to be implanted. 
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Figure 6 a) Full sketch of the final AMID with insets of the details: a) active 

region, c) ZIF connector and d) microfluidic inlet. 

 

Many steps of the described fabrication can be swapped. Two 

examples are given: i) microfluidic sealing can occur before or after 

substrate release and ii) spinning and patterning of PEDOT:PSS can 

occur before or after application of the protective layer.  

 

Software 

The software to drive the AMID is the same already presented in Section 
5.2.3.  

 

 Pictures of the final AMID are reported in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Pictures of a real AMID. In a) the scale bar is 5 mm while in b) it is 1 

mm. In c) the separation of the back ends is emphasised. 

 

 

6.2.2 AMID Electrical Characterization 

Electrical performances of the AMID are presented. 

Characterization of each of OECTs before and after the patterning of the 

semiconductor is performed with an Ag/AgCl gate electrode immersed in a 

cell culture medium in the incubator at 37 °C. The Figure 8 a, b and c 

show the characterization of the non-patterned AMID. When PEDOT:PSS 

film is uniformly deposited all over the 1x1 mm2 area where the 4 OECTs 

are patterned, the devices are extremely stable and the loss of 
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transconductance within six days of operation is negligible (1.5 mS vs 1.4 

mS). The potentiometric sensitivity is about 100 µV.  

	

Figure 8 a) transfer curve, b) output curve and c) potentiometric sensitivity test 

(at time zero) of the non-patterned PEDOT:PSS based OECTs on the AMID. d) 

The output of a typical OECTs patterned onto the AMID. 

 

On the other side, performances of the patterned OECTs, are very 

unstable and devices rapidly degrade when characterized either with an 

external gate electrode (Ag/AgCl or Pt) or by using as gate the circular 

central electrode or pairs of other electrodes on the surface. The 

source/drain current, during transistor characterization, diminishes (until 

being comparable with the leakage current) within minutes. However, the 

best performances both in terms of current saturation and in terms of off 

current of the patterned device are worth to be shown (Figure 8d). The 

nature of such unstable behaviour was not investigated, although it can be 

ascribed to delamination of the semiconductor when confined in smaller 
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area or difficulty in washing away the sodium hypochlorite used as 

oxidizers.  

 

6.2.3 Stimulation Protocol 

Due to instability issues of patterned semiconductor, electrical 

stimulations are performed by using AMID with chemically over-oxidised 

(deactivated) PEDOT:PSS layer. In this way, AMID thickness, shape, 

configuration and most of the materials are suitable for the implantation 

and even if the stability issues remain, this AMID allows us to start 

preliminary in vivo test while working in parallel on the semiconductor 

patterning. Electrical pulses shape, intensity and speed are based on the 

protocols developed in vitro and typical pulses are reported in Figure 9. 

Pulses are applied between pairs of electrodes on the surface by directly 

connecting the BNCs to SMU channel. Each electrode is numbered and 

the cathodic first pulse is applied to the electrode connected to the Hi 

channel of the SMU. Positioning of the electrodes enables to test different 

geometries during the stimulation and to verify the physiological effect of 

exciting different regions. The injected current density is calculated by 

extracting the exposed area of the biased electrodes considering the 

presence of the encapsulation PLGA layer. 

 

	

	

Figure 9 Shape of electrical stimuli of different intensities in physiological 

environment (a). The amount of injected and extracted charges is comparable. 

Stimuli are applied between couples of electrodes on the AMID (b).  
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In vivo different stimulation timings are investigated depending of the 

targeted experiment. Single pulses or 5 seconds bursts at higher 

frequency (up to 50 Hz) are used to find the threshold. Long-term 

stimulations are applied with the protocol adopted in vitro: one-hour with 

40 bursts where each burst stands for 5 seconds at fix frequency. 

 

6.3 Conclusions 

A multifunctional implantable device (AMID) has been demonstrated. The 

device integrates a microfluidic channel specifically design for the local 

delivery of fluids onto the injured region of the spinal cord. The device 

contains four OECTs that, if characterized with an external gate electrode, 

exhibits good performances. The current modulation is high, hysteresis 

modest and the potentiometric sensitivity in the microvolt range is 

enabled. The stability of the device, upon continuous operation in cell 

culture medium, is high and within six days the performances only slightly 

decrease. For a sensing and stimulation of different regions by means of 

organic semiconductor, its patterning is needed. Even if we achieved the 

patterning, stability of patterned OECTs is not high enough to guarantee 

continuous operation in vivo. Therefore, current AMID configuration does 

not enable sensing by means of OECTs. Patterning of the semiconductor 

can be achieved by means of different strategies (e.g. ink-jet printing, 

laser patterning or other dry etching techniques) that could increase 

device stability. AMID allows continuous stable application of fast bipolar 

pulse stimuli with over oxidized PEDOT:PSS in physiological environment. 

The developed fabrication strategy leads to a complex multifunctional 

device, which is almost fully biodegradable (>99% in the active region in 

contact with the central nervous system) and fully biocompatible. Thanks 

to prototyping, other AMID shaping and electrodes geometries can be 

fabricated to meet both the requirements for a safe implantation and the 

electrophysiological needs. The fabrication is based on different steps to 

allow future researchers and developers to easily change step 
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characteristics and conditions in order to increase device functionality. 

The final platform is highly versatile and its application is presented in the 

Chapter 7. 
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chapter 7 
 
 

In vivo Acute Stimulation and  

Subacute AMID Integration 
 

 

 

 Preliminary in vivo experiments are reported. The epidural electrical 

stimulation is applied onto healthy and injured mouse and rats in order to 

demonstrate AMID efficacy in delivery electrical stimuli. Monitoring of the 

effects is performed both with standard electrophysiology and with 

investigation of early genes activation. The second part of the chapter is 

dedicated to the implantation of AMID onto rats SCI model towards the 

demonstration of device and implantation protocol safety. 
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Within this chapter are presented the experiments performed in 

vivo. Up to now, both a part in acute and in subacute are investigated. 

Epidural electrical stimulation (EES) in acute is performed both on mouse 

and on rats while subacute implantation onto healthy rats is a necessary 

step to investigate possible detrimental effects induced by the implant. 

The investigation is not complete, however, interesting results 

emerged from the firsts experiments, which are worth to be shown. 

 

7.1 In vivo Electrical Stimulation in Acute: an 

Introduction 

As envisioned by the i-ONE project, the proposed therapy consists 

both on the local delivery of fluids (e.g. drugs, growth factors, antibiotics 

and anti-inflammatory) and on the electrical stimulation. Even if 

complicated from the point of view of the fabrication of the device, the 

local delivery of drugs is straightforward and no particular drawbacks or 

bottlenecks are expected. Differently, the ES is trickier and before its 

application in subacute SCI, several experiments have to be performed. In 

Chapter 5, the efficacy of ES by means of OECTs onto primary neurons 

and macrophages was demonstrated. However in vivo implantation sets 

different requirements. To be targeted are not specific cells cultured onto 

the devices but complex and not easy accessible living tissues. 

Furthermore, device complexity is increased since the AMID has to be 

implanted while stimulation driven from outside.  

Firstly, the effective capability of the AMID to deliver physiologically 

relevant electrical stimuli to the interfaced tissues is tested. Then, finding 

the optimal stimulation protocol is necessary. Indeed, depending on the 

electrodes configuration, positioning and stimulation parameters, different 

structures and fibres of the SC are activated. When the intraspinal 

electrical stimulation (ISS) is performed, if stimuli are applied to the 

dorsolateral funiculus (DLF, 0.5-10 mm from the surface between L1 and 

L3)1 or in the ventral horn of the lumbo-sacral grey matter (close to 
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laminae VII-IX)2, stepping like movements are induced. On the contrary, 

no stepping is easily induced if the stimulation takes place in the dorsal-

middle grey matter3.  

The usage of epidural or subdural electrodes involve all the tissues 

layers and structures above the spinal canal like vertebral bones, spinal 

cord, epidural fat etc. Conductance of the different tissues is different. 

Most of the structures have a very low conductance while CSF 

(cerebrospinal fluid) is a good conductor and most of the current flows in it 
4,5. If ISS directly stimulate soma or dendritic compartments of the cells, 

epidural electrical stimulation, EES, cannot induce direct excitation. 

However, if the pulses are repeated, the probability of stimulating long 

myelinated fibres increases and excitation occurs. Computational 

modelling helps in the prediction and analysis of electrical stimulation 

performed onto different regions and with different parameters5–7. It 

supports the hypothesis that fibres of the dorsal root that are large and 

highly myelinated are generally activated first, while higher amplitude 

stimulations are needed for the activation of smaller and less myelinated 

fibres. As a cascade effect, reflex mono or polysynaptic circuits are 

activated. Specific afferent fibres innervate proprioceptors (related to the 

sense of position in space) and mechanoreceptors. The cascade triggers 

ventral motoneurons (MNs). Action potentials (APs) propagate toward the 

effector muscle and, when lumbosacral EES is performed, three 

electromyography (EMG) signals are generated: i) early response (ER, 3-

5 ms), ii) medium response (MR, 5-9 ms) and iii) late response (LR, 9-15 

ms). For the activation of the different signals, different fibres have to be 

stimulated and different amplitude stimulation thresholds are set8.  

In Figure 1 and its caption, the localization of the fibres involved in 

the stimulation of hind limb muscles like Gastrocnemius Medialis (GM, 

extensor) and Tibialis Anterior (TA, flexor) is given. For a precise 

description of the cascade effect of polysynaptic circuit activation, reading 

of Capogrosso and co-workers paper is recommended5. If the amplitude 
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of the stimuli is high, current penetrates the parenchyma and stimulate the 

dorsal and dorsolateral columns. Current penetration, which is estimated 

being modest, activates descending projections and local dorsal spinal 

interneuronal circuits. The activation of motor afferents varies on the 

rostro-caudal positioning and higher current density is generally required 

when the stimulation is performed in the rostral segments of the SC with 

respect to the stimulation of the caudal segments. This observation is 

reasonable since it is supposed to exist a distance effect that reduces the 

efficacy of stimulation when the distance between the electrode and the 

ventral roots is reduced due to anatomical caudal SC thinning. Specific 

effects on the stimulated muscles are also position dependant9,10. The 

EES applied rostral activates specifically the TA flexor muscle with respect 

the more collective activation of several fibres due to caudal stimulation. 

Different frequencies also induce different effects11–13 from vibratory 

movements to stepping. Over-excitation induces strong non-controlled 

shaking.  

	

Figure 1 a) illustrates the fibres involved in EES that innervate the different 

receptors. Red and black arrows indicate the current propagation in the CSF and 

in the parenchyma. ENG is performed using hooks positioned around the sciatic 

nerve (SN) while two electrodes in the Gastrocnemius Medialis, GM and Tibialis 

Anterior, TA serve the EMG recording.  b) Representative EMG recording of 

 a) b) 
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EES performed with a single pulse. Different time responses are reported. This 

figure is also reported in M. Donegà’s PhD thesis.  

 

In Chapter 4 I commented about the huge amount of different 

stimulation protocols that could be used in vitro and it is clear how in vivo 

the range is even expanded. In fact, the variable of the positioning of ES 

opens to a myriad of different protocols. However, choice is simplified 

since ventral EES is more appropriate in electrically enabled motor control 

(eEMC) while ISS onto the ventral horn is more appropriate for the 

functional ES (FES) and other less common configurations are also not 

recommended and have to be excluded. Since the aim of the i-ONE 

project is the promotion of plasticity of intraspinal circuits, the dorsal 

epidural or subdural stimulation is the most promising approach. However, 

precise indications of the effects towards SC increasing plasticity after 

injury are currently not available.  

 

The implant described in Chapter 6, specifically designed for 

interfacing the spinal cord, fulfills several requirements both regarding the 

structural properties and about the functionality. In collaboration with the 

group of S. Pluchino, MD at University of Cambridge, AMID is tested. The 

functionality, both in healthy and injured anaesthetized adult mice and 

rats, is evaluated by changing stimulation position, amplitude and 

frequency. In vivo acute electrophysiology, a universally accepted 

method, is used to evaluate the stimuli efficacy. AMID activity is 

investigated at different time points after the injury. Device, at first stage, 

is placed onto the SC at the very moment of the stimulation. This excludes 

increasing of electrodes impedance due to foreign body reaction that 

could occur if AMID are implanted. Doing so, possible changing in the ES 

thresholds can be univocally ascribed to changes in the physiological 

response to the stimuli and one can exclude effects of affected device 

functionality. The last requires dedicated experiments to be tested over 
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the time of implantation that are not performed yet. Once thresholds are 

identified, one hour ES is applied below the injury level in order to 

evaluate the effects in acute and elucidate possible effects onto the 

biochemical tissue composition. 

 

7.1.1 Stimulation of the Rat SC in Acute, Experimental Section 

Toward the successful chronic implantation of the AMID, the 

demonstration of its efficacy in stimulating the SC in acute in vivo is a 

necessary step. Experiments are performed both on mice and on rats and 

the results are comparable. In this thesis most of the results are obtained 

on rats. Rat, on which we started to work later, is the preferred animal 

model. Indeed, rat electrophysiology is better known and bigger 

dimension reduces the device miniaturization requirements, facilitates 

AMID manipulation and allows an easier implantation protocol. The rat 

model is the C57BL/6 and animal experiments are performed at the 

University of Cambridge accordingly to the principles of laboratory animal 

care approved by the UK Office animals (scientific procedures) act 1986, 

under the Project license 80/2457 granted to Dr. S. Pluchino. 

T11-L3 laminectomy to expose the lumbosacral segments (T13-S3) 

follows terminal anaesthesia. The proximal portion of the sciatic nerve (SN 

or Sn) of the hind limb is also exposed and the hooks for the 

electroneurography (ENG) are connected. Electromyography (EMG) 

requires bipolar electrodes inserted into the TA and GM muscles.  

 

ES is performed through the AMID using the electrodes couple 1/5 

or 8/5. The first approach is based on single pulse ES at increasing 

intensity. The upper threshold is identified with a muscle twitching. The 

device positioning is performed in order to obtain a stimulation of the SC 

at L4-L5 (T13 vertebral level). The ENG and EMG traces (Figure 2a and 

b) show a highly reproducible physiological response to five single stimuli 
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delivered through the AMID. The ENG compound is composed of a short 

latency response (slR) and a medium latency response (mlR) of 

respectively 2 ms and 6 ms. When stimuli repetition is performed, the 

ENG traces change. At frequency higher than 10 Hz, the mlR is inhibited 

and disappears after the very first 2 stimuli. This is a typical physiological 

response and the usage of frequency dependant stimulation is helpful in 

the identification of specific receptors involved. The most important 

information is that is highly probable motor pools are involved. It this 

thesis, no further details are given; for further discussions refer to M. 

Donegà’s thesis. 

 

	

Figure 2 a) reports 5 overlapped ENG (SN) and EMG (TA) signals resulting from 

independent single pulses of EES applied with AMID. Grey lines mark the limits 

within the responses occur. The dashed frame on the left draws attention to the 

full ENG compound. On the right (EMG of TA), the dashed frame indicates the 

interval time within the early, medium and late responses (ER, MR and LR) 

occur. b) Typical ENG signals resulting from the multiple stimulations experiment 

at frequency higher than 10 Hz. On the left the response to the first stimulus is 
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reported while on the middle are reported the signals recorded after the second 

stimuli. On the right the superposition of the traces show the inhibition of the mlR 

at higher frequency where the slR only survives.  

 

In order to determine the optimal device localization and the 

specific current threshold needed to activate SC circuits, further 

experiments are performed. Injected current densities ranges from 7.5*10-

4 µA/µm2 to 2.0*10-2 µA/µm2 and the stimulation is performed at different 

levels along the rostro-caudal axis.  

	

Figure 3 a) Representative traces of EMG from TA and ENG from the Sn 

stimulated with EES by means of AMID at 1 Hz at the level L4-L5 (putative 

localization of TA motoneurons). b) reports a graph that shows the average 

current density necessary to induce a TA twitching stimulating with a single pulse 

at different levels (that are indicated by the picture in the middle). c) ENG signals 
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amplitude from the Sn resulting from the stimulation with a single pulse at 

injecting current density of 7.5*10-3 µA/µm2 at different SC levels. Both the slR 

and mlR peak amplitude are reported. Figures also reported in M. Donegà PhD 

thesis. 

As expected, the effect onto the typical time dependent EMG 

signals varies on the stimulating electrode positioning. Typical EMG and 

ENG responses to stimuli applied at L4-L5 level are reported in Figure 3a. 

In Figure 3b are reported the thresholds, identified in terms of minimum 

current needed to induce muscular twitching, along the rostro-caudal axis. 

In the same figure, amplitudes of the relevant peaks in the ENG 

compound are reported (Figure 3c). 

The stimulation effects are very position dependant. Lowest current 

density in order to induce hind limb muscle twitching is needed when 

stimulating within L3-S2 segments. Moving to more caudal segments 

increases the entity of the induced tail movements. Stimulating in the 

portion L3-S2 at different frequencies also generates different responses. 

If the frequency is lower than 20 Hz the stimulation induces vibratory 

movements in the hind limb while a full contraction is induced at 

frequencies up to 50 Hz. The current densities thresholds to obtain 

complete muscle contraction are not significantly frequency dependant.  

Same stimulation experiments in acute are performed also on SC 

injured animal model. Even if recently the experiments are performed onto 

rats, the results in this thesis are from the preliminary series and are 

obtained with C57BL/6 mice. Stimulations effects onto rats and mice in the 

same conditions are comparable. Muscle twitching is induced with similar 

current but slightly lower threshold and slR and mlR are well resolved in 

the ENG compound. Evaluating the response peaks and relative timing 

(not shown in this thesis) one can demonstrate the circuits activated 

during the single and multiple pulses to the lumbar SC of anesthetized 

healthy rats and mice are the same. This demonstrates the reliability of 
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the comparison. The main difference is about the speed of the response, 

which is a bit shorter for mouse with respect rat due to smaller dimension. 

The series of experiments onto injured SC are important to 

determine: i) the current threshold needed to efficiently stimulate the SC 

after injury and ii) the molecular effect of one-hour stimulation below the 

injury level. 

A dorsal contusion induced at T12 vertebral level (L2-L3 SC 

segment) is the necessary step for having a reliable SCI animal model. It 

causes an incomplete lesion to the SC that results in chronic impairment 

of fine locomotor skills (i.e. paw placement and angle, toe clearance and 

mobility and tail position). The evaluation of the locomotors behaviour 

(Figure 4a) is performed according to the Basso Mouse Scale (BMS)14,15 

onto injured mice and the score compared to sham controls represented 

by mice onto which laminectomy only is performed.  

EES is applied below the injury, at L4-L5 level (Figure 4b). The 

stimulation is performed at different time points indicated as days post 

injury (dpi): 1, 3, 7 and 21. One Hz frequency is set and stimulation is 

performed at increasing current densities. The lower threshold (7.5*10-4 

µA/µm2) is identified as the amount of current density needed to elicit 

ENG compound in the sham control at the same L4-L5 level. In Figure 4c 

one can note the trend in the current density needed to elicit the ENG 

compound that increases up to 7 dpi and decreases at 21 dpi.  

Then, one-hour stimulation is applied with an injected current 

density three times higher respect the thresholds for the activation of ENG 

compound but lower than the one needed for the activation of motor axon 

identified with EMG. The choice of a modest current injection density is 

supported by the fact that molecular changes are supposed to occur 

rapidly and the usage of strong perturbation is not needed. The 

stimulation protocol is the one already set for in vitro experiments onto 

neurons and macrophages that is: bipolar pulses at 20 Hz for five seconds 

repeated for a total of 40 times with a rest of about one minute between 
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the bursts. The AMID is positioned with active electrodes onto the L4-L5 

segment of the SC. The RNA extraction, RT and Taqman qPCR are 

performed onto the SC segments. Fos and Jun are two early genes 

known to result upregulated upon activation of VGCCs during neuronal 

activity and also via activation of glutamate receptors. It is supposed that 

EES activates neuronal depolarization and activation of SC circuits. 

Therefore it is reasonable to suppose an upregulation of the early genes 

mentioned upon AMID operation.  

 

	

Figure 4 a) Basso Mouse Scale evaluating the locomotor abilities of mice 

(control and SCI) along the 21 days of follow up. The red arrows indicate the dpi 

of the electrophysiological experiments. b) Picture that shows the placement of 

the device at L4-L5 level that is more caudal with respect the injury (pale red 

area at L2-L3). c) Injected current density needed to induce a recordable ENG 

compound at different dpi. The graphs in d) and e) are representative of the 

 a) b) 

c) d) e) 
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mRNA expression of Fos and Jun quantified by Taqman qPCR and expressed 

as fold change over the non-ES control. 

Fos in L4-L5 segment is upregulated at all the time points but not at 

21 dpi. It worth to be noted that the upregulation of Fos in stimulated 

control mice is higher then in stimulated injured mice. Jun gene is 

upregulated at 3 and 7 dpi only. In the Figure 4d and e the Fos and Jun 

upregulation is plotted. Other investigations are still under evaluation and 

the results are not ready to be presented.  

 

 

7.1.2 Conclusions Part I 

Biodegradable and biocompatible AMID is demonstrated capable to 

efficiently stimulate the SC. EES is applied along the various segments of 

the SC of anesthetized healthy rats and mice. The recording for the 

evaluation of the stimulation capability is done with in vivo 

electrophysiology (i.e. ENG and EMG). From the analysis of the 

responses, obtained at different frequencies, injected current densities 

and electrodes positioning, is possible to hypothesize that motor-evoked 

responses (i.e. vibration and contraction of hind limb and movement of the 

tail) are at least partially due to direct activation of motor axons. A clear 

dependence of the rostro-caudal ES position onto the specific activation of 

fibers suggests the importance of designing specific electrodes pattern 

and performing appropriate surgical AMID placement. The high excitability 

of the segments L4-S2 in healthy rat, already observed12,13, is confirmed. 

Importantly, the efficacy of EES through AMID is demonstrated 

onto mouse SCI model. The device is capable of stimulating afferent and 

efferent fibers above and below the injury level (L2-L3). Differences in the 

current threshold (i.e. lower for SCI mouse than for healthy rat) can be 

ascribed to the different animal dimensions. In order to verify possibility of 

promoting activity-dependent plasticity mechanisms, one-hour stimulation 

below the injury level (where lower current densities are needed) is 
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performed. The analysis of molecular changes within the stimulated 

segment at different time points shows that one hour of ES is enough to 

promote significant changes in two genes involved in the activation of 

VGCCs. This can be ascribed either to direct or indirect mechanisms that 

involve respectively the activation of propriospinal neurons or specific 

afferent fibers. The former preliminary results are interesting and 

demonstrate the positive outcome AMID could provide. However, the 

results we collected are partial and longer investigation in acute and in 

chronic on awake mouse/rat are necessary in order to demonstrate the 

efficacy of AMID in the treatment of the SCI. 

Other ongoing investigations are related to the possible activation of 

pro-inflammatory early genes that could provide interesting data about the 

down regulation observed by us in vitro. 

 

7.2 In vivo Subacute AMID Integration: an Introduction 

Prior to test the therapeutic chronic efficacy of ES, other preliminary 

studies have to be performed. As already discussed in the Section2.6, 

AMID biointegration has to be demonstrated since device interfacing to 

SC can result detrimental both to the device and to the tissue and can 

cause failure of the overall therapy. Even if materials choice should 

guarantee safety and should prevent FBR, other factors could generate 

adverse molecular cascade. As discussed in the Chapter 1, G. Courtine, 

S. Lacour and co-workers developed the implantable PDMS-based e-dura 

device, which stimulates safety the SC16. They shown, on the contrary, a 

very similar device made of polyimide causes severe chronic FBR and 

induces compression and mechanical deformation of the SC that result in 

locomotors dysfunction in healthy rats16. The main difference between the 

two devices, that are both considered made of biocompatible material, 

stands on the flexibility, which the second misses. This demonstrates how 

in vivo evaluation is a necessary step since even if materials seem to fulfil 

all the requirements implant failure can occur. 
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In order to verify absence of inflammation and of chronic pain 

induced by the simple presence of the device, AMID implantation and 

medium term monitoring of mouse behavioural and electrophysiological 

activity is performed. This followed safety studies performed in 

collaboration between members of the i-ONE consortium to evaluate the 

FBR of MPs to PLGA in vitro and the possibility of reducing it by means of 

minocycline (a broad-spectrum antibiotic). For sake of brevity, I only report 

the main findings of in vitro research in the conclusions while I stress more 

about implantation protocol and biointegration results that I contributed to 

develop also by properly designing and shaping the device.  

 

7.2.1 Subacute AMID Implantation on Rats, Experimental 

Section 

The overall experiment for the investigation of the in vivo FBR 

induced by the AMID is characterized by different time points. Fully trained 

operators perform these experiments at the University of Cambridge. The 

parameters used to evaluate the behaviour of rats up to 28 dpi (days post 

implant) are the gross locomotors capability, gait parameters, fine 

locomotors skills and mechanical sensitivity. Proper tests are described in 

detail in literature and confidentially used by our collaborators. Rats are 

trained for 14 days prior the implant and behavioural tests are performed. 

Rats subjected to surgery without implantation represent the sham control. 

Electrophysiological tests are performed onto half of the group with 

implanted AMID (i.e. four rats) in order to evaluate muscular response to 

the external stimuli while the other half is sacrificed at 7 dpi in order to 

perform tissue-pathological analysis. Electrophysiological tests are 

performed by means of EMG electrodes implanted into the TA and GM of 

the hind limb.  

Surgical procedure is well described by M. Donegà whom practiced 

it together with Dr. E. Giusto. While most of the implantable devices for 

SCI treatment are positioned above the dura mater, G. Courtine and S. 
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Lacour pioneered the sub-dura implantation. Starting from what they 

reported and adapting the device fabrication and final shape to optimize 

the implantation procedure, AMID is implanted below the dura. With 

respect a standard epidural implantation, this procedure is longer and 

more complicated but the AMID is in intimate contact with the targeted 

neural tissue. It allows i) lower current densities to be injected to achieve 

ES, ii) it enables an easier signal recording as well as iii) a more efficient 

drug delivery. The procedure is reported in Figure 5.  

	

Figure 5 a-h) report the principal steps of the implantation surgery of an AMID 

onto a rat. a) and b) are pictures of the selection and exposition of the SC 

segments at T12 level. In c) and d) the dura mater is cut and a suture wire is 

inserted below and pushed till the L2 laminectomy site where a second aperture 

on the dura is performed. The reference meter has a total length of 1 cm. e) and 

f) are pictures of the device insertion from the hooking of the device with the 

suture wire loop at L2 level to the positioning underneath the dura mater. g) is a 

detail of the ZIF connector and microfluidic inlet tube coming out at L3-L4 levels 

and flat cable sutured to the lower back muscles. h) Tissues sutured. i) shows 
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the positioning of the AMID underneath the dura mater. Figure also reported in 

the PhD thesis of M. Donegà. 

A double laminectomy at vertebral level T12 and L3 is performed in 

order to expose the dura mater. With a ruse the device is inserted and 

finely positioned underneath the dura. Thanks to AMID dimensionality, if 

the active devices interface the L2 segment of the SC, the small 

connector can be placed in the space created by removing the L4 spine 

process. The overall device results firmly positioned. The flat cable and 

the microfluidic outlet run above the vertebral bones towards the head 

where a printed connector (useful for ES and recording) is sealed.  

After the anaesthesia, all the rats (both sham control and AMID 

implanted) recover quickly and are able to move without apparent deficits. 

General welfare is high for the all 28 days following the implants. This 

demonstrates the surgery is well tolerated. Surprisingly, the behavioural 

tests did not show any significant difference between the two groups of 

rats and between pre and post-surgery parameters, for the whole time of 

the follow-up. Last, the analysis of the locomotors skills and EMG were 

performed and again no differences were observed. SC compression, 

possibly induced by the AMID, could alter the mechanical pain threshold. 

The last is the parameter used to evaluate if it is the case. Even if all the 

rats from the two groups show significant differences respect pre-surgical 

values, no differences between the two groups are observed.  

AMID biocompatibility is still under evaluation at two time points: 7 

and 28 dpi. The SC is explanted and sectioned in order to monitor the 

FBR elicited by the implanted device. Cell adhesion and mechanical 

disruption of the cord represent the main evaluating parameters. The 

AMID positioning and degradation are also relevant information. No 

mechanical deformation of the SC of AMID implanted rats is found and the 

device always resulted well positioned. Above and below the device 

surface even at 28 dpi, a layer of matrix deposition was not found.  
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Collected pictures of the extracted cord at 7 dpi show the AMID 

implanted below the dura mater. AMID opacity and the tissue layer 

preclude a full visualization of the active layers. After 28 days of implant, 

some cracks appear on the AMID backside. AMID operational stability 

along the implantation is not performed yet. 

	

Figure 6 a) A scheme representing the AMID implantation below the dura along 

the L2-S4 with active devices interfacing the L4 segment is reported. b) It is a 

picture of the cross-section of the 28 dpi explanted SC with AMID well positioned 

between the arachnoid mater and dura mater. It is possible to note the SC 

anatomy is preserved.  c) and d) report different magnification of an explanted 

SC after 7 dpi. e) reports detail of an AMID after 28 dpi. Device is opaque and 

d) e) 

 a) b) 

c) 
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cracks appeared on the AMID back. Figure also reported in the PhD Thesis of M. 

Donegà. 

  
7.2.2 Conclusions Part II 

First round of tests about AMID implantation provided interesting 

outcomes. It is demonstrated that the AMID implantation procedure is safe 

and doesn’t not induce significant behavioural changes. Furthermore, 

AMID doesn’t compromise fine locomotors skills. This demonstrates its 

physical characteristics are safe. Long-term compression of the SC, as 

observed by Minev et al. with PI based implants, is not induced by AMID. 

PI and PLGA have similar physical properties and the strong differences 

in the induced SC compression can be variously explained. The 

alternative implantation surgery could better allow device adaptation thus 

contributing to reduce local stresses. Another explanation can be found in 

the different long-term material properties. Indeed PLGA Young’s modulus 

decreases of few orders of magnitude within the first 14 days of immersion 

in cell culture medium, meaning PLGA softens with time17. Last, the 

cracks found on the devices back after 28 dpi could be associated with a 

reduced pressure on the tissue and higher device conformability onto the 

SC. The fractures have to be investigated in order to assess AMID 

integrity and its functionality upon time. This is a scheduled experiment 

that will be associated with the investigation of in vivo chronic ES. Evident 

fibrosis layers were not found onto the explanted AMIDs. However, tissue 

pathological analyses are needed in order to assess the real in vivo FBR.  

A pro-inflammatory activation of MPs cultured onto PLGA was observed in 

vitro with experiments performed by I-One consortium members. Cell 

adhesion and pro-inflammatory activation reduced by minocycline 

administration are encouraging results. If a pro-inflammatory activation is 

associated to AMID, administration by means of microfluidic system is 

highly promising as strategy to reduce FBR.  
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chapter 8 
 
 

General conclusions 
 

 

 

Neural plasticity after severe spinal cord injury (SCI) is promoted by 

activity stimulating treatments such as specific physiotherapeutic training, 

injection of pharmaceutical cues and electrical stimulation (ES). However, 

full or even partial recovery of neuronal functionality is difficult to be 

achieved in acute treatments and most of the experiments are performed 

implanting permanent invasive electrodes into the epidural space. Organic 

bioelectronics provides novel conformable and biocompatible electronic 

materials and employs them in innovative architectures for stimulation 

electrodes or devices with even more complex transduction functionalities 

to be exploited in neuroprostheses. Moreover, organic bioelectronics 

allows one to introduce bioresorbable materials and electronic devices 

made thereof. So-called transient neuroprostheses exploit the 

bioresportion as its degradation within the body after the regeneration 

process would make additional surgeries unnecessary.  
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In this thesis, an active multifunctional implantable device (AMID) is 

developed that is highly conformable and biodegradable while being fully 

biocompatible. AMID integrates a three-fold functionality crucial for future 

treatments of SCI: a microfluidic channel allows the precise administration 

of anti-inflammatory pharmaceuticals or plasticity inducing agents; 

patterned electrodes allow deliver electric stimuli promoting SC plasticity; 

organic electrochemical transistors could allow to transduce bioelectronic 

activity providing possible information about the regeneration status. As 

the design of neuroprostheses has to meet several constraints and 

requirements, a step-by-step approach was followed in this thesis to reach 

the final goal of introducing a novel platform of implantable, multifunctional 

implant for SCI treatments. 

Firstly, a bioresorbable material, poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid 
(PLGA), was chosen (among FDA approved list for implantable polymeric 

compounds) as scaffold. A protocol to fabricate thin films of PLGA with 

controlled low roughness was developed. Then, different electronic 

transducer architectures were screened in order to find the most adequate 

to be used for stimulation as well as recording of bioelectric signals, in 

physiological environment. The first is an electrolyte gated organic field 

effect transistor (EGOFET) fabricated with a strategy called laser ablation 

that is highly versatile and that allows patterning of thin electrodes with 

micrometric features on fragile bioresorbable scaffolds. The metal 

electrodes are part of the stimulating/sensing platform, the EGOFET, 

which is completed with a semiconducting material. Pentacene based 

EGOFETs with good electrical performances were demonstrated efficient 

in pure water and, upon some fabrication strategy adaptation, in 

physiological environment as well. Albeit performances enable 

extracellular sensing, pentacene-based EGOFETs on PLGA show limited 

stability over time. Since AMID operation has to be guaranteed for the 

whole time of the therapy, expected to be in the range of up to several 

weeks, further architectures were tested. Organic electrochemical 

transistors (OECTs) based on PEDOT:PSS were for the first time 
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fabricated on a biodegradable scaffold and performances are comparable 

to state of the art OECTs fabricated on glass. The potentiometric 

sensitivity is high and they were demonstrated efficient in the recording of 

a relevant bioelectric signal, the human electrocardiogram. OECTs 

fabricated on PLGA are highly conformable and stable upon bending. 

Electrical performances are stable in physiological environment for several 

weeks. Furthermore, PEDOT:PSS is known for its low electronic 

impedance at the solid/liquid interface making it an ideal candidate for the 

stimulation of cells and tissues. In collaboration with the group of S. 

Pluchino, at the University of Cambridge, in vitro experiments were 

performed in order to test the capability of eliciting action potentials (APs) 

on primary neurons cultured onto the device. A dedicated setup was 

prepared in order to combine real-time optical monitoring of calcium-ions 

transients with ES by means of biodegradable OECTs. Thanks to the 

optimized characteristics of both the device and the apparatus, 

demonstration of stimulating capability of our device was achieved. The 

usage of conducting polymers resulted, with respect bare gold electrodes, 

in a most efficient stimulation (i.e. less injected current density is needed 

in order to induce calcium transients) and safer response. The stimulation 

parameters were optimized in order to achieve the best neuronal 

response and a bipolar short pulse was found to be very efficient and safe 

(that means no damages for the electrodes and unaffected cell viability). 

The hypothesised mechanism relies on ions-induced membrane 

depolarization that elicits APs. Continuous stimulation for one hour 

induces repetitively APs within the neural population while doesn’t affect 

the cells viability. The experimental configuration also allowed 

investigation of ES onto non-neuronal cells. Reactive macrophages 

cultured onto the biodegradable OECTs were electrically stimulated and 

an anti-inflammatory effect after one hour ES was observed (i.e. the 

transcription of pro-inflammatory genes is down-regulated). These highly 

relevant findings will be investigated in more detail but already suggest 
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possible applications of ES as alternative to pharmacological treatments in 

the modulation of the inflammatory response.  

Once the validation of the basic functionalities of the AMID 

architecture was achieved in in vitro experiments, a strategy to fabricate 

implantable devices was developed. The strategy led to an AMID 

composed for more then 99% of its total mass of biodegradable PLGA. 

AMID is equipped with a microfluidic channel for the local delivery of 

pharmaceutical treatments and of active devices for electrical stimulation. 

Stimuli were applied along the dorsal aspect of the SC investigating the 

effect both on healthy and on SCI mice and rat models. Interestingly, the 

stimuli (i.e. shape, duration and current density) optimized in vitro onto 

primary neurons were demonstrated efficient to activate afferent fibers in 

vivo. This was demonstrated by stimulating anesthetized animals and 

performing electroneurography (ENG) and electromyography (EMG) from 

the sciatic nerve and hind limb muscles. These are important findings, 

which demonstrate AMID as promising architecture for the stimulation of 

neural plasticity after severe SCI. ES at lumbar level was repeated for one 

hour with a current threshold lower than the one necessary to induce 

direct activation of motor neuron. It caused repetitive neurons 

depolarization as demonstrated by upregulation of early genes (Fos and 

Jun). The hypothesis is that ES can somehow affect circuits if it is 

prolonged for days/weeks. Unfortunately, in this thesis results obtained in 

acute only are reported and no data about subacute and chronic could 

have been collected in terms of electrical and chemical stimulation.  

However, stable subdural implantation of AMID in adult rats was 

achieved. Subacute effect up to 28 days was monitored and no functional 

impairment was observed. The explanted device after 7 days resulted 

transparent and apparently intact. On the contrary, after 28 days of 

implantation few fractures were observed. Investigation about the 

functionality of the device after long-term implantation and the FBR it 

induces are still under investigation. Stability of transistors fabricated onto 
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AMID needs to be increased in order to allow real time and low 

invasiveness monitoring of SC regeneration.  

In conclusion, a novel platform for active, multifunctional, 

implantable devices (AMIDs) for SCI treatments based on organic 

electronics was developed in this thesis. Devices combine electrical 

stimulation and recording capabilities in the form of organic 

electrochemical transistors as well as microfluidics. 99% of the device 

total mass is bioresorbable PLGA allowing for transient neuroprostheses, 

which do not require additional surgeries for removal after treatment. The 

versatile fabrication strategy of AMID allows a fast prototyping and it can 

be exploited to modify electrodes shape, thickness of active and substrate 

material to tailor the specific therapeutic needs.  

Clearly further crucial experiments are needed in order to 

demonstrate the therapeutic usefulness of AMID and to exploit the 

potentials of the combination of ES and drugs delivery. Detailed 

investigation of the AMID in vivo lifetime and its degradation will also be 

necessary.   
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